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Abstract 

The healthcare sector is currently facing many challenges, and technological 

innovations are changing the way health services will be provided in the future. One 

trend affecting health service provision is the citizen-centred care paradigm, 

whereby citizens are placed at the centre of care processes that allow them to take an 

active role. In the citizen-centred model, care provision is integrated and cross-

institutional.  

The objective of this dissertation is to further develop the citizen-centred care 

paradigm by integrating it with new aspects such as a holistic view on health and 

wellness and pervasive computing. The research domain is characterised as an open 

and unsecure environment, and solutions require heuristic and qualitative 

approaches based on creativity. The thesis therefore uses design science research as 

a guiding scientific framework specifically the build-evaluate approach to develop 

constructs and models. The empirical material consists of focus group interviews to 

support iterative development and the constant evaluation of produced artefacts. The 

thesis also employs use scenarios as means to analyse different aspects of the 

possible future, and a feasibility analysis considers the results.  

As a result of this dissertation, a new vision is created for collaborative 

healthcare which supports citizen-centeredness and the distribution of service 

provision. A personal wellness information model is developed to describe a holistic 

view on health and wellness. Pervasive health is defined as a system, and its privacy 

and security threats are analysed to create a set of principles to ensure trust in the 

processing of personal information. This dissertation presents a new way of 

approaching the trustworthiness of information processing in pervasive 

environments by using context information as a basis for privacy management and 

presents a privacy management architecture based on trust information.  

This dissertation introduces a vision of technology-enhanced future health and 

wellness care, whereby privacy management is dynamic and adaptable instead of 

the traditional static, risk-based thinking.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The healthcare sector currently faces challenges associated with rising costs, 

increased demand, chronic diseases, uneven quality and misaligned incentives (1; 2; 

3; 4). Europe is also facing an aging population, and the sustainability of healthcare 

has become more difficult because of the growing costs of social and health care, 

the increased number of retirees and the lack of medical professionals. These 

dynamics increase the intensity and variety of needed care services. Codagnone (1) 

has determined eight challenges that are likely to impact future healthcare systems: 

aging populations and other prevalence related trends (such as obesity), increasing 

income, consumerism and demand for equal and fair access, increasing capacity to 

cure, overshooting or mismatch in resource allocation, fragmentation and 

overspecialisation, inflation through unnecessary costs, and fat administration. 

These challenges highlight the need for more effective uses of resources (1; 3-7).  

Healthcare is also affected by revolutionary technologies and evolutionary 

practices. Information technology and innovations have more recently played a 

much greater role in healthcare. Health information technology (HIT) has made 

significant progress and patients’ clinical data has been, to a large extent, digitalised, 

and a lot of information is now available to clinicians (8). HIT will continue to 

affect healthcare in order to create new ways of providing health and wellness 

services. The accessibility and quality of healthcare services must be secured, 

possibly by innovative HIT solutions and new service models. eHealth has been a 

very important research area in the European Union, and during the last decades the 

EU has seen much potential in personal health systems (PHS) and in connecting 

citizens with healthcare networks (1).  

Consumerism and citizen-awareness are relevant trends in healthcare. These 

trends suggest that citizens are aware of their health and wellness and want to 

choose which products and services they use and purchase. Consumerism leads to 
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more personalised services and choices (9-11). Healthcare is becoming more 

personalised as care, diagnostics and treatments will, in the future, be based on 

individual information (12). Healthcare delivery is widely seen to be transforming 

into citizen-centred care, that is, citizens are placed at the centre of care processes 

and play an active role in their own care (4; 5; 13-16). The starting point in this 

dissertation is a vision of future healthcare based on the citizen-centred care model 

with collaborative, distributed, and personalised health and wellness services. The 

focus of healthcare is on a person’s overall health, wellbeing and functionality with 

prevention, early detection and proactive care. 

The rapid development of HIT has initiated the concepts of pervasive healthcare 

and ubiquitous healthcare. These paradigms have been defined as an application of 

pervasive computing (i.e., ubiquitous computing, proactive computing or ambient 

intelligence) for healthcare and health and wellness management. The purpose is to 

make healthcare available anytime and anywhere (3; 17). The core of these 

paradigms is to integrate health technologies and concepts into everyday life (18; 

19). The term, healthcare, has traditionally referred to strictly regulated and licenced 

activity, and therefore, in this research the term, pervasive health, has been used to 

emphasise the importance of activities, actors, services and providers outside the 

regulated healthcare domain.   

1.2 Research questions and objectives  

The focus of this research is on citizens, their personal wellness, personal wellness 

information and their personal information processing according to their own 

preferences in pervasive health. The key research questions are:  

- What is the citizen-centred care paradigm, and what kind of technological 

vision is needed to support it?  

- What is the information model for personal wellness? 

- What are the challenges concerning trust, privacy and security with personal 

information collected in pervasive health?  

- What rights and responsibilities should citizens and information processors 

have in pervasive health?  
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- What kinds of principles are needed in pervasive health for making 

information trusted? 

- How are trustworthiness of information processing and citizens’ rights to 

privacy ensured in pervasive health? 

- What kind of privacy architecture is needed to support citizens’ possibilities 

to control his/her privacy in pervasive health? 

These research questions lead to five main research objectives:  

1. To analyse the citizen-centred healthcare paradigm in the literature and to 

create a vision for future healthcare.  

- To look at how the citizen-centred care model is presented in the 

literature, how it differentiates from traditional healthcare, and what 

kinds of technological solutions exists. 

- To create a new, next generation and innovative view on collaborative 

health and wellness information space which can link service providers 

with citizens, thus enabling distributed health services and resources.  

2. To create a high-level personal wellness information model that describes 

how citizens conceptualise their personal wellness. 

- To define what the concept of personal wellness means, what are the 

main components and concepts and what factors influence and 

characterise personal wellness and to define its scope and contents. 

3. To define pervasive health as a system, to analyse its privacy and trust 

challenges and to define the principles for making it trustworthy. 

4. To develop a privacy management architecture to help citizens to control 

their privacy and information processing in pervasive health.  

5. To analyse what kind of context information is needed to enable trust in 

information processing and to enable citizens’ rights to privacy. 

- To define what context information from information processing 

situations in pervasive health is needed to enable dynamic, situation-

based privacy management.  
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1.3 Thesis structure and outline 

This dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter one presents an introduction and 

describes the research questions and objectives. Chapter two presents the scientific 

approach and methods. Chapter three introduces the research domain by defining 

the concepts of privacy and trust, and describes the transition of healthcare. Chapter 

four analyses related research. Chapter five summarises the research papers with 

their main results. Chapter six discusses the results and considers the implications 

and usefulness of the research, reflects on the research and its limitations and 

presents recommendations for further research. Chapter seven presents the 

conclusions of this dissertation. 

This research summary is based on six papers. 

- Paper I presents the analysis of citizen-centred healthcare, its drivers and 

barriers as well as possibilities and ready solutions. The main 

contribution of Paper I is the vision for collaborative, sustainable citizen-

centred healthcare. 

- Paper II describes the development of the personal wellness information 

model. The main contribution of the model is the definition of the scope 

and contents of the personal wellness domain.  

- Paper III extends the definition of pervasive health with a system model, 

and as a main contribution, presents a set of principles to guarantee the 

privacy and trustworthiness of information processing in pervasive 

health.  

- Paper IV presents a feasibility study on the personal wellness 

information model and defined privacy attributes. The main contribution 

is the analysis on the applicability of privacy attributes with the personal 

wellness information model.  

- Paper V describes what kinds of approaches are needed in pervasive 

health to ensure citizens’ rights for privacy and to control their 

information processing. The main contribution is a privacy management 

architecture based on trust information. The developed architecture 

enables citizens to manage information privacy and set personal privacy 

policies.  
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- Paper VI describes the need for privacy related context information in 

pervasive health to ensure trust and citizens’ rights to control their 

privacy. As a main contribution, it defines the context information that is 

needed to create context-aware privacy policies and to increase trust in 

the processing of personal information in pervasive health.  

 

1.4 Author’s contributions 

The author’s contributions to the original publications, I-VI, are as follows:  

I. This article was a joint effort, and the author was responsible for writing the 

personal health sections and citizens’ perspective on citizen-centred care 

and its current domains and drivers. He participated fully in the entire 

process of developing the future healthcare vision, and in the planning, 

writing and finalising the article.  

II. The author designed the study and was the main person responsible for the 

empirical research, modelling and writing of the article. Throughout the 

process, the author received support and comments from the co-authors.  

III. The author participated actively in extending the definition of pervasive 

health, creating the system model for pervasive health and developing the 

principles for trusted information processing. Throughout the research 

process, the author participated actively by sharing ideas and giving input 

and feedback to consecutive text versions.  

IV. The author participated fully in the design and execution of the study and 

provided input and comments for the paper during the writing process.  

V. The author participated fully in the development and design of the privacy 

management architecture, and the author presented ideas and gave input 

and feedback to all text versions.  

VI. The author was the main person responsible for the design and execution of 

the research as well as drafting the various versions of the article. The 

author also integrated all contributions and suggestions and completed the 

final version of the article.  
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2. Research approach and methods 

2.1 Research approach 

The guiding scientific framework for this dissertation is the design science (DS) 

research approach (20; 21). DS research has become a widely accepted approach in 

information systems (IS) research (22), with publications of several journal special 

issues and conference workshops (23). One of the main reasons for the growing 

interest in DS research is that it focuses more on design aspects of IS research than 

the traditional behavioural oriented IS research (23). Although DS research has been 

discussed in the scientific literature since the 1990s (e.g., 20), it became a 

mainstream approach for IS research after the publication of DS guidelines by 

Hevner et al. (21, 23).  

The DS research approach is a problem-solution focused framework where the 

main objective is to solve actual real-world problems by creating concrete artefacts 

or applications. DS research can be seen as a design process that produces 

innovative solutions. According to (21), DS research is suitable for problems which 

can be characterised by: 

- Unstable requirements and constraints based on poorly defined environmental 

contexts, 

- Complex interactions between the subcomponents of problems and solutions,  

- Design processes and artefacts’ tendency to change,  

- Critical need for human cognitive abilities (e.g., creativity) and social skills 

(e.g., teamwork).  

In this dissertation, I have followed the view and guidelines for DS research (21):  

1. The DS research process should produce a purposeful artefact.  

2. The research objective should be a solution for relevant business problems. 

3. Design artefacts should be evaluated for utility, quality and efficacy. 
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4. Research should contribute to the areas of design artefact, design foundations, 

and/or design methodologies by solving an unsolved problem or improving 

known solutions. 

5. The construction and evaluation of design artefacts should be done by using 

rigorous methods. 

6. Design should be performed as a search process. 

7. DS research should be communicated and presented effectively.  

DS research is based on two processes, build and evaluate, which are performed 

iteratively to improve the quality of the design artefacts. The build processes can 

produce four types of artefacts — constructs, models, methods and instantiations 

(20; 21). Constructs, or concepts, form the vocabulary (i.e., language) of the 

domain. With constructs, designers can create a conceptualisation that describes 

problems and specifies solutions. Models are a set of propositions that define 

relationships between constructs, representing situations related to the problem or 

the solution. Thus, models can be simplified as a representation of how things are or 

should be. A method is a set of steps of how to perform a task, i.e., a process. 

Methods provide instructions on how to solve problems. Instantiations are working 

artefacts that implement constructs, models, and/or methods, demonstrating 

feasibility and enabling evaluation of an artefact for its intended purpose. DS 

research focuses on assessing the utility of the results and on fulfilling a real 

business need (20; 21). 

2.2 Methods 

In this dissertation, the DS research approach is the methodological framework 

which guides the research, and under it, different methods are applied. Focus 

groups, modelling, scenarios and a feasibility study are applied with a focus on 

building and evaluating constructs and models. Methods and instantiations from 

build and evaluate process are only considered and outlined in this research. The 

defined constructs and models create additional knowledge for the further 

advancement of pervasive health.  
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2.2.1 Focus groups 

Focus group interviews form the core of the empirical component of this 

dissertation. Focus groups are suitable for situations in which existing knowledge is 

limited, research questions are very open and/or the domain is complex with many 

variables. The focus group is a method designed for group interviews where the 

emphasis is on communication and interaction within the group. The number of 

participants in a group may vary, but according to (24), the ideal size of a group 

varies between four and eight participants. The basic objective of focus groups is to 

generate data based on interaction and communication between participants instead 

of direct questions by the researcher. Focus groups are used to capture participants’ 

knowledge and experiences. The group form helps participants clarify and explain 

their views, although sometimes, group dynamics may silence some participants or 

ideas (24; 25).  

2.2.2 Modelling 

In this dissertation, two types of models are created, namely, information and 

system. The aim of information modelling is to capture the information in a certain 

domain. To be able to use information properly, its meaning and structure have to be 

defined. Information models can be used to communicate information and to 

develop information systems which can manage and exploit this information (26). 

Information models can capture users’ perceptions and understanding of system 

complexities (27). Information modelling can be conducted on three levels: 

physical, logical and conceptual (26). In this research, the focus is on the conceptual 

level of modelling. In conceptual modelling, the objective is to build a 

representation of real-world semantics in a certain domain (28-30).  

Conceptual modelling can be used as a technique to analyse characteristics of a 

domain. Conceptual models are usually graphical models describing either static 

(e.g., things and their properties) or dynamic (e.g., events and processes) phenomena 

(31). A conceptual model is a tool for analysis in systems development, as it 

transforms the real-world into a model (28). With conceptual models, developers 

can create a common language for an application area, and communicate and reason 
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about the domain. Conceptual models define the concepts and the structure in the 

domain by defining the properties and relationships of the concepts in a formal or 

informal model (30; 32; 33).  

System modelling in this dissertation follows the IEEE 1471 standard for 

architectural description (34). This standard provides a conceptual framework for 

describing systems architecture. Architecture provides fundamental organisation of 

systems, their components and relationships, in this case, the concepts and 

principles. Following this method, a conceptual level system model has been created 

to describe trust- and privacy-related concepts and their relationships in pervasive 

health. The idea of the model is to link these concepts to the research context of 

trustworthiness and privacy in pervasive health.  

2.2.3 Scenarios 

Scenario-based design techniques focus on projected systems usage. Scenarios are 

stories about people and their activities. They describe how people do things and 

how they can accomplish different tasks (35). As scenarios are used to project future 

behaviour, with them, designers can find new ways of doing things and even new 

things to do. Scenarios can be used to capture goals, entities, behavioural 

information (e.g., actions, activities, events) and the objectives and reasons for 

system usage. Scenarios usually have some sort of setting and a plot that may 

include several different actions and events, things that happen during activities, 

things that actors do or happen to them, changes in the setting, etc. Scenarios try to 

represent the use of the system and make it explicit, thus providing a framework for 

system design. Scenarios focus on activities and tasks, and with them, designers can 

analyse situations of use before the actual systems are used (35; 36).  

2.2.4 Feasibility study 

A feasibility study is an analysis of whether developed models or services are 

feasible for their intended purposes. Feasibility studies allow researchers to collect 

evidence on the feasibility of results before the actual implementation of the results 

(37). The feasibility criteria for a study are defined to satisfy the scope and 
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objectives of the research. Feasibility studies are a means to provide a proof-of-

concept.  
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3. Research domain 

3.1 Privacy and trust 

Privacy refers to an individual’s ability to control information about him/herself 

(38). It is a very subjective and context-dependent concept, as its shape and scope 

may vary between jurisdictions, cultures, economies, time and individuals (39; 40). 

Saltzer and Schroder (41, p. 1279) have defined privacy as “The ability of an 

individual (or organization) to decide whether, when, and to whom personal (or 

organizational) information is released.” Westin (42) emphasises the importance of 

communication, and individuals’, groups’ and institutions’ abilities to control when, 

how and to what extent information about them is disseminated. Skinner et al. (40) 

point out that privacy is a human right. According to (43), privacy is so dependent 

on the specific context that it is impossible to conceptualise it as a one-size-fits-all 

solution, and it should be regarded as a set of interests rather than a single, 

unambiguous concept. 

Privacy is multidisciplinary by nature and is usually subsumed under ethics (43). 

It is often seen as a moral or legal right, and according to (44), it should be 

understood as the interest of sustaining personal space free from interference from 

others. Based on this, Clarke (44) has divided privacy into four dimensions:  

- Privacy of the person  

- Privacy of personal behaviour  

- Privacy of personal communications  

- Privacy of personal data.  

According to (38) personal communication and privacy of personal data can be 

merged into the concept of information privacy.  

Information privacy is one aspect of the concept, and it concerns access to 

identifiable personal information (43). Clarke (44) maintains that information 

privacy refers to an individual’s claim that personal data should generally not be 

available to people or organisations, and that the individual should maintain a 
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substantial degree of control or influence over his/her data in the possession of other 

parties. Belanger and Crossler (38) point out that there are many definitions of 

information privacy, but usually with little variation in content, and that these 

definitions mostly include some sort of control or influence over secondary use of 

personal information. Secondary use refers to the use of information in a context or 

for a purpose for which it was not originally intended. Pavlou (45) summarises 

information privacy as maintaining control over personal information. Identity 

protection is another component of information privacy (40). Smith et al. (43) define 

four contexts of information privacy and privacy beliefs:  

1. The type of information collected from individuals. This refers to contextual 

sensitivity or information sensitivity.  

2. The sector using the information.  

3. Political context (e.g., constitutional rights of self, government, freedom of 

press, and media), and  

4. Technological applications. 

Although the definitions of information privacy are relatively simple, it is a very 

complex concept, and it is studied in many scientific disciplines, e.g., law, 

economics, management, computer science (45). The subject of information privacy 

has gained considerable momentum in information systems research because of 

information digitalisation and new technological innovations such as social 

networking and virtual worlds (38). The internet, pervasive computing, big data, and 

other technological advancements increase the importance of information privacy as 

they enable better and more efficient processing, utilisation, combining and 

collection of information (38; 43; 45). Belanger and Crossler (38) emphasise the 

importance of developing new tools for privacy protection for citizens, groups and 

organisations as a research domain for design science.  

Trust is closely linked to information privacy and is often seen as a strong 

predictor of an individual’s willingness to share personal information (45). 

Schoorman et al. (46) emphasise that trust is based on relationships and the level of 

trust is an expression of how big a risk an individual is willing to take. Trust is about 

an individual’s subjectively thought probability that an agent will perform according 

to his/her promises. Thus, trust relationships are based on beliefs (47). Further, 

Gambetta (48, p. 218) maintains that “trust (or, symmetrically, distrust) is a 
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particular level of the subjective probability with which an agent will perform a 

particular action, both before [we] can monitor such action (or independently of his 

capacity of ever to be able to monitor it) and in a context in which it affects [our] 

own action”.  

Based on Gambetta’s definition, Abdul-Rahman and Hailes (49) identify three 

characteristics of trust:  

1. Trust is subjective.  

2. Trust is affected by actions we cannot monitor. 

3. The level of trust is dependent on how our actions are affected by another 

party’s actions.  

Trust decisions are based on experiences and knowledge, especially in familiar 

situations (47). Trust and privacy are interconnected, and usually, the higher the 

value of trust, the lower the need for privacy.  

3.2 Healthcare in transition 

Technological innovations and demographic, social, organisational and financial 

challenges together propel changes to healthcare in order to improve quality, 

efficiency of care processes and patient safety. Traditionally, healthcare has been 

organised in an organisation-centric manner with static care processes. Typically, 

care is organised according to specialty or single interventions from the physician’s 

point of view. Healthcare organisations are usually separate entities distributing 

primary care, specialised or secondary care and tertiary care with varied interests 

and objectives. Therefore, providers do not always work as a team, and for health 

professionals, it is not easy to capture the whole picture of a patient’s health. 

Patients move between providers and health service levels, but there are 

communication lapses and delays in processes (5; 13; 14; 16). One potential future 

of healthcare is a transition towards citizen-centred care with a focus on the 

individual’s complete health and wellness with all providers working together. The 

new healthcare paradigm concentrates on the health, functioning and wellbeing of 

people (50). 
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3.2.1 Citizen-centred healthcare 

The basic assumption in the citizen-centred care model is that individual citizens are 

placed at the centre of care processes, and healthcare delivery is organised according 

to the citizen and his/her specific needs. The key issue is to enable citizens to take 

an active role in their own care processes. The citizen-centred care model 

emphasises a more holistic view on an individual’s health and wellness, covering all 

aspects including diseases, prevention, early detection, proactive services, health 

promotion, and healthy lifestyle and behaviour (4; 5; 13-16; 51). In this context, 

Downing (12) describes future healthcare as preventive, pre-emptive, predictive, 

and participatory. 

A new perspective on healthcare delivery as well as service models and 

collaboration between providers and citizens are needed to implement citizen-

centred care. Healthcare should be citizen-oriented and organised to enable an 

interoperable and sharable network of services. Service networks and care processes 

should be multi-professional, decentralised, distributed, easily accessible and should 

support personalisation and actors outside healthcare organisations (12; 14; 16; 52-

55). In the citizen-centred care model, the number of actors and actor types (e.g., 

providers, professionals, information systems, devices) involved in patient care 

increases. 

Further, health information systems are distributed into own sectors or silos, and 

usually, data is fragmented and cannot be accessed when needed (3; 13). 

Organisations have their own information systems which are not all interoperable. 

Consumer products are stand-alone solutions and cannot be linked directly to health 

information systems because of legislation, accountability and possible problems 

with data integrity and trustworthiness. New tools and shared care management are 

needed to guarantee communication, information sharing and co-operation 

throughout the care process to ensure dynamic and integrated services (8; 14; 16; 

55). Access to real-time, reliable and secure information is critical in order to justify 

decisions. Collaborative environments are an opportunity for healthcare 

organisations as they enable communication with stakeholders, aggregation of 

information and leverage collaboration (56- 58). Collaborative environments and 

social media have the potential to bridge the information, knowledge and 

collaboration gap in healthcare services and usage (59; 60).  
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Citizens are aware of their own health and wellness, are willing to participate in 

their own care and expect and demand more than ever from health services (4; 9; 

10). Citizens’ roles are transforming from passive patients to active consumers who 

are responsible for their care (12; 13; 53). This phenomenon of active citizen 

participation has been defined as citizen empowerment (4; 13-15; 53). As care 

services are fragmented, citizens need to act as care integrators who are responsible 

for the completeness of care (13). Citizen empowerment is a potential tool for 

cutting costs and for improving the quality of healthcare by moving responsibilities 

to citizens. It also improves prevention possibilities and wellness maintenance (4; 9; 

54; 61-63). 

Citizens are nowadays capable of sharing their personal information on the 

internet with different social media services, and health and wellness management 

applications (64). High quality information and communication is needed to 

empower citizens and to improve decisions and choices (3; 9; 65). Healthcare 

providers should open up and establish communication and collaboration with 

citizens to guarantee better information about their personal health and wellness (4; 

14; 16; 52-54).  

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) (61), 70-80% of expenses 

in healthcare emanate from chronic diseases, and improved medical care is 

decreasing the mortality rate of several chronic diseases (66). Seven leading risk 

factors – high blood pressure, tobacco, alcohol, high blood cholesterol, overweight, 

low fruit and vegetable intake and physical inactivity – account for almost 60% of 

the disease burden in Europe (61). Based on these risk factors, it can be understood 

how important it is to see health in a more complete and holistic manner, and how 

crucial it is to support citizens’ actions outside the clinical world. Since risky 

lifestyles are a major cause of many chronic diseases (66), the future aim should be 

on preventive care, health promotion, early diagnostics with continuous monitoring, 

better control of non-communicable diseases and proactive and multidisciplinary 

services to provide citizens with a more complete well-being and improved quality 

of life (2; 4; 12; 19; 52; 53; 61). 
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3.2.2 A holistic view on health and wellness 

The WHO has defined health as “a state of complete physical, mental and social 

well-being and not merely the absence of disease of infirmity” (67). This definition 

shows that as early as 1948, the WHO acknowledged the holistic view on health, 

and that it should be more than just treating diseases. According to (63), the problem 

with the WHO’s definition is that it basically makes every person with a disability 

or a chronic disease definitely ill because of the absoluteness of the word ‘complete’ 

in relation to well-being, and that the definition minimises the meaning of capability 

to cope autonomously and function with changes in physical, emotional, and social 

challenges. Huber et al. (63) claim that health should be viewed as the ability to 

adapt and to self-manage. Rigby (11) states that health is far more than just the 

product of healthcare services; it is a personal state, a very unique state for every 

individual, and all sorts of activities and factors are important for its maintenance. 

The concept of health can cause confusion as it can be understood to mean a state 

free of diseases, or a stable physiological function that focuses on medical well-

being. The wellness concept has been used to refer to a broader view on the health 

and well-being of people. Wellness is a multi-dimensional concept covering a 

person’s general functioning as a whole and taking into account physical, social and 

psychological aspects (68; 69). It is currently being studied in many scientific 

disciplines, e.g., medicine, public health, occupational health and mental health (68).  

The literature contains several context-specific definitions of wellness. In many 

of them, wellness considers a balanced state of a healthy body, mind and spirit 

creating a harmonious feeling of complete wellness (50; 68-73). Wellness can be 

defined as a high-level concept integrating multiple domains related to general 

health and well-being (72-75), including lifestyle, behaviour, culture, beliefs, 

experiences, etc. (68; 69; 71; 73; 75; 76). The view on wellness may vary between 

individuals depending on age or culture, and it focuses on an individual and his/her 

specific needs.  

Health promotion, prevention and progress toward better functionality are tightly 

linked with wellness (50; 75; 77) and are major trends in different media (78). Many 

magazines, TV and websites focus on health and wellness to promote better 

lifestyles and behaviour choices including exercise, healthy nutrition, limiting 

alcohol consumption, smoking cessation, adequate sleep, stress management, etc. 
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Also the line between pharmaceutical and wellness products is wavering (78). Self-

management is closely related to wellness and suggests that citizens are responsible 

for the day-to-day management of their wellness activities, e.g., exercise and 

chronic disease management. Self-management aims to help maintain wellness by 

medical management (e.g., medication, special diet, and inhaler use), maintaining or 

creating meaningful behaviours or life roles and managing the emotional effects of 

chronic conditions (79). 

3.2.3 Technology enhanced health and wellness 

The availability and rapid development of ICT and HIT, such as pervasive 

computing, big data, internet of things, sensors, motes and ambient intelligence, are 

shaping future healthcare delivery. Traditionally, healthcare has been highly 

institutionalised and regulated, and services have been provided in controlled 

environments. With today’s technological innovations, it is possible to transform the 

nature of healthcare into a citizen-centred, personalised and distributed framework, 

and services can be offered and information can be processed anytime and anywhere 

(3; 18). This creates challenges for privacy, trust and security as services can be 

offered in dynamic, uncontrolled and unsecure environments. 

The key point in technology enhanced personalised health and wellness is to 

enable improvements with better prevention, earlier diagnostics, reducing costly 

later stage treatments and personal information based care. Technology also enables 

better pharmaceutical products and improves understanding of large-scale public 

health issues (e.g., microbes, chemicals and other harmful agents) with larger 

databases and genomic information (12). Atkins and Cullen (80) have identified 

nine trends for future HIT: 

1. Connected health enables collaboration with providers and patients. 

2. Controlling personal health data will be in the hands of the patients.  

3. The amount of information available will be huge and a large portion is 

provided by the patients and their personal systems.  

4. HIT will ease the efforts of promoting and assisting changes of behaviours 

into healthier.  
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5. Health data is centrally aggregated, and this will enable customisation of 

information visualisation based on the needs of patients and professionals. 

6. Standardisation of data will enable assessments of larger datasets covering 

even entire populations in real time.  

7.  Personal information can be compared to selected population data.  

8. Big data will enable real-time queries to help in diagnostics and therapeutic 

decisions and in the development of new clinical decision algorithms and 

tools for clinical care.  

9. Improved access and documentation of national datasets for researchers. 

There are tools that help citizens manage and maintain their personal wellness. 

These tools enable citizens to collect their own data from different information 

sources, reflect on their wellness, support healthier living and behavioural changes, 

collaborate between different actors and stakeholders and share their own personal 

information. There are extant solutions that support behaviour, exercise and 

wellness management, measuring and monitoring devices and sensors (e.g., blood 

sugar and pressure, ECG, skin temperature), ambient assisted living (AAL) and 

smart home systems supporting people at home (62; 81-88).  

One suggested, and already existing, solution is the personal health record 

(PHR). PHR differs from typical health information systems because it is created for 

citizens’ needs. PHR is not considered a substitute for legal electronic health records 

(EHR) and will not affect the legal obligations of healthcare providers (51; 89-92). 

PHRs are seen to support citizen empowerment and make health and wellness 

information available when and where it is needed, hence improving the quality of 

care and lowering costs (65; 91- 94). The scope, nature, functions, users and use 

contexts of PHR may vary between solutions, but usually, PHR is considered to 

enable access and the possibility to manage, control, collect and share personal 

health and wellness information and may include decision support to ease citizens’ 

actions in managing and maintaining health and wellness. Information content is 

usually described as lifelong and cross-institutional, thereby enabling an integrated 

view (10; 89-93; 95).  

Information systems and computing environments tend to be widely distributed. 

Notwithstanding, most systems and devices communicate in a non-standard manner 

and are not semantically interoperable. According to Bates and Bitton (55), current 
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EHR solutions lack capabilities to enable shared care and care transitions. Standards 

for interoperability and data transfer between EHRs and consumer systems are 

limited (4; 90). Information systems need to be able to share information and to 

make queries and requests, knowing that there is shared understanding of the 

meaning of information, i.e., semantic interoperability. To achieve this, common 

information models are needed to cover the domain of health and wellness. Based 

on the models, a personal wellness ontology needs to be created. Ontologies can be 

used to create shared understanding among all participants and to enable sharing of 

heterogeneous information (96; 97). Without interoperability, health and wellness 

information will remain fragmented in isolated silos, no real value will come from 

the huge information resources, and citizen-centred care will not be achieved. The 

lack of common understanding will not just hamper interoperability; it will also 

create security and privacy vulnerabilities (98). 
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4. Related research 

4.1 Personal health and wellness information 

In the field of health and biomedical informatics, there are several classification 

systems and ontologies (e.g., SNOMED, OBO Foundry, Gene Ontology, MeSH, 

UMLS, ICD, ICPC), standards for interoperability (e.g., HL7, DICOM, IHE), 

electronic health records (e.g., ISO 18308, EN 13606), and information models 

(e.g., HL7 RIM, ISO 13606). These have been developed mainly for traditional 

healthcare providers and their records, processes and needs. Thus, they are designed 

to satisfy the needs and views of organisation-centric healthcare, and therefore, they 

do not fully support a paradigm shift to citizen-centred care and a holistic lifelong 

view with a focus on citizens and their specific needs.  

From a citizen’s perspective, there are some wellness models, for example, 

developed in clinical and counselling psychology (99), which describe the 

components of a more complete wellness. Els and De La Rey (99) conceptualise 

wellness as consisting of six life domains: family and social interactions, work, 

spirituality, emotionality, intellectuality and physicality. Moreover, Sweeney and 

Witmer (100) develop the Wheel of Wellness model in which they recognise factors 

influencing healthy living, quality of life and longevity, which are connected, and 

change in one area can affect others (70; 101). Myers and Sweeney (70) then create 

a new model, the Indivisible Self, based on the Wheel of Wellness. It is based on 

five factors and their sub-factors: 

- The Essential Self: spirituality, self-care, gender identity, and cultural 

identity,  

- The Social Self: friendship and love,  

- The Coping Self: realistic beliefs, stress management, self-worth and leisure,  

- The Creative Self: thinking, emotions, control, positive humour and work,  

- The Physical Self: exercise and nutrition (70; 101). 
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In this model, an individual’s wellness and behaviour are affected by contextual 

factors: local (family, neighbourhood and community), institutional (education, 

religion, government and business/industry), global (politics, culture, global events, 

environment, media and community), and chronometrical (perpetual, positive and 

purposeful). All components affect and interact with each other, thus creating a 

holistic model of wellness (70; 101). 

Further, Saylor’s (102) Circle of Health model describes a holistic view on 

health. It represents both body and mind dimensions and defines health as optimal 

function, well-being, and quality of life. The model is divided into two components: 

activity and performance and renewal and recovery. Activity and performance 

include the following concepts: energy, strength, fitness, stamina, happiness, 

enjoyment, satisfaction, growth and development, occupational and/or social role, 

and performance. Renewal and recovery consist of rest, relaxation, peacefulness, 

nourishment, social support, sense of purpose and meaning, balance, adaption and 

resiliency. 

Kirsten et al. (72) later create an ecosystemic approach to health, well-being and 

wellness based on two assumptions: 

1. Humans are whole, complete individuals with some distinguishing attributes 

(holistic view on health).  

2. Health, well-being and wellness are multi-dimensional and multi-disciplinary.  

The model has three elements, contexts or domains which describe the functioning 

of a person (biological, psychological and spiritual) and two outside contexts 

(ecological and metaphysical). This approach sees holistic health and wellness as a 

continuous, dynamic and lifelong process where people, their health and wellness, 

and contexts are distinguishable but inseparable. 

These models acknowledge the holistic and more complete idea of health and 

wellness, including more than just physical health or absence of disease. The models 

show that wellness is strongly dependent on external contexts and the importance of 

balance and harmony between different factors of health and wellness. Although 

wellness is studied in many scientific areas, its contents and boundaries have not 

been properly defined. Most research on wellness has focused on measuring or 

assessing wellness. Wellness models developed in clinical and counselling 

psychology are very high-level descriptions of the domain, and there is no real 

consensus on what personal wellness is and what are its more detailed components. 
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Overall, there is a lack of knowledge about personal wellness, its boundaries, 

content and scope. Also, existing research has not focused on information systems 

development. 

4.2 Context information and context-aware computing 

Context-awareness is a crucial element for enabling pervasive computing and 

services (103). A widely cited definition of context has been presented by Dey and 

Abowd (104, pp. 3-4): “Context is any information that can be used to characterize 

the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered 

relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and 

applications themselves”. Based on this definition, context information is any 

information that is relevant for information processing in a given situation. 

Information can be about the situation itself, an entity (e.g., user, device) 

participating in the situation, or the environment where the situation occurs. 

Therefore, context is usually talked about in relation to something that exists. Chen 

and Kotz (105, p. 3) further define context as “the set of environmental states and 

settings that either determines an application’s behaviour or in which an application 

event occurs and is interesting to the user”. 

Moreover, Chen et al. (106) define context as information about a location, its 

environmental attributes, the people, devices, objects and software agents. It may 

also include system capabilities, services, activities and tasks performed by people 

or computing entities, and their situational roles, beliefs and intentions. According 

to Dourish (107), context and content cannot be separated. Context cannot be an 

external description of the setting as it arises from the activity itself. Hence, Dourish 

(107) claims that context is a relational property between objects and activities, and 

the scope of contextual features must be defined dynamically. Dourish (107) 

emphasises that context is an interactional problem and does not describe a setting; 

it is something that people do. Soylu et al. (108) further define context information 

as information and its relations that enable behaviour modification. The usage of 

information defines whether it is context information, and therefore, computational 

entities have to define the scope of context information themselves.   
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 Dey and Abowd (104) divide context into location, identity, activity and time. 

Dey et al. (109) maintain that three of the most relevant entities whose contexts 

should be assessed are places, people and things. Places are geographical places; 

people can either be individuals or groups and co-located or distributed; things can 

be either physical or digital objects. Soylu et al. (108) place context into user, 

device, application, information, environmental, time, historical and relational 

categories. Brooks (110) has also introduced a context quintet, which needs to be 

analysed when assessing context, that is, who, where, when, what and why. These 

questions need to be answered to properly understand context. Hervas et al. (111) 

have further developed the context quintet by introducing a two-dimensional 

taxonomy with a second dimension consisting of user, environment, service and 

device.  

Soylu et al. (108) have recognised two types of context information: direct and 

indirect. Direct information has to be sensed or defined. Indirect information is 

reasoned from direct information. Context information can also be either dynamic or 

static. Static information does not change over time, while dynamic information is 

highly dependent on changing parameters such as location or age (108; 112). 

Dynamic information is crucial because situations, entities and environments may 

change. Space or spatial information is an important dimension of context and 

Bettini et al. (113) believe that most context-based definitions emphasise space as a 

vital aspect. Schillit et al. (114) therefore conclude three important aspects of 

context:  

1. Where the individual is  

2. Who the individual is with  

3. What resources are nearby  

These aspects are clearly linked to the entity’s location and environment. Spatial 

context information can be used to reason about location and spatial relationships 

with objects (113).  

In order for pervasive computing to be minimally intrusive, it has to be context-

aware (115). To enable this, context information has to be perceived, represented, 

processed, understood and reasoned. Context information cannot be properly used 

unless it has been modelled. Several context modelling and reasoning approaches 

have been developed to support context-aware application development. The use of 

proper context information modelling formalism improves the maintainability and 
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evolvability of context aware applications and reduces their complexity (113). 

According to (109), context information can be used for three main purposes:  

1. Presenting information and services to a user or using context to propose 

actions to be performed.  

2. Execution of a service automatically on behalf of the user. 

3. Applications can tag context to information for later retrieval.  

Context-awareness has been widely researched in the human-computer 

interaction (HCI) field (104; 112; 116; 117). According to Soylu et al. (108), 

context-awareness refers to adaptability. Thus, applications and systems are able to 

perceive their surroundings and environment and exploit this context information to 

react and adapt their behaviour to different situations autonomously. Context-aware 

systems are able to provide services and information for users by exploiting context 

(105). Chen and Kotz (105) have divided context-awareness into two types: active 

and passive. Active context-awareness means that applications automatically adapt 

to discovered contexts by changing their behaviour. Passive context-awareness 

means that applications present the new or updated contexts to users or make 

contexts persistent for later retrieval.  

Although the importance of context-awareness is accepted, and it is researched 

widely in the HCI domain, Addas (116) emphasises that deeper and more systematic 

research on context is needed. In his (116) review of the past 30 years of research in 

HCI, he discovers that most research has focused on user and technology 

interaction. The two other aspects, task context and social/organisational context, 

have not been widely researched. Also, research has mostly focused on the 

individual level, and on some level, has ignored cross-level interactions. According 

to Addas (116), systematic research is needed to understand the various mechanisms 

by which the context can shape the underlying HCI phenomena. 

4.3 Pervasive health research 

Pervasive health constitutes research in pervasive computing, including 

collaborative, context-aware, embedded, mobile, proactive and sensor systems (19). 

Pervasive health uses these technologies for continuous monitoring, proactive and 

preventive services, early detection of diseases and ubiquitous access to health 
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information (18; 19). One of the key enablers of pervasive health solutions is 

context-awareness (118). This means that applications are able to perceive different 

contexts (e.g., location, physical activity) and process this information and make 

decisions based on it. Viswanathan et al. (118) have summarised three relevant 

characteristics of pervasive health:  

- Collection of vital signs continuously and pervasive,  

- Real-time access and procession of monitoring data and deriving meaningful 

physiological parameters,  

- Data- and patient-centric context-aware decision making.  

The number of actors and information sources in pervasive health is increasing, 

and it is possible to collect and process all kinds of data by using intelligent sensor 

networks and measurement and monitoring technologies (3; 4; 17; 18). The amount 

of data and information available in the future will be almost unlimited, and it will 

overcome the content and capabilities of the current EHRs and other health 

information systems. Monitoring and lifestyle data enables services to be proactive, 

preventive and capable of early diagnostics (3; 18).  

Pervasive health can include services provided by regulated healthcare providers, 

devices or computational entities, different wellness companies and citizens own 

activities. Usually, the goal of pervasive services is to improve and monitor citizens’ 

lives and functions through pervasive computing applications. In their review, 

Orwat et al. (119) point to 67 pervasive applications in healthcare, with 72% of 

these supporting patients, 51% nurses and caregivers and 54% physicians. 

Altogether, 63% of these systems aim to improve prevention and care, 12% support 

therapy and rehabilitation and 39% aim at organisational improvements (e.g., 

improved documentation or process automation).  

Sensors and devices enable monitoring and measuring citizens’ activities (e.g., 

physical activities, vital signs, emotional and mental functions), behaviours and 

risky situations and proactive and personalised services, support for independent 

living and home care and detection of emergency situations (e.g., falls, seizures, 

blood glucose level) (see e.g., 6; 83; 84; 118-121). Pervasive services enable citizen-

centred care by using personalised health status, body sensor networks, monitoring, 

decision support and reminder applications (see e.g., 118; 122-128). Context-aware 

pervasive technologies can also be used in hospital environments to help hospital 

work and processes by personalising services for medical professionals by location, 
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time and social context (129). Context-aware services in hospitals have been 

experimented to improve patient record management, communication between 

professionals and information sharing with context-aware equipment (122; 130).  

Atallah et al. (6) have identified five possibilities of pervasive sensor 

technologies in tackling problems faced in healthcare: 

- Remote and continuous monitoring of chronic and infectious diseases, 

- Allowing earlier release of post-operative patients from expensive healthcare 

environments by observing them at home,  

- Providing techniques to understand aging and supporting elderly care 

management,  

- Large-scale monitoring of environmental changes and the impact of 

urbanisation,  

- New innovative techniques for maternal and neonatal care.  

4.4 Privacy and trust in pervasive health 

Different aspects of pervasive computing – such as continuous monitoring, location 

and movement tracking, smart spaces, and intelligent systems with capabilities to 

create patterns of human behaviour and other knowledge about people – create 

severe possibilities for privacy breaches (115). This very personal information has 

to be collected and processed to enable pervasive services, but its usage has to be 

strictly controlled, and users should be able to trust the pervasive infrastructure. 

Without proper privacy controls, pervasive computing may not reach its full 

potential. Privacy is a personal and context-dependent concept, and deciding 

whether privacy is good or bad is a primarily qualitative opinion. Therefore, it is 

more useful to measure the level of privacy or its attributes. Privacy metrics can be 

used to decide how systems comply with privacy preferences. With them, objective 

assessments can be performed on the privacy level of a system in order to 

distinguish privacy-aware applications that comply with good privacy from bad 

privacy applications (131).  

Pervasive computing requires systems to be open and dynamic because they 

cannot pre-identify participants, as participants may change regularly (98). 

Collaboration is necessary in open, dynamic and distributed environments, such as 
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pervasive health, where multiple systems work together to achieve goals, utilise 

resources and perform tasks. In these kinds of environments, it is necessary for 

systems to know which entities they should or should not interact with (132). For 

instance, traditional authentication or role-based authorisation security and privacy 

management are not suitable in pervasive computing because simply identifying 

oneself is of no use in an open environment without central control and 

predetermined users (98; 133). Accordingly (see 98; 133; 134), the security and 

privacy architecture and decisions should be based on trust and its attributes.  

Another component, computational trust, is about making intelligent agents trust 

each other in heterogeneous and distributed multisystem environments and enabling 

the delegation of tasks between trusted agents (135). Krukow et al. (136) define 

computational trust as an abstraction adapting the human concept of trust. It 

supports computational agents in decisions concerning unknown, uncontrollable and 

possibly harmful entities in a context which lacks reliable information and which 

makes traditional techniques useless. As such, computational trust is more than just 

access control; it is about decision making in unforeseeable environments with 

unforeseeable participants.  

Introducing trust into multisystem environments may reduce unnecessary 

communication, improve decisions based on an evaluation of the trustworthiness of 

another system and complement traditional security measures (e.g., encryption, 

authorisation and authentication) (135). There are several trust models with different 

parameters developed for calculating trustworthiness (e.g., 46; 133; 135; 136). 

Trustworthiness is a perception of confidence in the reliability and integrity of a 

trusted party (137). According to (137), several researchers have agreed on three 

main elements of trustworthiness: ability, benevolence and integrity. Ability is self-

evident, but benevolence is defined as the extent to which the trustor believes that 

the trustee is willing to do good things instead of maximising profits. Integrity 

concerns honesty and sincerity.  

One key concept in this dissertation is policy. Policies are used to manage 

security, trust and privacy with explicitly defined and represented constraints and 

rules to control the behaviour of computational system. Traditionally, policies have 

been used in organisations to control security, but lately, they have also been 

introduced in privacy protection (138). With policies, data subjects can control how 

their information is processed, used or shared. Policies describe what entities are 
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allowed or constrained to do in a certain context (98; 139). Policies can be attached 

to data to ensure that data is processed in a manner that is compliant with the policy, 

a technique called sticky policy (139). Several languages have been developed to 

represent policies in human-readable and computer-understandable formats e.g., 

APPEL, P3P, EPAL, XPref, REI, SAML and XACML (140).   

In pervasive computing, privacy management should be dynamic and be able to 

adapt according to context information and how it affects privacy (141, 142). In 

pervasive environments, there are multiple changing entities, and therefore, access 

control has to be dynamic and based on context information which enables the 

dynamic management of rights (142). While there is research on context-awareness 

and privacy, much of it focuses on protecting the privacy of context information i.e., 

protecting privacy in context-aware computing, and does not really consider using 

context of information processing as a basis for privacy protection (see e.g., 143-

149).  

Some context-aware privacy solutions exist and usually seem to focus on 

capturing the context of a user or a certain actor in a predefined situation and using 

that information to adapt privacy preferences. Schaub et al. (141) have developed a 

privacy context model in which they focus on privacy relevant context information. 

In their model, they identify three privacy aspects of context: the user, and his/her 

environment and activities. The user aspect is about his/her privacy sensitive items 

(e.g., information or action of an entity in a user’s physical proximity). The user’s 

environment is about his/her current location and can contain virtual and physical 

entities and the user’s activities in a given situation. Change in any of these contexts 

can have privacy implications which require privacy decisions or adjustments in 

privacy settings. This model tries to take account of information, physical and 

territorial aspects of privacy.  

The EnCoRe project has developed an architecture to control processing of 

personal data and enforcing privacy (139). Their architecture uses sticky policies, 

privacy-aware access control and obligation components to enforce users privacy 

preferences when data is accessed. In their solution external workflow manager 

tracks and monitors data flows within and between organisations to ensure that 

person’s privacy preferences are followed. Systems willing to process data fully 
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have to be the EnCoRe compatible. If a system does not comply with the EnCoRe 

data might not be accessed to full extent. 

Salah et al. (150) propose trust management systems architecture. The 

architecture calculates a trust score from monitored and collected trust aspects.    

Faravelon et al. (142) sees that privacy should be solved in the access control level. 

They propose a model-driven approach where privacy design and execution levels 

are separated. At first, they have developed a privacy meta-model and based on the 

model they define an architecture and how to implement it. The architecture 

presents a set of components to enforce access control and to check compliance with 

policies.  

Behrooz and Devlic (151) present a context-aware privacy policy language 

(CPPL), whereby policies are set for different situations and the requestor can be 

specified according to his/her identity or social relation to the person. In CPPL, 

situations and privacy principles are defined separately. Blount et al. (152) introduce 

a context-dependent privacy policy model. In their model, privacy policies contain a 

field context which can include a set of contextual constraints that have to be 

satisfied for the policy to be effective. This information describes the subject or the 

requestor.  

Ghosh et al. (153) present a semantic policy-based system which can constrain 

information flow by reasoning with a user’s dynamic context. Their solution enables 

protecting the privacy of smartphone users at runtime instead of predefined user 

input. Corradi et al. (154) propose a context-based access control middleware that 

can dynamically determine the context of a mobile user, and permissions are 

associated with the contexts instead of typical identities or roles. Their solution 

allows system operators to specify access control policies and users to create their 

own privacy policies and to control the disclosure of personal information in a new 

context. This middleware supports physical and logical contexts, that is, physical 

contexts identify physical spaces and logical contexts identify states of both physical 

contexts and entities (users and resources). These states can depend on logical 

properties, e.g., temporal conditions, availability, activities or device characteristics.  

Privacy is seen as the biggest obstacle for the widespread implementation of 

pervasive computing technologies due to its potential for abuse and the fear of not 

being able to control surveillance and information processing (143). Recently, 

however, some researchers have used the term privacy paradox, that is, while people 
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are concerned about privacy risks and breaches, they continue to share their lives, 

pictures, and information in different social networks (155). The wide coverage and 

huge usage of social networks clearly demonstrate that people are ready to share 

their information in computer systems, although some data such as medical records 

and financial data are found to be more sensitive than demographic characteristics, 

purchase behaviour or lifestyle data (155). 

In the context of this dissertation, information privacy, trust and trustworthiness 

are key issues affecting the research and produced artefacts, as personal health and 

wellness information is, by law, highly confidential. Personal information should be 

protected from unauthorised use, secondary use, access, processing, disclosure and 

dissemination. 

4.5 Summary of related research 

The transition of healthcare has meant that some services are being moved outside 

the regulated healthcare environment. Service provision has traditionally been 

organised from the physician’s perspective, and now, citizens’ role is being 

transformed from being mere patients to active participants in their care. Also, 

current information systems are not all designed to handle the increasing amount 

and variety of health and wellness information. For example, electronic health 

records are not designed to support a complete, lifelong, cross-institutional view on 

health and wellness. To support the future development of healthcare, new tools and 

solutions are needed to ease the management of personal health and wellness 

information over organisational boundaries and enable collaboration between 

citizens and their personally selected providers.  

There is a lot of research focusing on interoperability standards and the 

modelling of medical terms and concepts to support regulated healthcare, however, 

research on citizen-focused personal wellness, including information created outside 

provider networks, remains limited. There is no agreement on the knowledge basis 

of personal wellness in terms of covering a lifelong and holistic view on health and 

wellness information. Personal wellness has mainly been studied from a 

measurement or assessment point of view. These studies do not support the 

development of new computational tools and information systems. In order to 
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support the creation of a personal wellness ecosystem, and interoperability between 

different computational entities, the scope and contents of personal wellness have to 

be understood.  

Pervasive computing and other technological innovations are shaping the future 

of healthcare. Technology is enabling almost unlimited possibilities for information 

processing and the creation of new pervasive services to automatically and 

autonomously manage personal wellness. This also creates serious privacy risks and 

a possibility to monitor and track citizens’ location, movement, activities, vital signs 

and even emotional states. Pervasive health applications and wellness approaches do 

exist, and the type and amount of information and continuous monitoring of people 

require new ways of protecting privacy. Information processing environments are 

open and dynamic, and traditional privacy and security solutions were not designed 

to accommodate these features.  

Citizens need means for ensuring their privacy, and privacy and trustworthiness 

are seen as main questions hindering the implementation of pervasive technologies. 

These issues are acknowledged in many scientific articles, and it has been proposed 

that privacy management should be dynamic and capable of adapting to different 

situations. The promises of pervasive health can only be fulfilled if privacy issues 

and the trustworthiness of information processing can be adequately solved within 

applications and systems. Although, the importance of privacy and limitation of 

traditional security approaches are widely acknowledged, it seems that trust based 

and architectural approaches for privacy management have not been really 

considered and most existing solutions try to fulfil privacy requirements with access 

control.  Also research on context-aware privacy solutions is still limited and mainly 

focuses on single user contexts or some activity. What context information needs to 

be captured from information processing situations has not been widely studied. 

Thus, an approach of using situational information as a basis for privacy 

management has not yet been thoroughly considered.   
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5. Research results 

5.1 Vision for collaborative healthcare 

A next generation, semantically enriched, collaborative health information space has 

been envisioned in paper I (see Figure 1.). It is based on two collaborative virtual 

health spaces: 

1. Regulated and legally controlled provider-side information systems (e.g., 

EHR). 

2. Citizens’ personal health space (e.g., PHS and PHR).  

A collaborative information space covers all stakeholders, regulated healthcare 

providers, health professionals, patients, citizens and other interested parties. In 

order to support collaboration, the information space enables dynamic, effective 

information combining and sharing, and easily and safely accesses distributed health 

resources anywhere and anytime.  
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Figure 1. Vision on collaborative, sustainable citizen-centred health 

Citizens are in complete control of their personal health spaces, and management 

and maintenance is mainly done by themselves. Citizens can select tools that are 

accessible and suitable for their situation and purposes. Providers control their own 

health spaces which contain legally regulated patient health data collected and 

registered by health professionals during citizens’ care episodes and visits. This 

space is designed for the purposes of healthcare organisations like care 

documentation and support and administration. Providers’ health spaces and 

information processing are legally regulated. Regulations lead to data transfers 

being mainly one-way, that is, citizens can copy or link their information from 

health providers’ health spaces into their own health space, but they cannot transmit 

data registered by themselves directly onto health providers’ spaces. However, 

citizens can enable health providers with access to their health spaces.  
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Future healthcare delivery will be collaborative and participatory. Health services 

are based on information, information systems and a community of actors 

surrounding a person’s health and wellness. This vision supports shared and 

collaborative approaches to service provision, and defines a platform which supports 

communication, interaction and sharing of information. The citizen-centred care 

model and new tools for communication and collaboration enable citizens to take an 

active role in their own personal health and wellness and enable the creation of more 

personalised services which are available anytime and anywhere.  

5.2 Personal wellness information model 

The high-level personal wellness information model (Figure 2.) is based on a 

literature analysis as well as empirical research (II). The aim of the personal 

wellness information model development is to define the scope of the domain and 

present the related concepts, characteristics, relationships, and contextual aspects. 

The development, along with a literature analysis and empirical research, has 

resulted in a view on personal wellness as a basis for modelling. The view is 

composed of five internal components: lifestyle, emotional and mental wellness, 

occupational wellness, healthcare and physiological wellness. These components are 

surrounded by two external contexts: social networks and environment. Social 

networks focus on the social relations of a person, and environment describes both 

physical and digital environments.  
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Figure 2. The highest level of the personal wellness information model.  
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The lifestyle component focuses on personal lifestyle and describes activities, 

behaviours and choices affecting daily life. Concepts in lifestyle are dependent on 

the person, who can usually affect, control, influence or manage these. The 

emphasis on concepts in lifestyle may vary widely between different people. The 

emotional and mental wellness component focuses on psychological issues such as 

emotions, identity and personality. It includes concepts that describe views, feelings, 

and attitudes toward life, experiences, possible disorders, and mental health. 

Emotional and mental wellness target the person’s mind, how she will react to 

situations, and how she copes mentally.  

Occupational wellness is about a person’s occupation, which is a broader concept 

than work, as it covers being a student, unemployed, retired or other. The concepts 

in the component describe the actual occupation, its properties, its climate and how 

the person feels about it. Physiological wellness focuses on health and wellness 

related information outside the healthcare provider network. This component is 

designed to support citizens’ activities in health and wellness management by 

allowing them to collect, observe and manage their personal information. 

Physiological wellness includes genetic information, vital signs, measuring and 

monitoring information collected, possibly with different devices and sensors, as 

well as information about a person’s conditions and functioning as a whole. 

The healthcare component focuses on regulated healthcare organisations and 

information in their health records. It is based on two main concepts: provider and 

service. Provider describes different healthcare organisations divided into four 

types: preventive, curative, promotional, and rehabilitative. Services are divided into 

three types: prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. All these create medical 

documents, hence composing a person’s medical history. The social networks 

component describes a person’s social relations, including family, friends, relatives, 

etc. It also contains different communities and social environments, and social 

participation in these contexts. The environment affects people in many ways, and it 

includes both digital and physical environments. The environment is heavily 

context-dependent, and it may vary widely between countries or even cities.  

The personal wellness information model represents how citizens see their 

personal wellness, and what concepts, categories and relationships exist. These are 

the main components in ontology development.  
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5.3 Trustworthiness in pervasive health 

Pervasive health is defined as a system which delivers health and wellness 

services in an open, unsecure and dynamic environment. Also, a set of principles are 

defined for the trusted processing of information in pervasive health (III). The 

concept of pervasive health has been initiated by new service models, a more 

complete view on health and wellness, personalised health and medicine and 

technological innovations. Pervasive health covers the concepts of ubiquitous or 

pervasive healthcare, but it is a broader concept as it supports services outside 

provider networks and fulfils the holistic view on health and wellness.  

In this research, the definition of pervasive health has been extended from what 

has been presented earlier in the literature. Here, it has been defined as a meta-

system – a system composed of systems (Figure 3.) (III). Pervasive health is an open 

and dynamic information space which utilises ubiquitous computing and consists of 

digital bubbles. A bubble offers services and contains information systems and their 

stakeholders. These bubbles can be linked together dynamically to create a network 

of health and wellness services. Bubbles, or systems, can collect, process, store and 

disclose personal health and wellness information.  

 

 

Figure 3. Pervasive health with interconnected systems.  

In pervasive health, a person can create a personal health and wellness network 

and select, tailor and combine which services or systems participate. S/he can 

control information sharing between bubbles or their information systems. Although 

there are common principles and laws regulating information processing, there are 
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still differences between the bubbles’ responsibilities and possibilities for 

information processing. For example, healthcare providers are heavily restricted by 

healthcare specific legislation and medical ethical codes compared to wellness 

service providers. Personal information is not necessarily stored in regulated EHRs, 

and this creates several issues concerning the privacy, security and trustworthiness 

of information.  

The amount and variety of health and wellness related information is increasing, 

and it is also becoming more personal and private. Information can be any kind of 

personal information (e.g., behaviours, location, social activities, emotions, and rich 

contextual data) covering a person’s entire life. Information processing in pervasive 

health can be autonomous, and it can happen even without the person in question 

knowing about it. Information content, processing and needed regulations differ 

widely from current processing, collecting and storing of healthcare information. 

The data content in pervasive health exceeds the contents of current EHRs. The use 

of personal information is not limited to health and wellness services, and it is of 

value to many different fields and businesses.  

There are several stakeholders in pervasive health with different interests, 

objects, regulations and viewpoints. In paper III, the focus is on the interests and 

concerns of the person in question i.e., the data subject. To support the data 

subject’s possibilities of ensuring trustworthiness in information processing in 

pervasive health, a set of principles for trusted pervasive health have been 

developed, namely, the THEWS-principles. The THEWS-principles specify that the 

data subject shall have the right to: 

- Dynamically verify the trustworthiness of the pervasive health network s/he 

has created. 

- Verify the trustworthiness of any system in the information space that 

requires or uses the data subject’s personal health data for secondary purposes. 

- Control the processing of personal health information, both inside systems 

and between them. 

- Be aware of all events, situations, and contexts where the data subject’s 

health data is collected, processed, stored, and disclosed. 
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- Define situation-specific, context-aware, and granular personal privacy and 

trust policies, which regulate how his or her health data is collected, processed, 

disclosed, shared, stored, or destroyed. 

The THEWS-principles also state that systems and stakeholders have the 

responsibility to ensure:  

- Trust verification by publishing their privacy policies, environmental, and 

contextual features. 

- Openness of their interest, business needs, and policies as well as their 

relationships with other systems in the information space. 

- Transparency of data processing. 

The THEWS-principles emphasise the rights of citizens not only to be aware of 

the processing of their personal information, but also their right to control and limit 

the processing, collection, use and sharing of their information by setting own 

privileges and obligations (i.e., dynamic privacy and security policies). Persons 

should be able to verify in advance the trustworthiness of all participants. 

Trustworthiness in pervasive health means that the entire network of systems is 

trusted, data subjects’ privacy has been protected, data is processed ethically, legally 

and that it follows the rules or policies defined by the data subject. The THEWS-

principles offer protection against common threats of pervasive computing, facilitate 

trustworthiness, and support a person’s information autonomy.  

5.4 Feasibility of the privacy attributes of the personal 
wellness information model 

The personal wellness model has been evaluated in a feasibility study (IV) to 

analyse whether it would result in a new understanding of personal wellness, its 

contents and limits and whether the defined privacy attributes (context, capability, 

competence, reliability, benefit, benevolence, and confidence) would be able to 

cover the needed aspects of privacy. As privacy is a highly personal and situation-

dependent concept, it can usually only be analysed using qualitative means. Privacy 

metrics can be used to define good or bad privacy and how well applications or 

information systems fulfil privacy requirements. The defined privacy attributes are 
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partly based on empirical research conducted with focus groups and partly on a 

literature analysis.  

The results show that in pervasive health, it is difficult for people to know the 

actual privacy status of the provider especially when considering non-regulated 

environments. This also creates trust related problems as the privacy and reliability 

of the information are out of a person’s control. Transferring information from a 

regulated environment with proper security and privacy safeguards to a non-

regulated environment can result in this information losing its reliability, and also, 

the original security and privacy policies may no longer be valid.  

Notwithstanding, citizens should be aware of the privacy status of the services 

they use and be able to control their privacy whether they are in non-regulated or 

regulated environments. To achieve awareness, new privacy services have to be 

created to ensure processing and disclosure of information and to allow privacy 

services to monitor and measure the degree of privacy and the level of control over 

citizens’ personal information. Importantly, these services should utilise trust-

building measures. In personal wellness information, all concepts should have 

privacy attributes embedded in them which can be activated and made known, 

controllable and measurable. This requires a process-driven approach with 

predictive trust building, perceptions of the intentions of services, capability of 

evaluating providers and of supporting the transfer of information between regulated 

and non-regulated environments. Self-regulating policies are also needed to control 

and constrain processing in different contexts.  

The feasibility study (IV) clearly shows that the wellness information model 

represents essential concepts and gives structure to the presentation, and it can be 

used to create instantiations. While the model describes a combination of regulated 

and non-regulated concepts, current privacy regulations do not support this kind of 

pervasive health environment. The defined privacy attributes help citizens to be 

aware of and control and measure the privacy of their personal information. New 

technological solutions are needed to implement these privacy attributes.   
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5.5 Trust information-based privacy architecture for 
ubiquitous health 

Privacy in pervasive health is based on trust. Therefore, privacy architecture for 

pervasive health must be based on trust information. The features of privacy 

architecture should consider the nature of pervasive health, trust and privacy aspects 

of systems offering services, regulatory requirements and persons’ privacy needs. 

The architecture should try to solve persons’ concerns on: 

1. How trustworthy the system is? 

2. How to improve the lack of awareness and transparency in data collection 

and processing? 

3. Who is using the data inside a system? 

4. How to guarantee that data is processed lawfully?  

5. How to guarantee that data is processed according to person’s personal 

policies? 

Layered architecture framework model (VI) is based on three layers (Figure 4.). 

The top layer describes the common services for all stakeholders. The middle layer 

describes needed privacy and trust services. The bottom layer is the network layer 

where all participating entities are located. In Figure 4. the DS means the data 

subject, PHI is personal health information, S is a system and D means domain. The 

privacy architecture is developed to manage information privacy using services and 

by supporting context-aware privacy policies using trust information. The 

architecture combine several privacy and trust approaches including trust 

calculation, policies, context services and monitoring services. 
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Figure 4. The framework model for the privacy architecture 

As it is practically impossible for persons’ to be able to evaluate trustworthiness 

of systems the trust calculator is included in the architecture. Trust calculator is not 

a decision maker. It calculates the trust information of a system by using the 

published information, available contextual data, system’s measured or monitored 

features and system’s past history. It also offers assistance services for persons’ to 

interpret the trust information and help them with policies. With trust information 

persons can predict system’s willingness or ability to process information according 

to personal policies or regulations. Trust calculator also informs how trustworthy a 

system is, what kind of policies and technical architecture a system has and how 

system’s policies comply with regulations and legislation. 

The context service captures context information of all participating entities and 

makes it available to trust calculator and to persons using ontologies. Monitoring 

service gives feedback, reduces risks and detects conflicts with personal policies and 

possible information processing. Notification service is used to communicate 

between a person and a system and to improve transparency by expressing personal 

policies to systems and to publish systems policies and relations to other systems. In 

this architecture the person is the final decision maker concerning the rules he/she 
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wants to include in the system specific privacy policy. Decision support service and 

policy binding service are tools to help the person in this process. 

The privacy management architecture is designed to fulfil the principles for 

trusted information processing (III) and also it offers protection against many known 

privacy threats of ubiquitous computing.  

 

5.6 Context-aware privacy for pervasive health 

In pervasive health, services can be regulated healthcare services or other services 

depending on the status of the system. There are also general regulations concerning 

privacy and security and other domain specific regulations which can limit and 

constrain participants and their actions. Systems and persons have to discuss trust 

and privacy levels to enable access to personal information in exchange for needed 

services. The higher the level of trust a person has in a system, the lower the amount 

of needed privacy policies to protect information. To implement privacy policies 

privacy attributes are needed. One of the key privacy attributes is context which 

refers to the situation where the data and information are created or processed. In 

paper VI pervasive health is further developed by analysing privacy attribute context 

and its contents. 

Privacy related context information makes it possible to create context-aware 

privacy policies which can adapt to situation changes. It can also be used in trust 

negotiations between participants by comparing person’s privacy policies and 

original context of information into possible use context. As systems, services and 

information processing vary, the original context of the information as well as its 

use context have to be captured. In many cases, original and use contexts of 

information differ widely, and it is critical to differentiate these two. Different 

contexts have different requirements and constraints for information processing.  

To identify privacy related context information typical activities of pervasive 

health have been analysed with scenarios. The privacy related context information 

of pervasive health seeks to identify the following: 

- What happens? 

- Who is the target or actor? 
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- What services are related to the situation? 

- In what kind of environment(s) does this situation happen? 

- Who are the actors and interested stakeholders? 

- What information systems participate in the situation?  

Thus, the main components for privacy related context information are concluded 

as: situation, person, service, environment, stakeholder and IT system. These 

components enable situations to be captured in multidimensional and 

multidisciplinary environments. By combining the results of the user scenario 

analyses and the research on the principles of trusted information processing (III), 

defined privacy attributes (IV) and the required information for privacy policies (V) 

more detailed attributes are derived for the components (Figure 5).  

 

 

Figure 5. Privacy related context information of pervasive health.  

The situation is the core component because of the dynamic nature of pervasive 

health and the limitations in predefining actions and entities. Situations describe 

information processing that happens in a certain context because of some activity 

and by/for a certain person. Situations can be created by a person, a service, a 

stakeholder or an IT system. Pervasive health environments can vary widely 

between situations (e.g., regulations, entities, culture), and they can be either digital 

or physical. Environments may have different properties for privacy, security and 

trust, hence the environment of a situation and all participating entities, including 

their own environment, have to be captured. 
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The person component can create, be part of and/or be the target of a situation. 

The service component describes different health and wellness related services. 

Services can be provided by different IT systems or stakeholders and can be 

regulated by some regulations or legislation (e.g., healthcare specific, privacy or 

security related, domain specific). The IT system component describes 

computational entities linked to pervasive health (e.g., EHR, PHR, PHS, pervasive 

systems, wellness management systems, monitoring and measuring devices, and 

sensors). Stakeholders represent social actors or interested parties that offer, 

participate or are interested in a situation.  

The resulting components and their attributes describe what privacy related 

context information is needed in pervasive health to increase trustworthiness in 

information processing. A situation’s parameters may vary widely; hence general 

components are needed to capture context information. The components and their 

attributes enable the capturing of high-level definitions of situations happening in 

the pervasive health environment and domain specific information, such as 

information about characteristics of an environment. These components can be used 

to create context-aware privacy policies and to analyse that the information 

processing follows the person’s personal privacy preferences and the requirements 

from the original context of the information. 

5.7 Summary of the results 

In this dissertation, I have combined a citizen-centred health paradigm with new 

technological innovations, such as pervasive computing, and have created a vision 

for future healthcare. I have presented how to enable a distributed, personalised and 

holistic view on health and wellness to satisfy the need for collaboration throughout 

the care processes. I have also produced an information model of personal wellness 

that supports progress towards more complete health and wellness care. The 

information model defines the information basis for complete health and wellness 

management. It can be used as a starting point to create a personal wellness 

ontology which enables semantic interoperability between different actors and the 

creation of distributed health and wellness services.  
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In this dissertation pervasive health is defined as a meta-system, a system about 

systems. In pervasive health, services are produced in collaboration and can be 

offered by different providers and information systems. Citizens can select, tailor 

and combine different services and systems. The vision of pervasive health enables 

true personalisation and consumerism in healthcare delivery. It enables a citizen-

centred healthcare paradigm by combining regulated and non-regulated services, as 

well as providers, based on personal preferences.  

The key issues hindering widespread implementation of pervasive computing are 

privacy and trustworthiness, and in this dissertation, I have further developed the 

idea of pervasive reality by analysing pervasive health in the context of privacy and 

trustworthiness. I have defined a set of principles for making pervasive health 

trustworthy, namely, the THEWS-principles, which give citizens the right to control 

their personal information and its processing and disclosure. These principles can 

also be widened to cover all pervasive computing. Novel privacy management 

architecture is presented which is based on trust information. The architecture is 

designed to ensure and manage privacy of personal information. I have also 

presented the idea of using privacy related context information for privacy 

protection in ubiquitous health.  

In summary, I have presented a vision of how healthcare should be organised and 

offered, the information basis for more complete and holistic health and the kind of 

HIT systems needed. In this thesis, new rights for citizens and responsibilities for 

information processing organisations have been defined to describe how information 

processing can be made trustworthy, thereby honouring citizens’ privacy. An 

important result of this dissertation is a vision for a new kind of trust information 

based privacy management architecture which utilises privacy related context 

information.  
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6. Discussion 

6.1 Discussion 

The purpose of this dissertation is to produce basic knowledge with artefacts at two 

levels: constructs and models. These artefacts support the progress of pervasive 

health. The results also outline the needed methods and instantiations that enable the 

creation of concrete artefacts in the future. This dissertation provides results in the 

fields of health informatics, pervasive computing and privacy management. The five 

main objectives of this dissertation are:  

1. To analyse the citizen-centred healthcare paradigm in the literature and to 

create a vision for future healthcare. 

2. To create a high-level personal wellness information model describing how 

people conceptualise their personal wellness. 

3. To define pervasive health as a system, analyse its privacy and trust 

challenges and define the principles for making it trustworthy. 

4. To develop a privacy management architecture to help citizens to control 

their privacy and information processing in pervasive health.  

5. To analyse what kind of context information is needed to enable trust in 

information processing and to enable citizens’ rights to privacy. 

To fulfil these objectives, this dissertation:  

1. Presents a vision for future collaborative healthcare to realise the citizen-

centred care paradigm. 

2. Introduces a personal wellness information model that captures the main 

concepts of a holistic view on health and wellness. 

3. Suggests principles which guarantee the trustworthiness of information 

processing in pervasive health.  

4. Presents a novel privacy management architecture based on trust 

information.  
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5. Describes the required privacy related context information components to 

ensure citizens’ rights to privacy and to enable adaptable privacy services.  

Health information is currently fragmented into different organisations and 

information systems, and therefore, it is almost impossible to have a clear picture of 

a person’s complete health and wellness (3; 13; 55). For the future of healthcare, it 

is crucial that citizen’s personal health information is collected in a cross-

organisational and lifelong way and is accessible to all relevant participants 

throughout the care process to enable collaboration and distributed care services. 

Preventive services and early diagnostics require knowledge of an individual’s 

normal functions (156). Also, many initiatives on better lifestyles and chronic 

disease management occur outside healthcare organisations and their information 

systems. Collaborative information systems are needed for the seamless sharing of 

information. There are tools (e.g., PHR) which could be used to improve 

collaboration between citizens and professionals and to enable continuous care 

processes. The current challenge is that there is no real interoperability between 

health information systems and the information systems designed to support 

citizens’ actions towards healthier lifestyles (4; 55; 90).  

In the future of healthcare, the importance of citizens’ role in their care will 

increase and citizens have to be seen as important actors (12; 13; 53; 94). This 

dissertation realises that by presenting a vision for a new collaborative healthcare 

(I), citizens can control their own health and wellness information and create and 

tailor their own service networks as distributed and collaborative. This vision 

enables information sharing among participants and includes services that are also 

provided by non-regulated health and wellness providers. The regulative liabilities 

of licensed healthcare providers (e.g., care documentation, licensed professionals) 

do not change.  

 The knowledge basis for supporting a more complete and holistic view on health 

and wellness, which incorporates citizens’ perspectives, has not been widely 

researched (157). Without understanding the knowledge behind the phenomenon, 

and capturing the concepts and their meanings and relationships, it is almost 

impossible to create real interoperability in the domain (158). To support the efforts 

for semantic interoperability, the personal wellness information model has been 

developed to describe the domain of complete health and wellness from citizens’ 
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perspective (II). As most of the models or ontologies in previous research are 

created for regulated healthcare, and the concept of wellness focuses on assessing or 

measuring wellness, this model brings new knowledge to the field of health 

informatics. The information model defines the scope and contents of personal 

wellness based on the literature and empirical research. The model captures and 

represents the views of active and conscious people who are not medical 

professionals.  

The information model (II) defines more than 200 concepts and their meanings. 

Personal wellness and its scope have been outlined using these concepts and their 

basic relationships. The model captures the main components of personal wellness, 

the information and contexts related to it and its influences. Although it is quite a 

high-level model, it can be used as a basis for ontology development. 

Notwithstanding, there are limitations in the model, for example, some of the 

concepts are quite abstract and explicitly defining them can be challenging. 

Nonetheless, this model is a good starting point for more detailed research 

concerning personal health and wellness and how the knowledge basis for semantic 

interoperability can be constructed. Pinto and Martins (33) see conceptual models as 

a crucial stage in ontology building as these models can be used to conceptualise the 

domain of discourse. Conceptual models represent, either at an informal or semi-

formal level, the concepts and their relationships in the domain. This research has 

started the development of an ontology of personal wellness by presenting and 

structuring the domain. 

To further advance healthcare as more personalised, citizen-centred and HIT-

enhanced, an extended definition of pervasive health has been presented (III). This 

definition identifies pervasive health as a system composed of linked bubbles, i.e. 

digital territories consisting of information systems, their stakeholders and 

environments. All bubbles have their own processing regulations, rules and 

principles based on their characteristics. In pervasive health, services can be offered 

anywhere and anytime, and it truly realises the citizen-centred healthcare paradigm 

as it allows citizens to control and tailor the services they use and even control how 

their personal information is, or can be, used. Citizens and providers have to 

negotiate the terms of service provision, and in exchange for services citizens have 

to share their personal information with providers. Hence, citizens have to be able to 

calculate or estimate the trustworthiness of the service provider, and based on that, 
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negotiate how personal information is, and can be, used. The higher citizens’ trust 

is, the lower the need for privacy protection and vice versa.  

Privacy is probably the most significant issue hindering widespread usage of 

pervasive technologies (143). Most information about people and their personal 

communication can be captured and processed, and different monitoring and 

autonomous computing entities may create a feeling of continuous surveillance. To 

reduce fears concerning pervasive technologies, citizens have to be able to control 

their privacy. In Ruotsalainen et al. (159), we have analysed the key privacy and 

security threats of pervasive health as: 

- A digital footprint is created from every event, 

- Context information can easily be misused,  

- Security characteristics of information can change because of linking 

heterogeneous information together,  

- Navigation without context-dependent authorisation may cause privacy 

breaches,  

- Monitoring of an individual’s activities and behaviour is possible,  

- Data can be collected without an individual’s knowledge,  

- Limited possibilities to control secondary use, and  

- The information space has unlimited memory. 

The feasibility analysis (IV) shows that in pervasive health, it is challenging for 

citizens to control their privacy and trust in non-regulated environments. Based on 

the feasibility analysis, it is obvious that new technological solutions are needed to 

enable citizens to control their privacy and to calculate the trustworthiness of 

systems.  

To enable trust in the processing of personal information in pervasive health, the 

THEWS-principles have been defined (III). In these principles, the basic assumption 

of privacy management has shifted from traditional static protection and risk-based 

thinking with predefined security policies into a more dynamic control of privacy 

and trust. This shift presents a new perspective for privacy management, a necessity 

in open information spaces. The key points in the THEWS-principles are to 

guarantee citizens’ right to privacy, to ensure citizens’ awareness of information 

processing and their ability to control their information and its processing. The 

THEWS-principles emphasise the importance of transferring the control of privacy 
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to the data subject, and to make it as his/her basic right in information processing. 

These rights can be fulfilled with personal privacy and security policies which can 

ensure that information systems process data only according to the personal 

preferences of the citizen. Policies should be dynamic and capable of adapting to 

changing contexts. As Schaub et al. (141) point out, privacy solutions should, in 

pervasive environments, be able to perceive context information and to adapt 

according to it.   

Privacy cannot be guaranteed in pervasive environments with traditional security 

means; instead, privacy should be based on trust and its properties (98; 133; 134). In 

paper V a novel architecture for privacy management in pervasive health is 

presented. This architecture increases transparency of information processing and 

gives citizens tools to manage their privacy and to control how their personal 

information is, and can be, used. The privacy architecture helps citizens to manage 

their privacy dynamically and to create context-aware privacy policies. It also 

assists in trust negotiations and in evaluating system trustworthiness. The presented 

architecture illustrates how the THEWS-principles defined in this dissertation can 

be realised. The architecture is based on trust information and is capable of making 

automatic and autonomous decisions based on measured values, monitored 

functioning of the systems and personal policies, thus, exceeding the capabilities of 

traditional security services based on access control. The privacy architecture is 

dynamic, context-aware and platform-independent, meaning that it can be 

implemented with different technologies.  

This dissertation presents an approach how privacy related context information 

can be used in privacy management in pervasive health (VI). The privacy related 

context of information processing can be used as part of personal privacy policies. 

Policies also enable citizens to define the kinds of use contexts in which their 

information can be processed. By comparing privacy policies, original and use 

contexts, privacy architecture can make automatic decisions that honour personal 

preferences. In pervasive health, information can be processed in many 

environments and contexts, and therefore, it is crucial to differentiate these two 

contexts and to be able to create context-aware privacy policies. My view is that by 

using context information components to build privacy, one can ensure trusted 

processing with policies and services which are dynamically capable of adapting to 

changing contexts. Citizens should be able to control the kinds of contexts in which 
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their personal information can be processed. Context information can also be used in 

trust negotiations when deciding whether information disclosure or processing is 

allowed, or whether extra security measures are needed (e.g., partial disclosure, 

anonymisation, and encryption). The components presented (VI) can be used to 

capture privacy aspects of information processing.  

This research has utilised healthcare as a domain, however, the results presented 

in this dissertation can easily be generalised to contribute to the whole pervasive 

computing field by introducing this new privacy architecture and privacy related 

context information components. This kind of solution has not yet been presented in 

the literature, although it has been acknowledged that privacy services should be 

able to adapt to different contexts.  

The vision described in this dissertation is, to some extent, already a reality. The 

technology mostly exists, but it still lacks the capability to integrate all these 

technologies, processes, information and actors to create a seamless network of 

services, and at the same time, still honouring citizens’ privacy. This dissertation 

further develops the vision of pervasive health by defining the information basis, the 

system required and how to enable trust in information processing. There are still 

several challenges hindering the full implementation of pervasive health. Citizens 

need new tools to help them manage their information and privacy, control 

information processing and support decisions concerning the trustworthiness of 

participating systems. Also, creating privacy policies should be as easy as possible 

and at a very high level, that it would not require special skills. Privacy services 

should be automatic, autonomous, context-aware, dynamic and capable of learning 

from the choices and behaviours of citizen and service providers.  

Despite the technological challenges, the main issues hindering pervasive health 

are arguably political and organisational. The political challenge is to enforce the 

THEWS-principles as companies, governments or healthcare organisations may 

inhibit their implementation. Implementing the THEWS-principles means changes 

to legislation as well as to organisations’ processes. The key issues for trusted 

information processing are the openness and transparency of information 

processors. They should be obliged to publish their privacy and security policies and 

their principles for information processing. With this published information, citizens 

could then evaluate service providers’ trustworthiness. Citizens should be able to 
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control, monitor and evaluate the processing of their personal information even 

inside systems. 

Current legislation does not support this kind of privacy management. Healthcare 

organisations and professionals may not be ready for the transformation to a citizen-

centred model and to share control and power with citizens. Change is required in 

attitudes and in a willingness to support citizens’ participation and possibilities to 

manage their own health and wellness. Citizens have to be seen as active and 

important participants and they need rights and possibilities to participate. Also, it 

remains questionable whether citizens are ready, willing and capable of managing 

their own health and wellness.  

6.2 Reliability and validity 

In qualitative research, reliability and validity are conceptualised as trustworthiness, 

rigor and quality (160). According to Whittemore et al. (161), qualitative research is 

based on creativity, but it should not limit the quality of the science, and it should be 

balanced with reasonable claims, evidence and critical use of methods. In qualitative 

research, some validity criteria, methodological procedures and guidelines are 

essential to ensure the scientific quality of the research (161; 162). In qualitative 

research, the role of the researcher influences the reliability and validity of the 

results. To improve quality, this research has been conducted with an open mind, 

critically assessing materials and produced artefacts (163). 

This dissertation has utilised design science (DS) research as its scientific 

framework as well as different methods applied under it. The DS research 

methodology, along with the build-evaluate approach, has been followed by 

complying with the seven guidelines for performing DS research (21). These 

guidelines have provided the validity criteria with which to analyse reliability and 

validity. Following these guidelines, the importance of this research has been 

evaluated as highly relevant since healthcare appears to be in a transitional phase, 

and privacy and trust are the key issues in pervasive computing. Actual artefacts 

have been built in the form of constructs and models, and the results contribute to 

the fields of pervasive computing and health informatics. Design processes have 

been performed iteratively and as a search process for a solution.  
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Considering the DS guidelines (21), the most important issue with reliability and 

validity is that the evaluation and assessment of the results are limited, although a 

feasibility study has been performed, and evaluation has been a feature of the focus 

groups. As this dissertation focuses on constructs and models, further research is 

needed on methods and instantiations to be able to evaluate the produced artefacts in 

practise. The guidelines (21) emphasise that researchers should use rigorous 

methods, and this has been approached by having several focus groups with 

different backgrounds and age groups and by creating several types of scenarios to 

capture a wide scope of views and aspects.  

The research presented in this dissertation has followed the International Medical 

Informatics Association’s (IMIA) code of ethics for health information professionals 

(164) and its ethical principles for conducting research. The empirical research has 

been executed on a voluntary basis and the objective has been to capture 

participants’ opinions and views. Information regarding participants’ health or 

wellness or other personal information was not collected. Moreover, opinions and 

views have been anonymised. The purpose and objectives of the research and the 

use of collected information was explained to participants prior to the focus group 

interviews.  

This research has emphasised citizens’ viewpoint instead of those of medical 

professionals. As the research domain is complex and quite abstract, a qualitative 

research approach has been adopted. The domain of personal wellness is very wide 

and complex with many variables, and the amount of existing knowledge has been 

limited. In these kinds of situations, focus groups are seen as a very suitable method 

(24; 25).  

There was a total of six focus group meetings with four separate groups, and the 

author was in charge of these meetings. The emphasis was on the discussion within 

the groups and the author only guided the meetings with themes and results from 

previous meetings. The focus groups were purposely small (4-10 participants) in 

order to ensure that all participants were able to express their opinions and views. 

Although focus groups were suitable for this research, some limitations were 

recorded. As participants were selected from limited pools of potential participants, 

and on a voluntary basis, they may have been a bit more active and conscious of 

their health and wellness than the average citizen. Also, participants were all 
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Finnish, and wellness is usually seen as a very context-dependent concept. As such, 

the resulting information model described a Finnish view on the matter, although the 

literature was mostly international.  

The focus group meetings were recorded, following which, the material was 

transcribed and the results were represented in the information model. Modelling 

was performed iteratively and the resulting model was evaluated with the focus 

groups. Modelling was done with a simplified entity relationship (ER) notation so 

that the models could be understood and modified by participants without actual 

modelling experience. The actual modelling was performed by the researcher. In the 

information model, there are some limitations as some of the concepts are quite 

abstract and defining them explicitly in an ontology can be challenging. As the 

domain is very complex, there might be additional views than what are included in 

this dissertation. 

As pervasive health is still a view of the future, use scenarios and user stories 

were used to predict future use and systems. The problem with these scenarios is 

that they represent a subjective view on the future, based on an idea of pervasive 

health. This view is heuristic by nature and mostly based on existing literature and 

knowledge that I have processed and filtered. As this research is based on a 

predicted and subjective future, the results may not be true in all possible futures 

and the components represent just one view on needed context information. They 

may not be conclusive, complete or final. Also, the whole paradigm of citizen-

centred care with innovative technologies is still one possible future, although it is 

widely predicted to be the future healthcare paradigm. 

  

6.3 Directions for future research 

This dissertation has presented a new vision of healthcare, analysed its privacy 

threats, risks and requirements and presented a new way of managing privacy in 

pervasive environments. Based on the results of this dissertation, three main themes 

for future research have been identified:  

- Personal health and wellness ontology,  
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- Development of ontologies for context information, trust, privacy and 

policies,  

- Requirements for new legislation to support citizens’ rights to privacy in 

pervasive environments. 

To create semantic interoperability in the pervasive health ecosystem, and to 

enable seamless networks of services, further research is needed. The personal 

wellness information model has defined over 200 concepts and the model can be 

used as a basis for a high-level personal wellness ontology. This ontology would 

define the main concepts and their relationships in a formalised, computer 

understandable format and could act as a vocabulary for all systems participating in 

pervasive health. The personal wellness ontology could be used to integrate 

different domain ontologies to enable semantic interoperability and shared 

understanding of all different concepts.  

In this dissertation, context information components for pervasive health have 

been defined but they require further research. Context and trust information is 

widely dependent on the information published by organisations. Further analysis is 

needed to understand what information is necessary for evaluating and calculating 

the trustworthiness of different stakeholders. Research is also needed to define what 

sorts of security and privacy policies and trust information organisations should 

publish and in what format they should be released.  

To create context-aware privacy services in practise, several ontologies are 

needed. These ontologies should represent, in a formal way, all necessary activities, 

services, IT systems, stakeholders, information content and legislative environment. 

Also, the concepts related to trust, privacy, security and policies have to be 

modelled in ontologies. The use of ontologies enables semantic interoperability and 

the creation of computational rules and constraints fulfilling the requirements, 

constraints, responsibilities and rights set by legislation and personal policies. Also, 

authorities or certified organisations, that can audit and control information 

processing in organisations need new rights and knowledge for measuring the 

trustworthiness of information processors.  

The third future research theme arising from the results is the analysis of 

requirements for new legislation. Detailed research and public discussion are needed 

to analyse the challenges set by the healthcare transition and how pervasive 
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environments affect processing of personal information, privacy and citizens’ rights 

and possibilities to control their personal information. Also, research and public 

debate are needed to decide what kinds of requirements, constraints and 

responsibilities should be set for organisations willing to process personal 

information.  
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7. Conclusions 

The purpose of this dissertation was to produce additional knowledge on pervasive 

health in order to advance citizen-centred healthcare. The objectives were to define 

a vision for future healthcare, to create an information model describing how people 

conceptualised their personal wellness, to analyse privacy threats of pervasive 

health, to develop privacy management architecture and define privacy related 

context information which is needed to enable trust in pervasive health.  

This dissertation therefore presents five major contributions:  

1. A vision for future collaborative healthcare which advances the citizen-

centred care paradigm.  

2. A high-level personal wellness information model describing the 

conceptualisation of how people see their own personal wellness.  

3. A set of principles which can be used to enable trust in pervasive health. 

These principles shift privacy management from traditional, static risk-based 

thinking to a more dynamic and trust-based approach. 

4. A privacy management architecture based on trust information to ensure and 

manage privacy of personal health and wellness information.  

5. Privacy related context information components which can be used to define 

privacy policies and capture information processing contexts in pervasive 

health, thus enabling context-based privacy management.  

This dissertation extends new knowledge to the fields of health informatics, 

pervasive computing and privacy management by presenting artefacts – constructs 

and models. It presents a new way of using situational information as a basis for 

privacy management. The research has some limitations. The empirical research 

focused on Finnish people, and therefore, the views presented in the information 

model are from a Finnish perspective. However, the literature studied has been 

broadly international in scope. Qualitative research is usually heavily dependent on 

the researcher and his/her specific skills, a dynamic encountered in this dissertation. 

The scenarios are based on a predicted future and on the knowledge of the author, 
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and therefore, the results based on the scenarios presented may have some 

limitations.  
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    Chapter 8   
 Collaborative Approach for Sustainable 
Citizen-Centered Health Care       

       Pirkko   Nykänen    and    Antto   Seppälä      

  Abstract   Health care systems are in transition to citizen-centered care with focus 
on prevention, proactive and personalized services and healthy lifestyles. Innovative 
technologies enable citizens’ empowerment and allow them to manage their com-
plete health and wellness. Citizen-centered tools collect life-long cross-institutional 
information and data from health care providers and citizens.  From the health care 
organizations viewpoint the new paradigm implies changes in the ways how the 
services are produced, how they are offered for use and in the contents of the ser-
vices. Research with the citizen-centered health paradigm has been active and many 
signifi cant results have been achieved, for instance improvements in citizens’ life-
style, weight loss, reduction of the duration of hospitalization, better accessibility of 
health related information and improved communication between the care 
providers.  

 Based on our literature review we present in this chapter the approaches, achieve-
ments, barriers and challenges of citizen-centered health paradigm. We propose a 
new innovative approach to build the next generation, collaborative health informa-
tion space that links the care providers and citizens together and helps them to 
access the distributed health resources any time anywhere. The visional, sustainable 
citizen-centered health environment offers means to gradually migrate from the 
current situation to a citizen-centered care environment where citizens have a par-
ticipatory role in health care activities.  

  Keywords   Citizen  •  Centered health care  •  Sustainable  •  Personal health record  
•  Personal health systems  •  Social media  •  Collaborative health care environment  
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      8.1   Introduction 

 Health care systems around the world are facing challenges especially with 
availability, costs and quality of health services. Personal Health Systems 2020 
Support Action (Codagnone  2009  )  has recognized 8 challenges that health care sys-
tems face in the future: Population ageing and other prevalence related trends (e.g. 
obesity), increasing income, consumerism and demand for equal and fair access, 
increasing capacity to cure, overshooting or mismatch in resource allocation, frag-
mentation and overspecialization, infl ation through unnecessary costs, and fat 
administration. Citizens’ awareness is one challenge; citizens are aware of their 
own health and are willing to choose services based on personal needs and prefer-
ences (Monteagudo and Moreno  2007 ; PricewaterhouseCoopers Health Research 
Institute  2005 ; Detmer and Steen  2006  ) . Many of these current challenges can be 
solved by using ICT solutions and by developing new services that can match the 
organizational and structural changes in health care area (Codagnone  2009 ; 
PricewaterhouseCoopers Health Research Institute  2005 ; Teperi et al.  2009 ; 
Varshney  2007 ; Wartena et al.  2009 ; Hill and Powell  2009  ) . 

 There are programs ongoing worldwide with the purpose to meet these chal-
lenges. We can identify some major issues that are common to most of these national 
health IT initiatives (McConnell  2004 ; Jha et al.  2008 ; Aaltonen et al.  2009 ; eHealth 
roadmap – Finland  2007  ) . A general objective is to have nationally access the core 
patient data, i.e. patient’s diagnoses, medication data, examinations, care actions 
and patient risk data. There is also a widely shared understanding and agreement on 
the contents of these core patient data. The international trend is to document the 
core patient data in a structured manner and for this purpose headings, classifi ca-
tions, nomenclatures and agreed coding systems are used. Other major issues are 
use of standards and secure authentication and identifi cation of the users. 

 Patient data is stored locally or regionally, there are very few attempts to build a 
centralized national patient data archive. An exception is Finland where a national 
digital patient data archive is under development (eHealth roadmap – Finland  2007  ) . 
A major focus generally with patient data is on easy access when and where data is 
needed. A clinical path, or a treatment chain can build the connection between the 
data entities in various systems (Adler-Milstein et al.  2009  ) . 

 An important component in these national programs is a secure data transfer 
channel to enable patient data exchange between health care organizations and pro-
fessionals, and very recently also between health professionals and patients. In most 
countries Internet is considered secure enough, but in some countries, e.g. in UK 
and Sweden special telecommunication networks have been established for health 
care (Iliakovidis et al.  2005 ; Malmqvist et al.  2005  ) . 

 In most countries the national programs and initiatives put special emphasis on 
citizen services. The citizens should have access to their own health related data and 
information. There are some good examples already on these systems, e.g. in USA 
and UK which offer for their citizen’s access to patient data which is stored in their 
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own data bases (Aaltonen et al.  2009 ; Iliakovidis et al.  2005 ; Basch  2005  ) . There are 
also commercial products already available for citizens, e.g. Health Vault and 
Google Health, that offer citizens tools to integrate their own health data with other 
wellness information for their individual needs. These examples demonstrate the 
ongoing shift from an organization-centered health care to citizen-centered health 
care where the focus is on prevention, proactive services, healthy lifestyle and per-
sonalized services for citizens.  

    8.2   Citizen-Centered Health Care Paradigm 

 Current health care systems are organization-centered and patient care processes 
are static and designed mostly from the physicians’ viewpoint. Patient care is 
focusing on treatment of diseases and care is organized by specialty or interven-
tion. Care is composed of sequences of care episodes given by various providers 
and this situation does not really support multi-professional and collaborative care. 
There is lack of communication between the participants and also many delays and 
queues in the processes (Teperi et al.  2009 ; Koop et al.  2008 ; Pratt et al.  2006 ; 
Ohashi et al.  2010  ) . 

 In the citizen-centered care (CCC) paradigm health care systems should trans-
form their processes in such a way that the individual citizen is placed in the middle 
of health care processes. Health is seen in a more holistic way where the focus is on 
individual’s complete wellness, covering health, diseases, care, prevention, well-
ness and healthy lifestyle. Essential is that citizen-centered care will enable the 
citizen to take an active part in his/her health care processes throughout his/her 
lifetime anytime and anywhere (Teperi et al.  2009 ; Wartena et al.  2009 ; Pratt et al. 
 2006 ; Ohashi et al.  2010 ; Nykänen  2008 ; Tang and Lansky  2005  ) . 

 The core of the citizen-centered care paradigm is to focus on preventive care, on 
proactive services, on early detection and diagnosis to ensure citizens personal 
wellness. Thus, there is a need for new citizen-oriented services covering health 
promotion, health maintenance and citizen education and empowerment Also health 
care providers should be open and able to communicate and give citizens more 
information on their health and wellness related issues (PricewaterhouseCoopers 
Health Research Institute  2005 ; Wartena et al.  2009 ; Koop et al.  2008 ; Ohashi et al. 
 2010 ; Continua Health Alliance  2005 ; Kolitsi and Cabrera  2007 ; Berry and 
Mirabito  2010  ) . 

 Citizen-centered care creates a need for new kinds of interoperable and sharable 
networks of services which can also include other actors than health care providers. 
These networked services create new challenges for health care systems and care 
processes should become multi-professional, decentralized, distributed, easily 
accessible and based on personalization of care. When patient care is shared in the 
network of service providers there is a need to share also the patient data and care 
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management. Currently patient data is fragmented and stored in distributed data 
bases and it is not easily accessible when and where needed (Varshney  2007 ; Pratt 
et al.  2006  ) . Shared care processes need interoperable information systems to han-
dle increasing number of information sources and participants in the patient care 
(Koop et al.  2008 ; Ohashi et al.  2010  ) . 

 Since citizen-centered care model is based on the networked services and shared 
care management there is a need for extended communication and co-operation 
through processes to ensure comprehensive services. Different participants in care 
processes need real-time reliable information to be able to make justifi ed decisions. 
The amount of health related information is increasingly growing and it is critical to 
have access to citizens’ histories, medications, test results and clinical records but 
also to their lifestyle choices, behaviors and personal information (Tang and Lansky 
 2005 ; Kolitsi and and Cabrera  2007  ) . A requirement for implementation of the citi-
zen-centered care model is empowerment of the citizens. Citizens are not anymore 
passive users of services but active participants in the care processes who take 
responsibility of their care (Pratt et al.  2006 ; Kolitsi and Cabrera  2007  ) . 

 Current health care services are fragmented and therefore the citizens now need to 
act themselves as care integrators who are responsible for the completeness of care 
(Monteagudo and Moreno  2007 ; Pratt et al.  2006  ) .Citizen empowerment is seen as a 
potential tool to cut down costs in health care, because much of the responsibility is 
moved to the citizen (Monteagudo and Moreno  2007 ; PricewaterhouseCoopers 
Health Research Institute  2005 ; Wartena et al.  2009  )  and maintenance of wellness 
and prevention has better return of investment than treatment of a disease after diag-
nosis (Continua Health Alliance  2005 ; Berry and Mirabito  2010 ; World Health 
Organization (WHO)  2006  ) . 

 Increased empowerment of citizens and their collaboration with service providers 
may improve the quality of care through improved lifestyle choices and health 
behaviors, better disease management, improved care coordination, and following 
better care recommendations. High quality information is needed to empower the 
citizens to make effective decisions and choices. Missing information can be dam-
aging to citizens, their relatives and proxies and also to health care providers 
(Monteagudo and Moreno  2007 ; Varshney  2007 ; Center for Information Technology 
Leadership (CITL)  2008  ) . 

 In citizen-centered care model citizens should be able to access health care from 
and at their homes and in everyday life, instead of visiting health care organizations. 
Technology makes it today possible to support the citizens’ activities outside the 
care provider networks. These activities vary from life style and self health manage-
ment to improving the life of citizens as well as managing chronic diseases (Continua 
Health Alliance  2005 ; Kolitsi and Cabrera  2007  ) . For example chronic diseases 
related to the lifestyle are one of the main reasons for diseases and deaths in the 
developed countries (World Health Organization (WHO)  2006 ; Mattila et al.  2010  ) . 
It would be very benefi cial and cost-effective to help citizens to better manage their 
chronic diseases and possibly prevent these diseases by offering citizens informa-
tion and support for prevention and healthy lifestyle.  
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    8.3   Examples of Citizen-Centered Care 

    8.3.1   Personal Health Record 

 To implement the citizen-centered care model we need new tools for extended com-
munication, collaboration and to support citizens’ activities concerning their health 
and wellness. One of the existing tools is the personal health record (PHR). 

 Markle Foundation  (  2003  )  has defi ned attributes for PHR systems:

   Each person controls his or her own PHR,   –
  PHRs contain information from one’s entire lifetime including information from  –
all health care providers,  
  PHRs are accessible from any place at any time,   –
  PHRs are private and secure,   –
  PHRs are transparent. Individuals can see who entered each piece of data, where  –
it was transferred from and who has viewed it,  
  PHRs permit easy exchange of information across the health care system.     –

 These characteristics try to ensure the credibility of PHR. This defi nition is 
widely referenced to (See e.g. Monteagudo and Moreno  2007 ; Detmer and Steen 
 2006 ; Tang and Lansky  2005 ; Pagliari et al.  2007  ) . 

 In the European Union research on personal health systems (PHS) is seen impor-
tant. The personal health systems aim at improving and preserving the health of citi-
zens outside the institutional care (Kolitsi and Cabrera  2007  ) . The research focuses 
on wearable and portable systems, necessary tools for users, on the convergence 
between ICT and other technologies (e.g. biomedical sensors, micro- and nanosys-
tems) and on connecting citizens with health care networks rather than on connect-
ing health information systems together (Codagnone  2009  ) . 

 In 2008 there were 100–200 PHR solutions already available in the USA (Center 
for Information Technology Leadership (CITL)  2008  ) . The scope and nature of 
functions, content and information sources vary between different PHR systems but 
the basic idea is to give citizens access to their own health and wellness information, 
provide an integrated view of health and wellness including status, medical and 
treatment history and interactions with the providers (Markle Foundation  2003 ; 
Halamka et al.  2008 ; Connecting for Health  2008  ) . 

 PHR systems can be divided into three different approaches. The simplest one is 
a standalone PHR which enables citizens to collect their information into a PHR 
which can be a paper-based, a portable device, a personal computer or a web based 
application. Standalone PHR is not connected to any other systems. The tethered 
approach allows citizens to view their own information from the health care providers 
electronic health record (EHR) and citizens do not have total control of their records. 
Interconnected PHR enables citizens to collect health information from multiple 
sources, enter their own entries, share information with different parties and totally 
control their own information. Interconnected PHR can produce more benefi ts to all 
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stakeholders because of its interoperability with other systems (Tang and Lansky 
 2005 ; Tang et al.  2006 ; Detmer et al.  2008 ; Nykänen et al.  2009  ) . 

 It is evident that PHR systems will play a major role in the change of health care 
systems to citizen-centered care model by empowering citizens and making health 
information available when and where it is needed. PHR can be seen as a technology 
that can improve health care delivery and the quality of care, lower the costs and 
help citizens’ empowerment (Center for Information Technology Leadership (CITL) 
 2008 ; Markle Foundation  2003 ; Connecting for Health  2008 ; AHIMA e-HIM 
Personal Health Record Work Group  2005 ; National Committee on Vital and Health 
Statistics (NCVHS)  2006 ; Froomkin  2008  ) . Citizens are creating (e.g. by using sen-
sors, devices, and health diaries) and controlling their own health information, 
which enables the PHR model to be citizen-centered. 

 PHR is usually considered to include set of tools which are designed to help citi-
zens to collect, access, coordinate, share and store their lifelong personal wellness 
and health information. PHR can also include decision support functions to help 
citizens to manage and co-ordinate their own health and wellness, and to track and 
manage health activities through their lifetime. Basically PHR is helping citizens to 
create an integrated and complete view of their health and wellness (Detmer and 
Steen  2006 ; Markle Foundation  2003 ; Connecting for Health  2008 ; Tang et al. 
 2006 ; Detmer et al.  2008 ; National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics 
(NCVHS)  2006  ) . 

 The information and data in PHR is life-long and cross-institutional and it covers 
clinical data and information from different health care providers but there can also 
be citizens’ own entries, observations, measurement data etc. In PHR citizens can 
collect their own information and manage it and possibly share it between different 
parties, but it is not designed to substitute the information in health care providers’ 
information systems and in EHRs and use of PHR will not remove the legal 
obligations for recordkeeping from health care providers (Markle Foundation  2003 ; 
Connecting for Health  2008 ; Tang et al.  2006 ; AHIMA e-HIM Personal Health 
Record Work Group  2005  ) . 

 The number of actors (e.g. sensors, advanced technology solutions) and stake-
holders is increasing in the personal health ecosystem. Ecosystem term refers to the 
comprehensive system composed of PHR, integrated devices and sensors, and rel-
evant actors and information systems in the personal health care environment. The 
ecosystem creates much information and data and the need for interoperability is 
growing (Wartena et al.  2009  ) . Today, most sensors and information systems com-
municate differently and their transport mechanisms may vary. It is very challeng-
ing to create an interoperable personal health ecosystem with all of these different 
actors. To achieve true interoperability between different systems both structure 
(syntax) and meaning (semantics) of the data must be defi ned. Currently there are 
no proper standards or methods to enable real interoperability and data transfer 
between EHR and PHR systems (Wartena et al.  2009 ; Detmer et al.  2008  ) . Without 
interoperability PHR systems will only be isolated information islands with limited 
value. PHR systems need to be integrated together with different health informa-
tion systems. In the future PHR systems may even be so advanced that they have 
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connections also to the health care delivery systems and are integrated seamlessly 
with other systems (Tang et al.  2006  ) . 

 PHR puts new kinds of pressure also for citizens. Citizens may consider use of 
PHR inconvenient, diffi cult, or costly (Monteagudo and Moreno  2007  ) . Citizens 
should be educated about PHR so they can understand the benefi ts of PHR and how 
citizen-centered health care will affect them (Tang et al.  2006  ) . Citizens have to 
adopt their new roles and responsibilities related to their own health care. It is neces-
sary to defi ne how PHR can be part of citizens’ lives and wellness management. 
PHR can only be successful if citizens understand potential benefi ts and are ready 
to maintain and coordinate their health information and activities with health care 
providers. There is also need for governmental guidelines and decisions in health 
care to fi nd ways to support or reimburse the citizens’ cost on using PHR systems.  

    8.3.2   Current Domains for Citizen-Centered Care 

 Chronic diseases related to lifestyle are major risks in developed countries. According 
to World Health Organization (WHO    2006  )  70–80% of health care expenses are 
caused by chronic conditions. Lifestyle choices and behaviors are important for 
managing and preventing chronic diseases. The seven leading risk factors account 
for almost 60% of disease burden in Europe (World Health Organization (WHO) 
 2006  ) . These factors are high blood pressure, tobacco, alcohol, high blood choles-
terol, overweight, low fruit and vegetable intake and physical inactivity. All of these 
risk factors are closely related to lifestyle and behavior and can be managed and 
possibly minimized through better behavior and education. Prevention and better 
control of noncommunicable diseases are ways to improve the quality of life and 
well-being of citizens (World Health Organization (WHO)  2006  ) . 

 Different tools for lifestyle, behavior and wellness management are part of the 
citizen-centered care model. These tools enable citizen empowerment and make it 
possible to manage citizens’ complete health and wellness. Citizen empowerment is 
needed to ensure success of new models for disease management. New disease 
management models should help citizens to manage their complete wellness and 
actions to prevent diseases but also enable managing already existing diseases. 

 Rapid development of technology and growth of Internet use has made it possi-
ble to create pervasive health services. The goal of pervasive services is to improve 
citizens’ lives through proactive and intelligent computing environment. Pervasive 
services can be used to monitor or support citizen’s daily life, e.g. through sensors 
and devices citizens’ activities (e.g. sleep, physical activity and energy expenditure) 
can be followed automatically and thus possibly detect emergency situations (e.g. 
falls, heart rate, blood glucose level) and risky situations or behaviors. Also behav-
ior and emotion monitoring tools are being developed which can help to create 
more personalized care and early detection of new diseases and emergencies 
(Osmani et al.  2008 ; Mattila et al.  2008 ; Pulli et al.  2008  ) . Already many mobile 
phones include tools to track physical activity and nutrition. Wellness systems 
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include solutions to follow physiological measurement and development of health. 
Examples of developed tools are wearable devices for activity monitoring (Mattila 
et al.  2008  ) , wellness diaries (Mattila et al.  2010  ) , ECG measurement solutions for 
detection of cardiac syndromes (Fayn and Rubel  2010 ; Lee et al.  2009  ) , tools for 
diabetics to measure blood glucose (Lee et al.  2009 ; Quinn et al.  2009  ) , home moni-
toring systems (Prentza et al.  2006  )  and personal health records. 

 Home care offers many possibilities for managing chronic diseases. Continuous 
monitoring at home with information systems can help to improve quality of life and 
care. A modular home care system tailored for citizens suffering from different chronic 
diseases was developed in the Citizen Health System (CHS) project (Maglaveras et al. 
 2005  ) . The CHS system offered citizen-focused services for measurements, commu-
nication with providers, education and interactive sessions with medical personnel to 
transmit measurement data or to ask advice. The CHS system supported monitoring 
of patients suffering from heart diseases, diabetes or obesity. The CHS project had 
very promising results concerning weight-loss and reducing hospitalization of heart 
failure patients. The CHS system was well-accepted by the citizens and physicians. 

 The EPI-MEDICS is a portable, intelligent and personal self-care system 
designed to support citizens’ own management of cardiac status by providing per-
sonal ECG monitor to be used on-demand (Quinn et al.  2009  ) . The system was 
designed to enable citizens to import recorded information easily to be used by 
health care professionals. The EPI-MEDICS was very well accepted by the provid-
ers and patients who felt more secure with such a system. 

 Wellness diary (WD) is an example of a mobile application which is designed to 
support citizens’ actions on wellness management (Mattila et al.  2010  ) . Mobile 
technology is suitable for wellness and self management because people usually 
carry the technology with them all the time, and the technology enables constant 
updating and immediate usage despite of the location or time. WD is a self- 
monitoring journal which enables recording of health and behavior related observa-
tions (e.g. activity, weight, smoking, eating, and blood pressure) which helps 
self- observation and behavior management. WD also gives feedback to users con-
cerning their actions and behavior. Mattila et al.  (  2010  )  concluded that WD works 
quite well when it assists intervention and users get support from experts. But, users 
need to be properly educated about the possible benefi ts of using WD and self-
observing. The long-term use of WD and its benefi ts seems to be connected to the 
motivation of patients and external support. Also users need interesting features 
which engage users, maintain their motivation, helps recovery and give more feed-
back. Even simple personalization of WD could help to meet the different needs of 
different user groups. 

 Aging population uses a lot of health care system resources. Independent and 
autonomous living is seen as a good way to reduce care costs, increase quality of life 
and improve effi ciency of health care. Ambient assisted living (AAL) is an approach 
to help elderly people to manage living at home by offering them new ICT-based 
solutions e.g. for remote monitoring and emergency alarms and messages. AAL and 
independent living are trends which are affecting strongly on elderly care and trans-
forming it towards citizen-centered care. 
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 ICT-based applications give new ways for communication between elderly people 
and health care providers. The Internet gives access to health information and also 
enables social-networking which may give senior citizens new social relations con-
cerning their needs and experiences about health and may offer more social activi-
ties and reduce their feeling of isolation (Frantzidis and Bamidis  2009  ) . Needs and 
skills of elderly people are quite heterogeneous and new services have to be person-
alized according to their needs. Independent living is one example of citizen-cen-
tered care where the needs of the citizens’ should be the starting point for planning 
of the care. 

 In the European Union ambient assisted living research has focused on physical 
and mental status of elderly people and to support independent living with the pur-
pose to reduce costs, improve effi ciency and improve quality of life by reducing 
institutionalization. The proportion of elderly people is growing and it is a challenge 
for health care systems. An example of independent living research is The Long 
Lasting Memories (LLM) project which combines tele-monitoring services and 
mental and physical training to improve detection of threats, to improve self-esteem 
of senior citizens and to reduce mental problems. It is based on smart home solu-
tions and personalized training. The LLM project uses sensors to monitor the use of 
electronic appliances and citizens’ movement to detect changes in regular move-
ment patterns and possible emergencies (Frantzidis and Bamidis  2009 ; The Long 
Lasting Memories  2010  ) . 

 The possibilities of mobile technology and broadband connections have been 
studied in many research projects (Frantzidis and Bamidis  2009  ) , e.g. the AttentiaNet 
project which focused on independent living and reduction of social isolation, the 
OLDES project which focused on medical sensors and modern ICT to study lifestyle 
of elderly and how to improve their life quality and the ENABLE project with the 
focus on the needs of elderly people suffering from Alzheimer disease. ENABLE 
developed new services to enhance citizens’ coping in daily living and components 
to improve memory and communication of the citizens. 

 Research in these domains with citizen-centered health paradigm has been active 
and many signifi cant results have been achieved, e.g improvements in citizens’ life 
style, weight loss and reduction of the duration of hospitalization. An important 
result from the elderly users is that they have felt more secure at home when they 
have had a supporting personal health system available. These results show that 
personal health systems may bring important benefi ts for the citizens and be cost-
effective in the health care environment.  

    8.3.3   Citizen-Centered Care from the Health 
Care Service Provider’s Viewpoint 

 The citizen-centered paradigm from the health service provision viewpoint means that 
health service providers do need to consider and analyze the citizens’ needs for ser-
vices and to develop services that fulfi ll these needs. Despite of this change in focus, 
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the public and private health care institutions still most likely are in the future the 
major players and funders of health care services, though it can be expected that gov-
ernments are forced to reduce the amounts of health care funding during time. This 
results in that fragmentation increases both across tiers of governments and within the 
health care service providers (GPs, primary care, secondary care) and this results in 
varying quality of care (Codagnone  2009 ; European Commission et al.  2006  ) . 

 In this situation technology confi dent users and those who have enough eco-
nomical capacities are able to buy personal health services available at consumer 
electronics market. More traditionalist wealthy users pay for high quality services 
from private organizations and those with less wealth queue for the publicly funded 
services adapting themselves to varying quality and waiting lists. The elderly and 
chronically ill may not in the future receive all services they need in the same man-
ner as today, but the citizens will have technical devices like robots or ambient 
intelligence for monitoring at home to help them in long term care and rehabilita-
tion. These citizen-services are funded by the public health organizations but their 
use may be controlled. The use may demand from the citizen in the future that she 
or he fully adopts healthy lifestyle guidelines and rules to achieve the treatments and 
care funded with the tax money (Codagnone  2009 ; Ganesh  2004  ) . 

 From the health care organizations viewpoint a shift to citizen-centered care 
implies changes in the ways how the services are produced, how they are offered for 
use and fi nally in the contents of the services. Essential change that needs to be 
implemented is the extension of an organization-centered EHR with an integrated 
personal health record (PHR) in such a way that care provided by the health 
organizations, care provided by e.g. third sector actors and also the citizen’s own 
notes, diaries and measurements from the citizen’s own personal health systems 
are covered (Detmer et al.  2008  ) . This kind of personal health record can 
improve the quality, completeness, depth and accessibility of health information 
and enable communication between patients and providers.   

    8.4   The Drivers, Barriers and Issues to Consider 
in Sustainable Citizen-Centered Care 

    8.4.1   Drivers for the CCC-Model 

 Current problems with accessibility, costs and quality of health care are encourag-
ing health care systems to fi nd more effi cient ways of delivering services (Hill and 
Powell  2009  ) . The cost of health care has been steadily growing proportion to GDP 
since the 1980s (PricewaterhouseCoopers Health Research Institute  2005  )  and pop-
ulation in Europe and USA is growing older and maintaining reasonable level of 
health care systems is becoming harder. As the number of retirees is growing and 
fewer clinicians are available there is a need for more effective use of resources 
(Codagnone  2009 ; Teperi et al.  2009 ; Varshney  2007 ; Wartena et al.  2009 ; Hill and 
Powell  2009  ) . 
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 Health care has been very heavily based on labor, knowledge, skills and time, 
today innovative. Innovative technologies make it possible to create new productive 
services and possibly reduce the need for massive amounts of labor and time. 
Diagnosing diseases, creating treatment plans, educating patients, record keeping, 
and communication are major time and labor consumers in health care which pos-
sibly can be enhanced by using innovative technologies and standardization 
(Berry and Mirabito  2010  ) . 

 Health promotion and preventive services are important drivers towards citizen-
centered care. They have better economical value through the ability to reduce costs 
by promoting healthy life style, by preventing diseases and by maintaining health 
than the traditional disease treatment and interventions (Continua Health Alliance 
 2005 ; Berry and Mirabito  2010 ; World Health Organization (WHO)  2006  ) . Health 
care systems are also trying to reduce hospitalization and institutionalization by 
implementing intelligent home care and independent living services supported by 
technological solutions and by improving organizational care processes (Prentza 
et al.  2006 ; Maglaveras et al.  2005 ; Frantzidis and Bamidis  2009  ) . 

 Technology is advancing rapidly and different sensors and devices give possi-
bilities for citizens to track and manage their own health and wellness (Mattila 
et al.  2010 ; Osmani et al.  2008  ) . Citizens are aware of their own health and are 
willing to take more responsibility of their own health (Detmer and Steen  2006  ) . 
Health providers are also empowering citizens by providing them health informa-
tion and giving them more responsibilities concerning their own health 
(Monteagudo and Moreno  2007 ; Wartena et al.  2009  ) . Technological solutions 
and the Internet are enabling citizens to share their own health related information 
through different communication channels. Citizens can share their experiences 
and ask advices in social networks and they are very active in these today 
(Frantzidis and Bamidis  2009  ) . 

 In the citizen-centered care (CCC) collaboration between different health care 
providers is necessary to enable shared, comprehensive health care. Health profes-
sionals should be able to communicate with each other and create networked ser-
vices with shared care management. Different participants in the care processes 
need real-time reliable information to be able to make justifi ed decisions. 

 Citizens’ needs, preferences and skills are very heterogeneous and thus the health 
care delivery model needs to be very fl exible and adaptable and based on individu-
alization and personalization. Citizens need different kinds of services and support 
depending on their personal situation and needs. In some cases they need only a 
short consultation, sometimes more support or thorough advice and these can be 
provided by a doctor, a network of medical professionals, a nurse, a non-medical 
professional or by the peer support groups from the social media (Berry and Mirabito 
 2010  ) . Citizen-centered care paradigm also very clearly implies the possibility to 
develop tailored services based on the personal needs. 

 From health care organizations viewpoint it is important that they install more 
advanced information systems which can communicate with the information systems 
infrastructure. Interoperability of the information systems is the key issue here. 
Security, privacy and confi dentiality of patient data have to be ensured also in the 
citizen-centered care model to achieve citizens’ trust on the services.  
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    8.4.2   Barriers for the CCC-Model 

 The barriers for citizen-centered care (CCC) paradigm are many, mostly they are 
due to the current, organization- or even hospital-centered care paradigm. For the 
citizen-centered care the concept and processes of health care need rethinking and 
reengineering. In a study (Detmer et al.  2008  )  the following factors were identifi ed 
to be the major barriers for citizen-centered care:

    –    Health care system culture and incentives covering physician patient autonomy 
hinder implementation of the CCC paradigm. Also the responsibilities of various 
health professionals have been tightly determined and there are concerns about 
liability risks, if the situation changes.  

    –    Consumers do have concerns abo security and confi dentiality of their health 
related data, citizens are not convinced on the confi dence and trust in the chang-
ing situation.  

    –    There is lack of technical standards for interoperability including data integra-
tion standards, common core data sets, consumer terminologies, authentication 
and identifi cation processes, security and privacy standards and certifi cation. 
Most existing CCC solutions are tailored and very context-dependent, and thus 
vulnerable for changes.  

    –    There is lack of health IT infrastructure in many countries, mostly due to the high 
enterprise cost of data integration, and the mediating structures between various 
information systems are missing.  

    –    Citizens have concerns about equity and usability of CCC systems and they are 
worried about the digital divide, existence of a racial and socio-economic dispar-
ity gap.  

    –    There are suspicions on value realization which refers to that ICT investments in 
health care usually require justifi cation based on quantifi able benefi ts in terms of 
avoided cost, improved effi ciency or increased revenue. The health IT business 
needs to take into consideration the infrastructure and labor costs for implementa-
tion, as well as ongoing system support costs. The CCC-model with integrated 
PHRs is a diffi cult business case for cost-benefi t justifi cation, due to the lack of 
empirical evidence in health care and informatics literature to quantify the PHR 
value proposition. While many of the perceived PHR benefi ts accrue to citizens, it is 
not clear that they are willing to pay or subsidize the cost of PHRs. Although surveys 
show substantial numbers of citizens indicating their willingness to pay this has not 
yet been demonstrated in practice. Benefi ts such as citizen and patient satisfaction, 
improved communication and citizen engagement are not easily quantifi able.  

    –    There is uncertainty on the market demand because CCC-model with integrated 
PHRs offer both signifi cant potential for users and a high degree of risk for 
potential investors.     

 Lopez  (  2007  )  identifi ed the following barriers for the CCC-model in a study: 
Incompleteness of the existing technical infrastructure, heterogeneity of the citizens 
in attitudes and knowledge, slow migration from the paper-based systems to digital 
systems in health care, technical diffi culties in system integration due to application 
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program interfaces, need for reengineering of work processes and procedures and 
concerns about data security and data privacy. 

 Many studies have identifi ed critical factors for adopting electronic health records 
generally (Ash and Bates  2005 ; James  2007 ; Lorenzi et al.  2009  )  and most of these 
result in the following items: User attitude towards information systems, workfl ow 
impact, technical support, interoperability, expert support and communication 
among users. 

 These factors are evidently critical also for adoption of PHRs and citizen- centered 
care paradigm. To overcome these factors it is important to defi ne and design the 
information models and data structures in such a way that they support adoption of 
a PHR, and redesign the underlying processes in the framework of the citizen- 
centered care paradigm. The PHR software architectures should be designed to 
implement citizen-centered processes and data and information models. 

 A very important concern with PHRs and citizen-centered care is the privacy and 
security risks. Citizen’s health related data is confi dential and needs to be protected 
from an unauthorized access and disclosure. With PHRs security and data protection 
issues need special attention as the citizen’s health data may be in a distributed 
storage in a network of actors and access to that data need to be legally protected.  

    8.4.3   New Approaches to Consider 

 An innovative approach is needed to build the next generation, semantically 
enriched, collaborative health information space that covers both organization- 
centered and citizen-centered paradigms and EHR and PHR concepts respectively. 
The collaborative space should facilitate all stakeholders, health care providers, 
health professionals, patients and citizens to link, dynamically discover, effectively 
combine, easily and safely access the distributed health resources, data and infor-
mation independent where they are provided, or needed. 

 An integrated PHR model is still a theoretical framework for citizen-centered 
health care. We need an interoperable network for new channels of communication 
and care management. And this points to a new tool that is clearly broader than the 
legal record of any provider. As traditional roles and relationships between citizens 
and different parts of health care delivery and fi nancing system are fundamentally 
altered by a more citizen-centered framework, stakeholders may realize a variety of 
new benefi ts from interaction with PHRs. 

 The recent innovations in collaborative environments and social media research 
(Hawn  2009 ; Halonen  2010  )  can bridge the information, knowledge and collabora-
tion gap currently existing in health care services provision and use. Collaborative 
environments hold considerable potential value for health care organizations because 
they can be used to reach stakeholders, aggregate information and leverage collabo-
ration (De la Fuente and Ros  2009 ; Boulos and Wheeler  2007 ; Kaplan and Haenlein 
 2010  ) . The collaborative environments research results support the development of 
a conceptual architecture that will facilitate interactive connectivity between the 
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available health data and health information sources such as data bases, digital 
archives, literature or Internet for gathering and sharing adequate knowledge for 
making decisions in citizen-centered care. Furthermore, these advances support 
development of a user friendly, collaborative decision making environment. 

 As more and more patients already use collaborative environments and social 
media to track their health conditions and care, health care organizations have an 
opportunity to interact with the members of these online communities and to lever-
age data sets to inform new treatments and care pathways. Hospitals are increas-
ingly using social media for promotional purposes and to gauge citizens’ experiences 
with their organizations, e.g. in USA many hospitals have a social media and social 
networking presence to market their services and communicate to stakeholders 
(Hawn  2009  ) . 

 In e-Business and e-Commerce more and more companies apply social media 
(Kaplan and Haenlein  2010  )  because there are many technical tools available 
already to support this. Social media like Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter consist of 
user profi les, connections between friends and colleagues and they support com-
munication. All these networks establish the awareness of who is there and what are 
they doing, they enable communication from many to many, instead of from one to 
one (Hawn  2009  ) . These tools are familiar and popular to the general public, citi-
zens, they are also easy to use and cheap to purchase, or even free to access. 

 The collaborative environments and social media approach offers many possi-
bilities for citizen-centered health. Our vision from the collaborative, sustainable 
citizen-centered health is presented in Fig.  8.1 . The vision presents a collaborative 
environment without borders and it is based on two collaborative virtual health 
spaces: (1) the citizen’s personal health space, and (2) the health care organization’s 
regulated and legally controlled health space. These two spaces build together a col-
laborative health environment.  

 The citizen’s personal health space is completely controlled, maintained and 
managed by the citizen himself, using the tools that seem appropriate to his situation 
and are usable and useful for his purposes and accessible in his situation. The health 
organization’s health space contains patient data and information which is collected 
and documented by health professionals in the EHRs and other relevant health infor-
mation systems during the citizen’s care episodes and visits. This space is for the 
health professionals and administrative purposes and it is legally regulated and con-
trolled by the health organization. Citizen does not have direct access to this health 
space but he can link or copy his own data and information to his own personal space. 
This communication is one-way; the citizen cannot transmit any information from 
his personal space to the health organization’s space. However, the citizen can give 
access to the health organization to the citizen’s own health space if he sees this use-
ful and benefi ciary. The social collaborative environment builds thus a platform that 
enables communication and sharing of data and information. 

 Future health care, Health 2.0, is participatory. The services are enabled by infor-
mation, information systems, and the community of actors that is created and col-
lected around a person’s health and wellness. This community is composed of all 
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relevant actors needed for prevention, health care and wellness. The person himself, 
as a patient, as a citizen, is an active participant in this community. Thus the citizen 
is reshaping the health care system according to his needs and situations. These 
kinds of new approaches in health care change the relationship between the care 
givers and the care receivers.   

    8.5   Summary and Conclusions 

 Health care systems are in a transition phase, they are progressing from an organi-
zation-centered health care to a citizen-centered care, and this implies many changes 
on our current health care services provision, delivery and use. 

 Citizen-centered health care paradigm with personal health record (PHR) and per-
sonal health systems (PHS) create many challenges for health care. Froomkin  (  2008  )  
found four elements of the use of PHR that create major changes in health care:

  Fig. 8.1    Vision on collaborative, sustainable citizen-centered health       
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   Viewing the citizen and devices controlled by the patient build important sources  –
of health-related data,  
  Giving the citizen much greater control over health information,   –
  Moving personal data storage and/or queries based on personal data towards  –
Internet-based applications,  
  Permitting, even encouraging, citizens and patients to share health data via infor- –
mal social networks.    

 Continua Health Alliance  (  2005  )  identifi ed four considerable benefi ts from citi-
zen empowerment and new models of health care:

   Improvements in citizen’s lifestyles, current poor health lifestyles dramatically  –
increase population risk for disease,  
  Early diagnosis and detection reduces care costs, much costs come currently  –
from waiting to intervene until after disease is present,  
  Citizen empowerment helps the low risk populations to remain healthy by modi- –
fying personal health behaviors,  
  Return on investment from wellness-focused programs has been achievable and  –
dramatic.    

 CCC-based system benefi ciaries are usually individual citizens but other 
stakeholders may also benefi t from their use (Tang et al.  2006  )  because CCC-based 
systems support health care decisions and continuity of care across time and 
providers (National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS)  2006  ) . 
Personal systems may also save time and money and increase the quality of care, 
because they may decrease duplicate testing, help to access patient records, reduce 
drug adverse events and improve preventive care and health management (Markle 
Foundation  2003 ; Pagliari et al.  2007  ) . 

 CCC-based systems may produce benefi ts to individuals who wish to stay fi t or 
are at risk and wish to maintain normal health status, to chronically ill patients, to 
individuals who want to live independently outside care institutions and health pro-
fessionals (Codagnone  2009  ) . The main benefi t to all citizens is the access to their 
health information and data which they can use to support their wellness activities, 
e.g. management of chronic diseases, prevention, life style choices. These systems 
also have the potential to improve communication between the citizen and her health 
care provider and make it possible to create ongoing connection between the citizen 
and the provider so they can have a continuous care process instead of an episodic, 
disease focused one. Communication makes it easier for citizens and providers to 
ask questions, to make appointments, to request refi lls and referrals, and to report 
problems (Pagliari et al.  2007 ; Tang et al.  2006  ) . 

 Citizen-centered care paradigm has a lot of potential for benefi ts but these will 
only be realized with widespread use (Tang et al.  2006  ) . The health care workfl ows 
need to be changed to personalized and citizen-centered (Clarke and Meiris  2006  ) . 
Partnership is essential between all stakeholders and this means new ways of mak-
ing care decisions, new roles for professionals and reengineered workfl ows (Kolitsi 
and Cabrera  2007  ) . 
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 It is important, however, to notice that CCC-based applications are currently still 
a very small niche market and this is due to the barriers and gaps of socio- economic, 
institutional and cultural nature that the technological research will not solve by 
itself. The success of the approach is not only dependent on technological factors 
but a lot of work is needed to face the social and cultural obstacles. Policy initia-
tives, legislation and institutional reengineering, inter-institutional and interdisci-
plinary collaboration as well as support to implementation and deployment are 
needed to create the correct structure of incentives across the entire value chain, and 
to identify and sustain new business and funding models. From the health care per-
spective we need to increase efforts in the preventive fi eld, to reduce healthcare 
fragmentation and to increase the delivery of integrated care to better inform and 
educate users and overcome resistances on their side and also on the side of health 
professionals. It is also necessary to pay attention to technical standardization and 
interoperability aspects of ICT (Codagnone  2009  ) . Health care systems have to 
face the challenges created by new ways of working, empowered citizens and 
new tools. 

 The visional, collaborative, sustainable citizen-centered health environment 
offers means to gradually migrate from the current situation to a citizen-centered 
care environment. We are in good progress with PHS and PHR and also with health 
ICT infrastructures and next we need to give the citizen a participatory role in 
health care activities.      
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Pervasive healthcare and citizen-centered care paradigm are moving the healthcare outside the hospital environment. Healthcare
delivery is becoming more personalized and decentralized, focusing on prevention and proactive services with a complete view of
health and wellbeing. The concept of wellness has been used to describe this holistic view of health, which focuses on physical,
social, and mental well-being. Pervasive computing makes it possible to collect information and offer services anytime and
anywhere. To support pervasive healthcare with wellness approaches, semantic interoperability is needed between all actors and
information sources in the ecosystem. This study focuses on the domain of personal wellness and analyzes related concepts,
relationships, and environments. As a result of this study, we have created an information model that focuses on the citizens’
perspectives and conceptualizations of personal wellness. The model has been created based on empirical research conducted with
focus groups.

1. Introduction

Healthcare delivery is undergoing a notable shift toward
personalized services with distributed care processes that
emphasize a more holistic view of health and wellness
within a citizen-centered care model [1–6]. The new citizen-
centered care paradigm focuses on the health, functioning,
and well-being of people as a whole [7]. The focus, then,
is more on preventive, proactive services with the citizen at
the core of his/her care, instead of just treating diseases and
symptoms [1, 2, 4–6]. In the future, it will not be enough
to just access medical histories or test results, but citizens’
lifestyle information, behavioral choices, and monitoring
and measurement data will need to be considered to ensure
preventive, proactive service [2, 4–6].

Such a view of health is not entirely new. The World
Health Organization (WHO) defined health as early as 1948
as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being
and not merely the absence of disease of infirmity” [8,
page 100]. This definition acknowledged a holistic view of
health and supported a focus beyond disease treatment.
Despite this WHO’s definition, the concept of health may

cause misunderstandings because usually it is understood
to refer to a person’s state when free of diseases, and the
focus is on medical well-being. However, health can be
defined in many ways, for example, it can be seen as a
state of stable physiological function, lack of diseases, and
absence of illnesses. One term that has been used to describe
more complete health and well-being of people is wellness.
Wellness is thought to be a subjective feeling of health
and well-being [9]. Wellness considers individuals’ general
functioning as a whole, covering not only physical but
also social and psychological aspects [9, 10]. Wellness is a
multidimensional concept, and it is currently being studied
in many different scientific areas, such as medicine, public
health, occupational health, and mental health [9].

2. Research Context and Objectives

Pervasive healthcare can be defined either as the application
of pervasive computing—in other words, ubiquitous
computing, proactive computing, or ambient intelligence—
for healthcare, health, and wellness management, or as
making healthcare available anytime and anywhere [11].
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The basic idea behind pervasive healthcare is to integrate
healthcare technologies and concepts into people’s everyday
lives. Pervasive healthcare is seen as supporting the shift
toward citizen-centered care [12, 13]. Very closely related
to pervasive healthcare is the research being done in the
pervasive and ubiquitous computing fields. These technology
paradigms focus on embedded, mobile, proactive, context-
aware, collaborative, and sensor systems [13].

Pervasive healthcare applications are designed to support
decentralized and preventive care. Pervasive healthcare will
also help citizens manage their personal health and wellness
outside the provider network. This model highlights a
wellness-centered approach by helping citizens to stay well
physically, mentally, and socially and to utilize different self-
management and assistive services [13]. With pervasive com-
puting technologies, it is it possible to collect all kinds of data
anytime and anywhere [11, 14]. Data collection can be done
by using intelligent sensors and measurement technologies.

The objective of information modeling is to describe the
information in a certain domain or in an organization. Infor-
mation models can be used to capture users’ perceptions and
understanding of system complexities [15]. In this study, we
are focusing on the conceptual level of modeling. Conceptual
modeling takes as its point of interest knowledge about the
domain, and the idea is to build a representation of the
real-world semantics [16, 17]. Conceptual modeling can be
performed using informal or semiformal models. Despite of
the formality level of used modeling notation, the main aim
is to capture concepts and relationships in the target domain
[18, 19].

With pervasive healthcare and more personalized, holis-
tic, and citizen-centered services, we need a better under-
standing of the personal wellness domain. This requires more
information than typical health records include. To fully
support the new ways of managing health and wellness with
ICT and pervasive computing, we need to achieve seman-
tic interoperability among different stakeholders, systems,
devices, sensors, and other information sources and users. To
achieve semantic interoperability, a context-aware personal
wellness ontology is needed. This ontology can be used
to create shared understandings and allow for sharing of
heterogeneous information among all actors and systems in
the personal wellness ecosystem.

This study is a part of a research project that examines
the trusted use of personal health and wellness information
in future ubiquitous computing environments [20]. In this
research project, we aim to create a trusted context-aware
ontology for lifelong personal wellness management and an
architecture model for trusted use of multisource heteroge-
neous information. Before we can start building a personal
wellness ontology, we have to understand what wellness is,
what its components are, what information is related to
it, how people manage and maintain wellness, and what
influences wellness. Basically, we have to uncover the scope
and contents of the concept of wellness. This study develops
the wellness concept further and builds the basis for the
development of a personal wellness ontology.

The first research objective of this study was to analyze
the domain of personal wellness. This includes both how

the concept of personal wellness is defined in the literature
and how people conceptualize it as well as the scope of the
domain. The second objective of this study was to create a
high-level personal wellness information model to present
related concepts, characteristics, and contextual aspects.
With this high-level information model, we can understand
the concept of personal wellness and start to create a more
formal model, in other words, a personal wellness ontology.

3. Methods

As a guiding framework for our research, we have used a
design science research (DSR) approach [21, 22]. DSR can be
seen as a problem-solving process in which actual business
needs are addressed by building actual artifacts or appli-
cations. DSR is usually considered to address particularly
problematic situations that are characterized by unstable
requirements and constraints, complex interactions, a ten-
dency to change in terms of design processes or artifacts, and
dependence upon human cognitive and social abilities [22].

DSR is based on two design processes: build and evaluate.
These two processes produce IT artifacts, which can be
constructs, models, methods, or implementations. Usually
build and evaluate processes are performed iteratively to
improve the quality of the artifact. Hevner et al. [22] have
developed seven guidelines for DSR, and we have followed
these during our research. These guidelines are (a) design
as an artifact, (b) problem relevance, (c) design evaluation,
(d) research contribution, (e) research rigor, (f) design as
a search process, and (g) communication of research. In
this study, we focus on building and evaluating both the
constructs and a model in the personal wellness domain.
The constructs define the basic concepts, the universe of
discourse, and the relations and attributes of the concepts.

Most of the work done in the domain of personal wellness
is related to the measurement or assessment of wellness or
well-being. They focus on different things than what we need
to develop a personal wellness ontology. These models are
high-level descriptions with limited analysis of the concepts
or relations. Moreover, environmental factors are defined
quite narrowly. In our research, we are more interested in
identifying and defining main components, concepts, and
relations in the personal wellness domain. We are creating
a more complete and conceptually focused model to support
the field of pervasive healthcare.

This study had three main methods for information
modeling:

(1) an analysis of the literature, which explores the
conceptualization of personal wellness, personalized
healthcare, and a holistic view of health;

(2) a context analysis to identify internal and external
contexts of personal wellness;

(3) focus groups to understand how people understand
the concept of personal wellness, how it can be
conceptualized, and which factors affect personal
wellness.
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Table 1: Focus group meetings.

Group Duration Participants Focus

Group 1
2 meetings,
4 hours each

Young, healthy department staff members, open voluntary
call to our department’s mailing list (5 and 4 participants)

Identify and describe basic concepts of personal
wellness

Group 2
1 meeting,
2 hours

Internal project meeting (4 participants)
Specification of concepts, redundancy reduction,
and abstraction levels

Group 3
1 meeting,
2 hours

Our university’s health informatics postgraduate students
(5 participants)

Concept specification and categorization and
external contexts

Group 4
2 meetings,
2 hours each

Females aged 48–62 (9 and 10 participants); group was
formed on a voluntary basis by sending invitations to
participants in another well-being-related study

Discussion about participants’ views on personal
wellness in general and then our models in more
detail

3.1. Literature Analysis. As a basis for the study, we carried
out an analysis of scientific literature concerning personal
wellness. The analysis included Google Scholar and different
scientific publication databases: Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM), ESBCOhost Academic Search Premier,
IEEE, PubMed, ScienceDirect, and SpringerLink. For more
detailed analysis, we chose articles concerning holistic and
multidimensional views on health and wellness that possibly
were related to the components of a citizen-centered health-
care paradigm. We manually analyzed around 100 articles
concerning these topics.

3.2. Context Analysis. The context analysis was performed
using basic techniques from the requirements elicitation
process. Requirements elicitation is a process used to find
necessary requirements for computer-based systems [23].
In our case, the target was the existing knowledge in the
literature. We analyzed the application domain, identified
the source documents related to our domain, and recognized
and analyzed related stakeholders. The stakeholders, in our
case, were the internal and external contexts in personal
wellness. We identified both external environment and
internal environment, the latter of which consists of factors
related directly to the person herself, such as things that she
herself can affect, control, influence, or manage.

3.3. Empirical Studies with Focus Groups. From the literature
and context analysis, we obtained the material that formed
the basis of our empirical research, which was performed
with focus groups. A focus group is a method for group inter-
views in which emphasis is on the communication between
the participants. The number of groups or participants may
vary, but according to Kitzinger [24], the ideal number of
participants in the group is from four to eight. The idea is
to generate data based on interaction and communication,
instead of the researcher asking the participants direct
questions. Focus groups are a useful method for exploring
knowledge and experiences of people because they can
help people explain and clarify their thoughts and views.
It is especially suitable for situations in which the existing
knowledge is inadequate, the subject is very complex with
many variables, and the research questions are very open.
Sometimes, though, the group dynamics might silence some
participants or ideas. Methods for conducting focus group-
centered research may vary, depending on several factors,

such as the number of participants or groups, how the groups
are formed (preexisting or unknown), and the homogeneity
or heterogeneity of the participants [24, 25].

The total number of focus group meetings in our
study was six, with four different groups (see Table 1).
The focus group meetings were organized such that one
of the researchers acted as a head of the meetings and the
researchers collected the results based on the discussions.
To support the meetings, we had some themes and models,
but the structure of the focus groups meetings was quite
relaxed and informal, and the participants were encouraged
to discuss their views openly. The objective of the focus
groups was to gather empirical material about how personal
wellness is understood and conceptualized and what kinds of
contexts are related to it. This meant that it was important to
collect concepts and the ideas behind them that were revealed
during the groups’ communication.

The results of the first two meetings were documented in
a mind map. Mind mapping was chosen because it is an easy
way to represent information, simple categorizations, and
simple relations between concepts. Moreover, most people
are familiar with this technique. Based on the first two focus
group meetings and the performed analyses, we started to
model the personal wellness domain in a more formal way by
using a simplified entity relationship (ER) notation. The idea
behind the use of the simplified ER model was that the model
could be easily understood and modified by people without
any modeling experience. The results and modifications
made by the focus group participants were modeled by the
researchers. Although we performed the modeling ourselves
based on the focus group meetings, we tried, to the extent
possible, to keep the model based on the actual discus-
sions, concepts, and views presented by the focus group
participants. The modeling work was divided into seven
sub-models, which together form the high-level information
model of personal wellness. The focus group meetings were
organized to support iterative build-evaluate-type process.

4. Results

4.1. Conceptualizing Personal Wellness: Results from the Liter-
ature and Context Analysis. Wellness is a multidimensional
and multidisciplinary concept. Although definitions may
vary depending on the context, generally, wellness is thought
to be a balanced state of a healthy body, mind, and
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spirit [7, 9, 10, 26–28]. Wellness can be seen as a high-
level concept that integrates multiple domains, including
the physical, psychological, social, and spiritual domains,
and it may vary according to age or cultural context [29].
Also, health promotion, prevention, and better functioning
are closely related to wellness [7, 27, 30, 31]. Wellness is a
complete, holistic view that focuses on the individual and
his specific needs. It takes into account the whole person and
her environment, acknowledging lifestyle, behavior, culture,
beliefs, experiences, and other aspects that affect a person’s
life [9, 10, 27, 31–33].

Some holistic wellness models have been developed in the
field of clinical and counseling psychology [34]: the Wheel
of Wellness by Sweeney and Witmer [35], the Indivisible
Self by Myers and Sweeney [26], the Circle of Health by
Saylor [36], and an ecosystemic approach to health, well-
being, and wellness by Kirsten et al. [28]. All four models
take a holistic, multidimensional view of health and wellness.
The models were quite high-level, informal, and general, and
their purpose was different from ours, but we were able to
extract some of their concepts and other characteristics. For
more information about these models and analyses, see [37].

Based on the literature and context analyses, we were
able to identify some common concepts, characteristics, and
properties of personal wellness. As a result of the analyses,
we were able to discover how wellness is defined as a high-
level concept, as well as the common characteristics and
components wellness is generally thought to have [37]:

(i) It is a holistic, multidimensional, and multidiscipli-
nary view of health and well-being;

(ii) Wellness is a broader concept than most views on
health as defined by healthcare; it takes into account
environmental, emotional, intellectual, occupational,
social, and spiritual aspects of well-being;

(iii) It focuses on complete health and well-being, preven-
tion, and proactive services;

(iv) It is dynamic and context-dependent.

4.2. Empirical Refinement of the Personal Wellness Concept.
Based on the literature and context analyses and the first
two focus group meetings, we created our own view of
personal wellness (Figure 1). The view of personal wellness
consists of five internal components and two external
contexts. The internal components are: lifestyle, emotional
and mental wellness, occupational wellness, healthcare, and
physiological wellness. The two external contexts are: social
networks and environment. In our view, all components are
linked together, which represents the complete and holistic
nature of personal wellness in which there are many different
relationships between components. This view emphasizes the
notion that personal wellness is much more than just physical
health and well-being. In this light, it is clear that it should
be examined in a multidisciplinary and multi-professional
context.

The lifestyle component is a kind of background com-
ponent that directly affects the other four internal compo-
nents. The lifestyle component includes concepts regarding
activities, behaviors, choices, and risk factors related to
person’s lifestyle. Emotional and mental wellness focuses
on concepts concerning individual identity, psychological
concepts, intellectual wellness, emotions, feelings, and so
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forth. Emotional and mental wellness also includes a person’s
views and values that affect choices and behaviors.

Occupational wellness is about well-being related to peo-
ple’s occupations, and in this context, occupation can mean
that the person is working, studying, unemployed, retired, or
an entrepreneur. Occupational wellness considers the actual
occupation and its effects on personal wellness. Physiological
wellness focuses on information related to health and
wellness that is not bound to certain healthcare provider, for
example, conditions, disabilities, functioning, genetics, mon-
itoring and measuring data, personal observations, and so
forth. The healthcare component is about the healthcare sys-
tem. It includes providers, medical documents, and services.

All of these internal components of personal wellness
are surrounded and affected by external contexts—social
networks and environment. Social networks include all social
relations that affect a person. Environment describes the dig-
ital and physical environments related to the person in ques-
tion. It includes, for example, living environment, service
environment, society, cultural aspects, and regulations. The
environment surrounding a person is very dynamic, flexible,
and sensitive, and it may change over the course of a lifetime.

From the first two focus group meetings alone, we
already had quite a lot of different concepts related to
personal wellness. We had gathered these concepts into two
mind maps, so we had some categorization and simple
relations between these concepts. From these mind maps,
we started to categorize concepts into models, loosely based
on the simplified ER diagram. We created seven different
models to represent all the components of personal wellness.
In these models, we focused more on the concepts and
their categorization because these are core components of
ontology development.

We started going through these models with the different
focus groups to get a more detailed view and to discover
the necessary concepts related to personal wellness. In the
focus group meetings, the participants were encouraged to
openly discuss current themes. Between the focus group
meetings, we analyzed the discussions and the feedback for
the meetings and based on this, we revised the models,
analyzed and added new concepts into the models, reduced
redundant concepts, and considered different relationships
between concepts. The resulting high-level personal wellness
information model will be introduced in more detail in the
next section.

4.3. Personal Wellness Information Model. As a result of the
combination of all three methods, we were able to create
an information model that describes our view of personal
wellness. The lifestyle component describes the domain of
personal lifestyle and consists of activities, behaviors, and
choices that affect the person’s daily life. It also includes active
wellness activities and management concepts. These concepts
are such that they can usually be affected, controlled, influ-
enced, or managed by the person herself. Lifestyle focuses on
concepts that are quite dependent on the person herself, and
their emphasis may vary a lot between people. Listed below
are the main concepts and subconcepts of lifestyle:

(i) livelihood;

(ii) nutrition—experiences, history, food diaries, diet;

(iii) rest/relaxation, sleep;

(iv) risk factors—behavioral, environmental, inheritable;

(v) sexual behavior;

(vi) wellness activities—objectives, self-development,
wellness maintenance (personal responsibility, active
actions; self-evaluation), hobbies, leisure, fitness/
exercise;

(vii) Wellness behavior—wellness management (activity
management, alternative medicine, behavior man-
agement, conditions, devices, medication, non-
prescribed medication), health education, preven-
tion.

The emotional and mental component focuses on ele-
ments related to people’s minds, feelings, emotions, identi-
ties, and personalities (Figure 2). The concepts in emotional
and mental wellness describe personal views, feelings, and
attitudes towards life, personality, and experiences. They
also include mental health and possible disorders. This
component is aimed at describing what is going on in the
person’s mind, how he will react to different situations,
and how he can cope mentally. In the emotional and
mental component, we used the categorization of Emotion
Annotation and Representation Language (EARL) [38] to
describe the emotions of a person.

Occupational wellness describes well-being related to
person’s occupation. A person’s occupation can be, for exam-
ple, work, studying, or being unemployed or retired. The
concept of occupation describes the actual occupation, its
properties, or how the person feels about it. It has some
subconcepts, which include: appreciation, benefits, equality,
functioning, meaningful, motivation, performance, respon-
sibilities, respect, rewarding, rights, and type. Occupa-
tional wellness includes also following concepts: education,
employer, environment, income, occupational safety and
health, quality of working life, social relations, vacation,
volunteering, work burden, work climate, work culture
(including leadership and management), working ability,
and working time.

Physiological wellness has to do with health and wellness-
related information outside the healthcare provider network.
It will help the citizen to collect, observe, and manage her
personal health information. It will include different health
and wellness devices and their monitoring and measuring
of data as well as information about a person’s conditions
and functioning. Physiological wellness is closely related
to the concept of the personal health record, but the
idea is to be more thorough and complete through an
emphasis on information and events outside the health-
care provider network. It includes the following concepts:
conditions, demographic information, disability, function-
ing, genetic information, measurement and monitoring
data, observation, organ system, vital signs, and wellness
devices.

The healthcare component focuses on the clinical side of
wellness. It has to do with the regulated healthcare system
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Figure 2: Emotional and mental wellness.

and the actual care that the person receives. The model
consists of two main concepts: service and provider. The
service concept is divided into three subconcepts, or types:
prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. All of these different
services create medical documents, and from these docu-
ments, the medical history of a person is created. Providers
are divided into four subconcepts, or types: preventive,
curative, promotional, and rehabilitative.

The social networks component describes the different
social relations and networks that are related to a person.
It includes family, relatives, and friends, but also different
communities and social environments, and the social partici-
pation of a person within these contexts. Most of the external
contexts that affect people’s living and personal wellness
are located in the environment component. This includes
different kinds of environments, such as society, cultural
norms, or the media (Figure 3). The environment affects the
person in many ways, and it may shape the possibilities for
handling personal wellness. These external factors are heavily
context-dependent and may differ from country to country.

All seven components combined create a high-level infor-
mation model of the personal wellness domain (Figure 4).

5. Discussion

As a result of this research, we were able to create a high-level
information model of the personal wellness domain. Usually,
health-related information models and ontologies are built
from the healthcare systems and the service providers’
viewpoint. Here, however, we have instead created our model
from the citizens’ viewpoint. The citizens’ viewpoint is based
on the empirical research performed with the focus groups.
We tried to get a comprehensive view with participants from
different age groups with different backgrounds but as the
focus groups were created on a voluntary basis from a limited
pool of people there can be some limitations in the model.
Also the participants can be seen being more interested in
their health and wellness than regular citizens as they are
willing to participate in this kind of voluntary research.
With focus groups we have created a model based on active
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and conscious people who are not health professionals or
representatives of any health organizations.

The model is based on the focus group research, and we
have tried to model the domain and the concepts according
to the participants. The guiding principles of the modeling

work were how citizens see their personal wellness, what they
consider to be the important concepts, how they categorize
these concepts, and how they understand the notion of
complete, holistic health and wellness. The research process
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was performed iteratively, following the build-evaluate idea
of design science research.

We have identified the main components of personal
wellness and described related information and its conceptu-
alization. In the model, we have identified the environmental
and external contexts related to personal wellness. In our
model, we present many important concepts. Based on our
categorization of these, we can come to understand the
basic relations between concepts, and we can see some is-
a relationships. There are still some limitations related to
the defined concepts in terms of the development of the
ontology, as some of the concepts are quite abstract, and their
explicit definition can be challenging. Also, there is a great
number of relations and relationship types in the domain,
and most of the concepts are interconnected.

Hevner et al. [22] have defined seven guidelines that
should be followed when performing design science research.
The first guideline is to design as an artifact. In our research,
we have built artifacts such as mind maps to describe
common concepts—the constructs of the domain—and a
high-level information model to describe the domain, how
it is conceptualized, its scope, and some relationships. The
second guideline is problem relevance, which means that
the research problem should be relevant and solve some
important problem in the constituent community. Pervasive
healthcare and a more personalized, complete way of manag-
ing personal health and wellness are emerging, yet currently
there is no real consensus regarding what personal wellness
actually is or its components. Most of the research done on
wellness has focused on the measurement or assessment of
wellness. Also, the models related to wellness are high-level
descriptions with limited conceptual definitions and rela-
tionships. Most of the information models and ontologies in
the health domain are representations from the health service
providers, clinical, or medical points of view. Our research
brings new perspectives into the personal wellness domain by
defining the citizens’ perspective to support the development
of a personal wellness ontology and semantic interoperability
in the domain. Thus, our research problem is relevant in the
personalized health and wellness domain.

The third guideline is about design evaluation. Hevner
et al. [22] emphasized that the utility, quality, and efficacy
of an artifact must be demonstrated by evaluation, which
is a crucial part of the design process. Our design process
was iterative, so we built and evaluated the model in
various phases, but the evaluation of the model alone still
insufficient. The study continues with an assessment phase,
in which the developed model is evaluated with respect to
its validity and potential impact on citizens’ personal health
and wellness. The model will be evaluated with use cases
and usage scenarios. Design science research, according to
the fourth guideline, should clearly contribute in at least
one of the following ways: the design artifact, design con-
struction knowledge, or design evaluation knowledge [22].
Our research makes a significant contribution by defining the
personal wellness domain, how it is conceptualized, and what
the necessary concepts and external factors are.

The fifth guideline emphasizes that the research should
be conducted with rigorous methods. As the domain in

question was complex, multidimensional, quite abstract, and
based on citizens’ perspectives, we began with qualitative
methods, like focus groups and informal modeling methods.
Although, the informal models lacked with formalism we
were able to represent the complex and multidimensional
domain and the models were rather easy for average citizens
with no modeling experience to understand, evaluate, and
modify. We had several different focus groups to get more
heterogeneous views of personal wellness so that we could
tackle the sixth guideline. This guideline emphasizes the
importance of an iterative design process and insists that
design should be a process of searching such that the design
problem becomes more focused and the solution more
relevant [22]. The next step in this study is the development
of the ontology and context-aware architecture. Thus, the
solution will be redefined in a process of searching. The
seventh guideline is that the research should be communi-
cated to technology and management audiences. This will be
realized in later phases of the project.

6. Conclusions

In this research, we have approached complete, holistic
health and well-being from the citizens’ perspective. We have
further refined the concept of personal wellness through
empirical methods. Based on an analysis of the literature,
a context analysis, and empirical research, we have created
our own view of personal wellness. In order to support inter-
operable, citizen-centered services with upcoming pervasive
wellness tools, we have identified the scope of the personal
wellness domain. As a result of this research, we have devel-
oped a high-level information model that describes the main
concepts and some relationships related to personal wellness.
With this information model, we have started to develop a
context-aware ontology. Our research brings new knowledge
to the field of pervasive healthcare by identifying the citizens’
perspectives and conceptualizations of personal wellness.

Our model describes the domain of personal wellness
in more detail than other models that have been developed
in clinical and counseling psychology. Such previous models
remain general, while we have gone deeper into the personal
wellness domain by defining more concepts, relationships,
and properties. Moreover, the focus of our model is different
from previous work, as we are addressing the problem from
an information system science perspective, and we are using
a different kind of representation style that is more suitable
in our context. We are focusing on the pervasive healthcare
field, and our intentions are to support the development of
a personal wellness ontology for lifelong personal wellness
management and an architecture model for trusted use of
multisource heterogeneous information.

The next phases in our research are an assessment of
our model and the development of the personal wellness
ontology. The assessment phase focuses on the evaluation of
the validity and utility of the model and the identification of
the impact the shared use of wellness information has on cit-
izens’ wellness management and on how citizens can control
and manage the use of their information. In the development
of the personal wellness ontology, we have to model the
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contextual aspects that are related to different concepts
to support multiuser and multisystem environments with
heterogeneous information sources. Furthermore, we have
to consider privacy, confidentiality, and data security issues
in the ontology, as most of the information is private and
personal, and its processing may be regulated by legislation.
By modeling such privacy and security aspects, we can ensure
that, in the future, pervasive healthcare will allow citizens to
control the processing of their information dynamically.
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Abstract

Background: Ubiquitous computing technology, sensor networks, wireless communication and the latest developments of the
Internet have enabled the rise of a new concept—pervasive health—which takes place in an open, unsecure, and highly dynamic
environment (ie, in the information space). To be successful, pervasive health requires implementable principles for privacy and
trustworthiness.

Objective: This research has two interconnected objectives. The first is to define pervasive health as a system and to understand
its trust and privacy challenges. The second goal is to build a conceptual model for pervasive health and use it to develop principles
and polices which can make pervasive health trustworthy.

Methods: In this study, a five-step system analysis method is used. Pervasive health is defined using a metaphor of digital
bubbles. A conceptual framework model focused on trustworthiness and privacy is then developed for pervasive health. On that
model, principles and rules for trusted information management in pervasive health are defined.

Results: In the first phase of this study, a new definition of pervasive health was created. Using this model, differences between
pervasive health and health care are stated. Reviewed publications demonstrate that the widely used principles of predefined and
static trust cannot guarantee trustworthiness and privacy in pervasive health. Instead, such an environment requires personal
dynamic and context-aware policies, awareness, and transparency. A conceptual framework model focused on information
processing in pervasive health is developed. Using features of pervasive health and relations from the framework model, new
principles for trusted pervasive health have been developed. The principles propose that personal health data should be under
control of the data subject. The person shall have the right to verify the level of trust of any system which collects or processes
his or her health information. Principles require that any stakeholder or system collecting or processing health data must support
transparency and shall publish its trust and privacy attributes and even its domain specific policies.

Conclusions: The developed principles enable trustworthiness and guarantee privacy in pervasive health. The implementation
of principles requires new infrastructural services such as trust verification and policy conflict resolution. After implementation,
the accuracy and usability of principles should be analyzed.

(J Med Internet Res 2012;14(2):e52)   doi:10.2196/jmir.1972
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Introduction

Health is a wider concept than absence of disease or poor
functionality. Broadly, health covers a person’s physical and
mental, as well as economic and social, well-being. Therefore,
health is not only a state determined by health care professionals
and related authorities, but also an individually experienced
state with many determinants, such as lifestyle, environment,
social, and cultural aspects.

Traditionally, health care is an institutionalized and regulated
system that occurs in controlled environments. The availability
of information and communication technologies (ICT),
ubiquitous computing, ambient intelligence, motes, sensors,
and sensor networks is changing health care. New service
models, such as personalized health care and personal health
systems (PHS), are developing [1-2]. Ubiquitous health care is
another new paradigm, which is closely related to biomedical
engineering, health informatics, and ubiquitous computing [3].
It uses ubiquitous technology for continuously monitoring
patients anywhere, for proactive prevention and early detection
of diseases, and for ubiquitous access to medical data [4-6].

Ubiquitous computing technology, sensor networks, and ambient
intelligence have initiated the birth of pervasive health.
Pervasive health and health care are separate concepts with
many overlapping goals (ie, making services available to
everyone). They are not distinguished by the information
technology or information used. Both can collect and deploy
any kind of personal health data and environmental information
(eg, genomic, phenomic, epigenetic, and geospatial information).

Trust and Information Privacy
Trust is a relativistic, complex, and dynamic concept. From the
information-processing point of view, trust defines the
individual’s expectations in the context of collection, processing,
communication, and use of personal information [7]. It allows
acceptance of risk and balances privacy needs against benefits.
Trust can be based on knowledge and experiences of an entity
about actors and processes involved in personal data, on
regulations established for ruling actors’behavior and processes,
and on legislation binding actors and enforcing processes (law
enforcement).

In the case of health information, trust defines the data subject’s
(DS) confidence that his or her personal health information is
processed and communicated in such a way that privacy and
security are guaranteed and the data processing follows
regulations, ethical rules, fair information practices, and the
DS’s personal preferences.

Privacy is a multifaceted, relativistic, and context-dependent
concept [8]. It has been defined by Westlin as the “claim of
individuals, groups, and institutions to determine for themselves
when, how, and to what extent information about them is
communicated to others” [9]. This paper focuses on the
following privacy dimensions: right of informational
self-determination and information privacy including privacy
of personal behavior, freedom from surveillance, communication
privacy, and data privacy [9-12]. Information privacy refers to
a person’s self-determination by respecting their wishes and

demands regarding collection, processing, and communication
of personal information, thereby preventing harm from
disclosure.

Both information privacy and trust are related to the conditions
demanded or expected in the collection, processing,
communication, and use of personal information. Privacy
policies, such as a patient’s consent statement, explicitly express
the DS’s privacy requirements, while trust tackles them
implicitly. Both privacy and trust relate to the information
subject and include knowledge or assumptions about involved
entities. Data disclosure means loss of privacy, but an increased
level of trustworthiness reduces the need for privacy. The
interest of the DS is to minimize loss of privacy at an acceptable
level of trust.

Prior Work
In health care, internationally adopted principles and good
practice rules—such as The United Nations (UN) Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) Guidelines for the
Security of Information Systems and Networks, the European
Directive 95/46/EC known as the Data Protection Directive
(DPD), and ethical guidelines and codes published by The World
Medical Association and the International Medical Informatics
Association (IMIA)—together approved the high-level
frameworks for ethics and privacy protection [13-16].
International standardization organizations are also developing
standards targeting secure processing of health information,
such as the International Organization for Standardization’s
(ISO) Health informatics TC 215 standard [17,18]. Wassernaar
reported that the following privacy principles are widely used:
the principle of existence of privacy, the principle of
withholdings, the principle of trusted usage, and the principle
of controlled dissemination [12]. Langheinrich has proposed
the following principles for privacy-aware ubiquitous systems:
notice, choice and consent, proximity and locality, anonymity
and pseudonymity, security access, and recourse [19]. His first
principle, notice, is a subset of the awareness principle. Those
documents and proposals stress that high-level policies such as
withholding, trusted usage, controlled dissemination, legitimate
grounds of processing, responsibilities of data processors, and
purpose-based limitation are cornerstones in trusted information
processing.

Researchers have recognized weaknesses and challenges in
current privacy solutions. Coiera and Clark declared traditional
access control systems inefficient because they are not content
and context aware [20]. Anciaux et al identified that traditional
electronic health records (EHR) have no security guarantee
outside the health care service domain [21]. Ruotsalainen has
pointed out that the patient has limited rights to control the use
of EHRs [22]. Pallapa et al argued that systems using ubiquitous
computing have no mechanism for people to reflect their
intentions [23]. Mitseva et al noted that protection of privacy
in sensor networks must support daily private life [24]. Hu and
Weaver called current security and privacy solutions (based on
a static role-based access control model) application dependent
because they do not address new generations of eHealth
requirements [25]. According to Joshi et al, security-based
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authentication and role-based approaches are not sufficient in
open systems [26]. Kim et al pointed out that informed consent
is not possible in environments with a large amount of sensors
[27].

New approaches have been proposed. Ball and Gold suggested
that the individual should have control of their personal health
record (PHR) and should be able to know who has entered which
data into the record [28]. Kendall has proposed a
patient-controlled EHR for the Information Age [29]. Kim et
al recommended that data collection be under the sole control
of the patient [27]. Haas et al proposed that the access and
disclosure of EHRs be controlled by privacy policies [30]. They
also stated that patients must be able to check how principles
are implemented. Brown and Adams stated that the access to
information should be under the control of the patient or the
patient’s guardian [31].

New principles and models have also been proposed. Solove
pointed out that protection of privacy in the Information Age
requires social design and an architectural solution [10]. Shankar
et al stated that systems in a ubiquitous environment need
dynamic- and context-based trust [32]. Kim et al recommended
the use of a security policy that includes the following rules and
principles: data collection must be under the sole control of the
patient, a principle of disclosure, and principles of limitation
and necessity [27]. Bhatti and Bhatti et al have pointed out that
existing risks and the lack of common privacy and trust rules,
regulations, and norms indicate that dynamic privacy rules are
needed to make ubiquitous health care trusted [33,34]. Mandl
et al and Huda et al have recommended personally controlled
health records [35,36]. Shabo developed models for
“patient-held records” with principles of personal control [37].
Coiera and Clarke developed models for e-Consent. One of
those models is an active e-Consent system that can act as a
gatekeeper [20]. Anonymization is proposed by Huda et al as
a privacy tool [36]. Roger-France has developed a model of
special gatekeepers that control the use of EHRs [38].

Not only researchers, but also international organizations and
governments, have addressed the need for new rules. In a 2010
report to the president of the United States and to Congress,
experts noted that current policies, such as the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), leave many details
vague. They also stated that tools and technologies are needed
to empower individuals to manage their own health and that the
definition for a formal privacy model is necessary [39]. The
report also argued that current privacy policies and regulations
are poorly specified and ineffective, and new mechanisms for
trust management are needed. The American Medical
Informatics Association (AMIA) has requested that every person
have control over their own PHR (ie, all secondary uses of PHR
data must be controlled by the person except as required by law)
[40].

Although none of the proposal is targeted directly to pervasive
health, they have addressed common aspects such as
trustworthiness, awareness, and patient-/person-controlled use
of the EHR/PHR.

Until now, pervasive health lacks a common definition, and
principles—which can make it trusted—do not exist. In this

paper, pervasive health is defined as a system. Principles, rules,
and policies that guarantee the DS’s privacy and information
autonomy at the same time and make pervasive health trusted
are proposed.

Methods

System analysis focuses on understanding a proposed system,
identifying the problems, and recommending improvements.
In this paper, “system” is understood as a group of independent
elements that act together in a collective effort to achieve a goal.
Pervasive health can be seen as a soft system because it involves
social and cultural elements. In this study, a five-step system
analysis method is used (similar steps can be found in the Soft
Systems Methodology) to define pervasive health as a system
and to develop privacy principles presented in this paper. The
following steps were performed:

1. Defining the system in question (ie, pervasive health)

2. Identifying features and expressing problems of interest (eg,
privacy and trustworthiness)

3. Discovering privacy risks and challenges in trustworthiness

4. Building a conceptual model for pervasive health

5. Developing improvements (ie, principles for trusted pervasive
health)

Pervasive health is defined using the model (metaphor) of linked
digital bubbles. The idea of digital bubbles was originally
developed for pervasive environments and personal spaces [41].
A bubble is a digital territory and information walls between
bubbles are virtual. A bubble includes one or more systems,
their stakeholders, and the environment. Inside a bubble, systems
have common privacy regulations and rules. The created
high-level graphical model illustrates relations of bubbles in
the information space. Features of pervasive health are derived
from this model.

A conceptual model for pervasive health is developed using the
recommended practice for architectural description of
software-intensive systems created by the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). The short name for this
standard is IEEE 1471 [42]. Architecture in IEEE 1471 is the
fundamental organization (eg, concepts and principles) of a
system, its components, and their relationships. Using this
method, a graphical framework model that describes trust- and
privacy-related concepts and their relationships in pervasive
health is developed.

In the final step of system analysis, principles for trusted
pervasive health are developed by combining previously defined
features of pervasive health, identified risks, selected high-level
privacy principles, and their relationships described within the
conceptual framework model.

Results

Definition of Pervasive Health
Figure 1 displays the developed graphical model for pervasive
health. In this model, the information space is an open and
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dynamic environment, which is characterized by the use of
ubiquitous computing and by relations between bubbles. Its
bubbles can be dynamically linked together, and information
collecting and processing is poorly regulated (eg, privacy rules
in bubbles are often unknown). In the case where a bubble
includes many systems, they can have different business
objectives, but they should have the same privacy regulations
and rules.

Pervasive health is defined as a dynamic network of bubbles
that offers health services to the person. In the information
space, the person (DS) creates dynamically personal health
networks and selects both systems that belong to the network
and services used. The DS also defines what information is
shared between bubbles and their systems. This means that
pervasive health is a controlled (cybernetic) meta-system in the
information space.

The current health care system can be understood as a bubble
where public and private service providers offer health care
services. In principle, those health care services which the DS
uses outside the controlled health care environment can be part

of the DS’s pervasive health. Even so, the DS controls the use
of those services and related data processing, except as required
by law.

Despite the technology used and the available information,
health care services are still defined, provided, and controlled
by, health professionals targeting the patient [4]. Contrary to
this, services of pervasive health and related data processing
are controlled by the DS and the target is a person who can
select, tailor, and combine autonomously their own health
service portfolio with the help of intelligent services of the
network.

In health care, security and privacy rules are regulated by
domain-specific laws and norms, which is not the case in
pervasive health. Furthermore, in pervasive health personal
health data is not stored in institutionalized EHRs as we will
discuss subsequently.

In the information space are also other systems which are not
members of the DS’s pervasive health network, but which are
interested in using DS’s health information (Figure 1). Those
systems are called secondary users.

Figure 1. Pervasive health in the information space.

Information Processing and Storing in Pervasive
Health
In the information space and in pervasive health, autonomous
programs and computer systems can collect and process personal

information invisible to the DS [19]. In pervasive health, both
the information content and how it is collected, processed, and
stored differ radically from current practice in health care. In
the latter, patient data is recorded and used by health care
professionals and typically managed by a service provider
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organization in the form of the EHR [43]. In health care, the
EHR can be used by professionals participating in the care of
an individual, or by entities for purposes defined in legislation
[22].

In pervasive health, those rules do not apply and health
care-specific legislation will not regulate how health data is
processed. In pervasive health, any kind of personal information
(including behaviors and social activities) covering the person’s
entire life is collected and processed. The use of health data is
not limited to patient care, treatments, public health, or clinical
research. Systems of pervasive health can process and exchange
personal health information using their own rules. The data
content coming from multiple sources exceeds what is used in
current health care (and what EHRs contain). The authors use
the term “lifelong personal wellness record” (LPWR) for this
information. Personal health record (PHR) is an alternative term.
Unfortunately, there is no consensus about the concept of a
PHR, and some writers see it as an extension of the regulated
EHR [44]. Another proposal is that the PHR and the EHR should
be integrated [45]. In this paper, the LPWR is defined as an
independent repository, and the authors claim that the legal
EHR does not replace either the PHR or the LPWR [46].

Privacy Threats in Ubiquitous Computing and in
Pervasive Health
The information space and ubiquitous computing generate many
privacy threats. The following are typical as stated in the
literature [10,35,47]:

• Multiple systems and authorities can collect, process, and
share personal information. Their number is unknown in advance
and it changes regularly [20].

• There is no predefined trust between systems.

• Information can be collected, processed, and shared in such a
way that the DS cannot be aware of it.

• Rich contextual metadata is collected and used, both violating
the DS’s privacy interests.

• Privacy can be breached if authorization is made without
contextual information.

• It is difficult (or even impossible) to destroy data stored in the
information space.

Pervasive health creates additional trustworthiness and privacy
challenges:

• The business objectives, trust features, and regulations systems
applied can be unknown.

• It is not possible to know in advance the characteristics, rules,
and regulations of secondary users.

• Processing of the LPWR takes place in various contexts
(situations).

• Objects of the LPWR can have different, situation-dependent
sensitivity.

It is evident that, in pervasive health, the DS should be protected
against the previously discussed risks and threats.

A Conceptual Model for Pervasive Health
The conceptual framework model developed is shown in Figure
2. The model links the key concepts of the authors’ approach
to pervasive health in the context of the research questions of
data processing trustworthiness and information privacy.

Key concepts in the model are information space, pervasive
health, trust, systems, stakeholders’ interest/concerns,
environment, and privacy. Environmental features in the model
include regulatory issues. Features of the information space and
its systems impact the existing level of trust. To be acceptable
and effective, the pervasive health network requires that the
level of trust that the DS needs, and what systems and
stakeholders offer, be balanced.
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Figure 2. Conceptual framework for pervasive health.

Stakeholders and Interests
Typical stakeholders (or actors) in pervasive health are the DS,
wellness service providers, and data processing organizations.
Stakeholders have different concerns or interests and viewpoints
(eg, looking to meeting their business objectives, information
availability, and usability). The DS’s main interests are benefits

of services, trustworthiness, and privacy and information
autonomy. Also, conflicting interests can occur. For example,
other systems in the information space, which are not members
of the pervasive health array, might have interest in the DS’s
health information [48]. They collect and deploy health
information for different kinds of secondary use, as
demonstrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Typical primary and secondary uses of health data.

Secondary usePrimary u se

Surveillance and continuous monitoringDirect care and treatment

Research and statisticsDisease management

Drug developmentMedication management

Public health managementManagement of physical and social functionality
for delaying of their weakening

Business application developmentProactive prediction of patient’s health problems
and prevention of diseases

Hindering behaviors not accepted by con-
trollers (or authorities) or by society in general

Management of patient’s health status

Those secondary users are third parties such as public
authorities, private organizations, community care providers,
public health planners, communication vendors, employers,
insurance institutes, researchers, and even homeland security
organizations.

Principles for Trusted Pervasive Health
Trustworthiness in pervasive health means that the whole
network of systems is trusted; the DS’s privacy has been
protected; and data is processed ethically, legally, and in line
with the rules set by the DS. The resulting principles must offer
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protection against risks of ubiquitous technologies, facilitate
trustworthiness, and support the DS’s information autonomy.
As previously mentioned, the fact that there are no predefined
common rules for privacy and trustworthiness in pervasive
health should be also considered. Becker stated that specification
documents, in real life, are unclear, ambiguous, and incomplete
[49]. Therefore, principles should be more detailed and
implementable than the previously discussed high-level
principles.

From those privacy principles, the authors have selected trusted
use and controlled dissemination, withholding, transparency,
awareness, and the data processor’s responsibility together with
the principle of context-aware personal privacy as the basis for
new principles and rules. This implies that the DS acts as a data
controller and determines where, by whom, why, how, in which
context, and to what extent, his or her personal health
information is used and communicated (ie, the DS can define
personal preferences and policies).

The following requirements have been derived from
relationships in the framework model (Figure 2):

• All systems should fulfill the mission (ie, trustworthiness and
privacy) and, therefore, they should accept common rules.

• Pervasive health requires trust. This implies the need for trust
verification.

• Trust needs privacy rules.

The conceptual model also implies that the environment impacts
the rules, and systems can use different rules. From the dynamic
nature of the information space follows that the DS cannot be
informed in advance which secondary users are using the
LPWR.

The principles developed (named in this paper as THEWS
principles for Trusted eHealth and eWelfare Space principles)
are derived by combining selected principles and identified
requirements. The THEWS principles state that the DS shall
have the right to [50]:

• Dynamically verify the trustworthiness of the pervasive health
network she has created.

• Verify the trustworthiness of any system in the information
space that requires or uses the DS’s personal health data for
secondary purposes.

• Control the processing of personal health information, both
inside systems and between them.

• Be aware of all events, situations, and contexts where the DS’s
health data is collected, processed, stored, and disclosed.

• Define situation-specific, context-aware, and granular personal
privacy and trust policies, which regulate how his or her health
data is collected, processed, disclosed, shared, stored, or
destroyed.

Systems and stakeholders have the responsibility to ensure:

• Trust verification by publishing their privacy policies,
environmental, and contextual features.

• Openness of their interest, business needs, and policies as well
as their relationships with other systems in the information
space.

• Transparency of data processing.

The THEWS principles imply that, in pervasive health, the
entity DS is a person without an a priori assigned role as a
patient or object of care. The DS should not only be aware of
the use of his or her personal health data, but the DS also has
to be able to verify trust and to control how data is collected,
used, processed, and shared. Tables 2-4 demonstrate how the
THEWS principles are related to high-level principles, and
against which risks they offer protection.

Advance verification of trust is a prerequisite and it should be
seen as a mandatory requirement, as shown in Table 2. For this
purpose, all systems in the information space must publish their
trust and privacy attributes or, even better, their policies.

Table 2. Principles of trust verification.

High-level privacy principleTHEWS principlePrivacy and trust risks a

Right to use trust verificationUnknown stakeholders’ busi-
ness needs, interest, purposes,
and policies

Trusted use of dataMandatory to publish systems’ trust
parameters and policies

No predefined trust to any
system

Trust level calculationUnknown secondary users

Untrusted systems and users cannot
participate in the DS’s health network

Invisible ubiquitous infrastruc-
ture

a in the information space and in pervasive health

More closely, any system that collects health data or processes
it shall publish the following information:

• Relevant regulations and ethical rules;

• Identification of all stakeholders who are participating to the
data processing;

• Security and privacy features of computer systems and
applications that can process the LPWR; and

• Agreements made between the system’s stakeholders and other
systems.
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The principle of context-aware personal policy implies that the
DS has the right to define dynamic personal privacy and security
policies (thereby setting own privileges and obligations) for all
systems and stakeholders regarding the collection, processing,
and disclosure of its health data, as shown in Table 3. The DS
can also define to what extent the content of the LPWR can be
accessed by third parties and deployed for secondary uses. This
principle is close to the theory of individual preference [49].
The principle of withholding is one dimension of the personal
policy. Withholding means that the DS can modify, update, and
delete any object in his or her LPWR at any time and from any
place. Also, the “principle of acceptable reason” used in health
care is part of the personal policy.

In pervasive health, the DS defines which reasons are acceptable
for a situation in question. Therefore, reasons are a part of the

policy. The DS’s policy defines contexts and situations where
the data can be processed; there is no necessity to use a separate
concept of relationship (ie, the patient–doctor relationship).
Furthermore, the “need to know” principle used in health care
is not needed because permissions to use data are defined in the
personal policy. The proposed model of personal policy also
supports the following widely accepted privacy features:
limitations of access, secrecy, control over personal information,
personhood, and intimacy. Policies can be used to trigger
situation-dependent acts such as anonymization of data and
federation of access control. The principle of controlled data
creation, processing, and disclosure is old. The new feature is
that the DS’s control is dynamic, context-aware, and linked to
awareness and verification services.

Table 3. Principles of personal policies.

High-level privacy principleTHEWS principleP rivacy and trust risks a

Right to control the use of dataPersonal dynamic context-aware policies
rule the collection, processing, storing,
sharing, and destroying of data

The DS cannot control what
health data is collected and by
whom

Possibility to control any secondary use
of the LPWR and its metadata

The DS cannot control the use of
the LPWR and its metadata

WithholdingPolicy defines rules for data linking and
destroying as well as situations where
the LPWR can be processed

No control over data linking

Unknown secondary use of data

The information space has unlim-
ited memory

a in the information space and in pervasive health

In pervasive health, need for transparency is not limited to the
processing of the LPWR, as shown in Table 4. It covers
situations where data is collected or used as well as all
contextual metadata. Furthermore, transparency means that a

person should be aware of regulations, security features, and
policies of systems and the organizations and computer
applications that process, request, disclose, store, or destroy the
DS’s health data.

Table 4. Principles of awareness.

High-level privacy principleTHEWS principlePrivacy and trust risks a

Awareness and transparency is de-
fined by the DS’s policy

Invisible data collection, processing,
preservation, and sharing

TransparencyStakeholders and systems shall
publish their trust parameters and
relations to other systems

No need to inform the DS the level
of trust and of relations between sys-
tems

Notification of conflicting interest
and policies

No need to notify the DS of policy
conflicts

a in the information space and in pervasive health

Awareness covers activities such as browsing, mining and
drilling, linking, and merging data at the granular level. Finally,
the DS should be aware of all events where a conflict between
his or her personal policy and the stakeholders’ policy exists.

The THEWS principles are a paradigm shift from traditional
static protection and risk-based thinking to dynamic management
of trust and privacy. The principles offer new rights and power
to the DS and, therefore, empower the DS’s information

autonomy. The principles also set new responsibilities to systems
in the information space.

Discussion

In this paper, pervasive health is defined as a system that takes
part in the information space. The trustworthiness and privacy
challenges of pervasive health are analyzed. A conceptual model
is built, and principles and rules, which can make pervasive
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health trustworthy, are proposed. Principles give the DS the
right to use personal polices and the right to verify trust. Full
transparency and awareness give the DS power that currently
does not exist. The THEWS principles protect the DS’s health
information against new, fast-developing technologies such as
data mining, drilling, and browsing as well as against
multidimensional profiling and re-identification. The use of
dynamic policies makes it possible to balance on-the-fly access
requester’s purposes and the DS’s personal preferences and
policies. The authors’ solution falls in line with modern policy
and context-enabled security and privacy protection models
developed for ubiquitous data processing [51].

The model of personal polices means that every person can have
their own dynamic and context-dependent policies. This makes
it difficult to manage policies and to automatically resolve their
conflicts. A solution to this problem is the use of common
privacy ontology and terminology. On that basis, it is possible
to develop a set of policy profiles from where the DS can select
the most suitable. It is also possible to allow the DS to simulate
different policies and their impacts in advance. Policy conflicts
between personal and local policies can be solved with the help
of negotiation and conflict resolution services. A challenge is
how the DS can make informed decisions to balance personal
benefits with privacy and trust needs. One solution to this
problem is the use of a software mediator between the DS and
the access requestor or the health service provider [27].

A political challenge is getting the THEWS principles accepted
by companies, governments, and health care organizations. The
idea that the whole LPWR is under personal control of the DS
in all situations may not be accepted by all stakeholders and
systems automatically. Reasons for this include that it will make
ICT systems expensive, complicated, and difficult to develop;
it can cause problems for proactive prevention and make public
health monitoring difficult; and it restricts governments’ and
bureaucrats’ ability to monitor and control peoples’ lifestyle
and unwanted behaviors [19]. The THEWS principles also
strengthen the person’s autonomy and weaken common
paternalism of current health care. Therefore, some health
professionals will be resistant to these principles.

It is unclear whether all data subjects have reasonable interest
or capacity to manage their personal security and privacy
policies actively, or if some people will need a personal trust
assistant to work on their behalf. From the regulatory viewpoint,
there is a need to balance personal privacy and information
autonomy against other interests and values, such as public and
business benefits and secondary use of health data. New privacy
regulations are also essential to trusted information space
[52,53].

Implementing the THEWS principles requires services that do
not exist currently. Both new infrastructural privacy services
and a new data model for the LPWR are needed. The developed
principles should be validated after implementation and their
accuracy and usability should be analyzed.
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Abstract

Background: Ubiquitous health is defined as a dynamic network of interconnected systems that offers health services independent
of time and location to a data subject (DS). The network takes place in open and unsecure information space. It is created and
managed by the DS who sets rules that regulate the way personal health information is collected and used. Compared to health
care, it is impossible in ubiquitous health to assume the existence of a priori trust between the DS and service providers and to
produce privacy using static security services. In ubiquitous health features, business goals and regulations systems followed
often remain unknown. Furthermore, health care-specific regulations do not rule the ways health data is processed and shared.
To be successful, ubiquitous health requires novel privacy architecture.

Objective: The goal of this study was to develop a privacy management architecture that helps the DS to create and dynamically
manage the network and to maintain information privacy. The architecture should enable the DS to dynamically define service
and system-specific rules that regulate the way subject data is processed. The architecture should provide to the DS reliable trust
information about systems and assist in the formulation of privacy policies. Furthermore, the architecture should give feedback
upon how systems follow the policies of DS and offer protection against privacy and trust threats existing in ubiquitous
environments.

Methods: A sequential method that combines methodologies used in system theory, systems engineering, requirement analysis,
and system design was used in the study. In the first phase, principles, trust and privacy models, and viewpoints were selected.
Thereafter, functional requirements and services were developed on the basis of a careful analysis of existing research published
in journals and conference proceedings. Based on principles, models, and requirements, architectural components and their
interconnections were developed using system analysis.

Results: The architecture mimics the way humans use trust information in decision making, and enables the DS to design
system-specific privacy policies using computational trust information that is based on systems’ measured features. The trust
attributes that were developed describe the level systems for support awareness and transparency, and how they follow general
and domain-specific regulations and laws. The monitoring component of the architecture offers dynamic feedback concerning
how the system enforces the polices of DS.

Conclusions: The privacy management architecture developed in this study enables the DS to dynamically manage information
privacy in ubiquitous health and to define individual policies for all systems considering their trust value and corresponding
attributes. The DS can also set policies for secondary use and reuse of health information. The architecture offers protection
against privacy threats existing in ubiquitous environments. Although the architecture is targeted to ubiquitous health, it can easily
be modified to other ubiquitous applications.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2013;1(2):e23)   doi:10.2196/mhealth.2731
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Abstract

Background: Ubiquitous health has been defined as a dynamic network of interconnected systems. A system is composed of
one or more information systems, their stakeholders, and the environment. These systems offer health services to individuals and
thus implement ubiquitous computing. Privacy is the key challenge for ubiquitous health because of autonomous processing, rich
contextual metadata, lack of predefined trust among participants, and the business objectives. Additionally, regulations and
policies of stakeholders may be unknown to the individual. Context-sensitive privacy policies are needed to regulate information
processing.

Objective: Our goal was to analyze privacy-related context information and to define the corresponding components and their
properties that support privacy management in ubiquitous health. These properties should describe the privacy issues of information
processing. With components and their properties, individuals can define context-aware privacy policies and set their privacy
preferences that can change in different information-processing situations.

Methods: Scenarios and user stories are used to analyze typical activities in ubiquitous health to identify main actors, goals,
tasks, and stakeholders. Context arises from an activity and, therefore, we can determine different situations, services, and systems
to identify properties for privacy-related context information in information-processing situations.

Results: Privacy-related context information components are situation, environment, individual, information technology system,
service, and stakeholder. Combining our analyses and previously identified characteristics of ubiquitous health, more detailed
properties for the components are defined. Properties define explicitly what context information for different components is
needed to create context-aware privacy policies that can control, limit, and constrain information processing. With properties,
we can define, for example, how data can be processed or how components are regulated or in what kind of environment data
can be processed.

Conclusions: This study added to the vision of ubiquitous health by analyzing information processing from the viewpoint of an
individual’s privacy. We learned that health and wellness-related activities may happen in several environments and situations
with multiple stakeholders, services, and systems. We have provided new knowledge regarding privacy-related context information
and corresponding components by analyzing typical activities in ubiquitous health. With the identified components and their
properties, individuals can define their personal preferences on information processing based on situational information, and
privacy services can capture privacy-related context of the information-processing situation.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2014;2(1):e12)   doi:10.2196/mhealth.3123
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Introduction

Overview
Ubiquitous computing makes it possible to collect all kinds of
data anywhere and anytime [1] and allows integration of health
care delivery and services into people’s everyday lives [2,3].
This paper builds on a conceptual framework [4] in which
ubiquitous health is defined as an open and dynamic ubiquitous
information space. The space is presented as digital systems
that consist of one or more information systems, their
stakeholders, and environments. These systems create a dynamic
network that offers and provides services to citizens. In the
information space, individuals and service providers can select,
tailor, and combine services and systems that belong to the
network. To enable access to personal information, individuals
and providers need to discuss trust, privacy level, and proffered
service.

Ubiquitous health services can be offered by providers that are
licensed and regulated by medical ethical codes and health
care–specific legislation and other juridical norms and by actors
that are not affected by health care–related regulations. To
separate these two groups, we divided them as regulated health
care services and other services. Providers offering regulated
health care services have strict defined responsibilities and
obligations concerning service provision, care, professionals,
documentation, and information processing. There are also
general regulations on privacy and security requirements (eg,
data protection and processing directives) and business
domain–specific regulations. Regulations cover laws; norms;
good practice guidelines; and other rules controlling,
constraining, or limiting activity of participants. These
regulations can affect ubiquitous health services but they often
do not meet the challenges of technological innovations well.

In ubiquitous health, trustworthiness and privacy are key
challenges [4-6]. There are privacy threats created by
autonomous and hidden processing of information and rich
contextual metadata. There is no predefined trust between
participants, and the business objectives, needs, interests, and
policies of stakeholders may be unknown to the individual [4].
Information in ubiquitous health is highly sensitive and
confidential, and the existence of services and actors that are
not strictly regulated by health care-specific legislation creates
threats and risks for individual privacy. In addition, information
processing can happen in multiple systems and situations with
different regulations, and risks of secondary use exist. The lack
of predefined trust and privacy risks emphasizes the importance
of an individual's ability to control his or her privacy.

For trusted information processing in ubiquitous health, we
follow the principles presented in Ruotsalainen et al [4] and
according to them, an individual should have the right to verify
dynamically the trustworthiness of the ubiquitous health network
and any system that requires or processes the individual’s
personal information for secondary purposes; control personal
health information processing, inside systems and between

them; be notified of all situations and contexts in which personal
information is collected, processed, stored, and/or disclosed;
and create situation-specific, context-aware, and granular
personal privacy and trust policies, which control how personal
information is collected, processed, disclosed, shared, stored,
or destroyed.

Systems and stakeholders should have the responsibility to
ensure trust verification by publishing their privacy policies and
environmental and contextual features; openness of interests,
business needs, and policies as well as their relationships with
other systems; and transparency of information processing.

To protect his or her rights, an individual needs information
about privacy, that is, privacy attributes, to define his or her
personal privacy preferences. Privacy attributes enable privacy
to be a concrete issue for individuals. In Nykänen et al [7], we
defined privacy attributes as benefit, benevolence, capability,
competence, confidence, context, reliability, and value. Privacy
attributes and their contents have not generally been researched
widely. The focus in this study is the context attribute, which
refers to the situation in which data are created or processed.
The objective is to analyze and define privacy-related context
information components and their corresponding properties.

When data are created, a continuum of data is born. During the
different processing situations, data or its properties may change.
Original context refers to a situation when data are created. In
various use contexts and processing situations, context
information is incrementally created and it describes the current
context and enables tracking of the context history. Thus, data
have embedded context information that can be used by privacy
services for trust calculation and to decide whether processing
is allowed (Figure 1).

An individual’s privacy preferences can be implemented with
adaptable privacy policies. In previous work [8], we concluded
a formula for privacy policies to contain (1) trust information
that is a value of a system- or environment-specific calculation
of regulatory compliance and trustworthiness; (2) sensitivity of
the data; (3) situation of the information use; and (4) purpose
of the data collection or use.

Policy formulation is a decision process in which an individual
selects privacy rules and services and how much information
can be traded compared to the offered service and the level of
privacy attributes. In this study, our hypothesis is that context
information enables formulation of context-aware privacy
policies hence enabling trustworthy processing of personal
health and wellness information and realizing individuals’ rights
for privacy in ubiquitous health. In Ruotsalainen et al [8], we
presented a privacy architecture that could use context
information in trust calculation and in context-aware privacy
policies to control an individual's personal information. With
this study, we add knowledge to our earlier research by studying
the privacy-related context information and by defining the
corresponding components and their properties that support
privacy management in ubiquitous health.
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Figure 1. Data continuum and context information.

Prior Work

Privacy and Trust
Privacy refers to an individual’s ability to control information
about him- or herself [9]. Privacy is a very personal concept
and dependent on the context, because it may vary among
jurisdictions, cultures, economies, time, and individuals [10-12].
Smith et al [13] claim that privacy is so bound to the specific
context that it cannot be conceptualized as a single and
unambiguous concept; rather it should be treated as a set of
interests. Clarke [14] argues that it is useful to understand
privacy as the interest of keeping personal space free from
inference and has divided privacy into four dimensions: person,
personal behavior, personal communications, and personal data.
Information privacy means that personal information should
not generally be available to other persons or organizations and
an individual should have major control or influence over the
personal data controlled by others and its use [14]. In this
research, we refer to privacy as an individual’s personal view
within the legislative boundaries.

Trust is a concept closely related to privacy, and usually, the
higher the value of trust, the lower the need for privacy [4].
Trust implicates the willingness to share personal information
with others [15]. Schoorman et al [16] emphasize that trust is
based on a relationship and the level of trust expresses the level
of risk an individual is willing to take. Abdul-Rahman and
Hailes [17] have defined three characteristics of trust: (1) trust
is subjective, (2) actions we cannot monitor affect trust, and (3)
trust level is dependent on how others’actions affect our actions.
Several trust models has been developed for calculating
trustworthiness [16,18-20].

Ubiquitous computing systems should be open and dynamic,
because pre-identification of participants is impossible and they
might change regularly [21]. In these kinds of distributed
environments, collaboration is vital because multiple systems
together try to achieve goals and perform tasks and it is crucial
for systems to know which entities they should or should not
interact with [22]. Traditional privacy and security solutions
are not adequate for ubiquitous environments because there is
no central control or predefined users or policies [19,21,23].

Privacy and security architecture and decisions need to be based
on trust and its properties [19,21,24].

Context and Context Awareness
Context has been mostly defined with user profile, user emotion,
and user location and identities of nearby people and objects
and changes to those objects [25-28]. According to Dey et al
[29], the three most relevant entities are places, people, and
things. These entities have to be considered from different
viewpoints such as location, activity, and identity. Dourish [30]
proposes that context and content cannot be separated; the
context arises from the activity itself and it cannot be an external
description of the setting. He claims that context is a relational,
interactional property between objects and activities and the
scope of features must be defined dynamically [30]. Dey and
Abowd ([28], pp. 3-4) defined context as: “Context is any
information that can be used to characterize the situation of an
entity. An entity is an individual, place, or object that is
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an
application, including the user and applications themselves.”

This definition is open and it considers that any information
that is relevant for information processing in a situation can be
used as a context. Context information can, for example, be
information about the user, device, environment, or situation.
Thus, it is meaningful to talk about context related to something
that exists. There are three main uses for context information
[29]: (1) presenting information and services to a user or using
context to propose actions to be performed, (2) execution of a
service automatically on behalf of the user, and (3) applications
can tag context to information for later retrieval.

In context-aware computing, applications and systems are able
to perceive their surroundings and environment, adapt according
to the context, and perform autonomously. Context awareness
refers to adaptability, which means that applications and systems
exploit perceived context information and adapt their behavior
accordingly [31]. In this view, context information is
information that enables behavior modification based on this
information and its relations. The systems, applications, and
entities have to define the scope themselves.
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According to Viswanathan et al [32], the key point for successful
ubiquitous health is context awareness, and there are already
several context-aware applications in the health and wellness
domain. A lot of research has been done to support personalized
actions and services in home care, chronic disease management,
and ambient assisted living [33-37] with different personalized
health status, body sensor networks, activity or behavior
monitoring, decision support, and reminder applications
[32,33,35-40]. In the hospital environment, many professionals
are very agile, and context-aware technologies may help by
personalizing services for them by location, time, and social
context [41]. According to previous studies [33,42], there are
several experiments on context-aware computing that have been
created in hospital environments to improve patient record
management, communication among professionals, and
information sharing by including context awareness in patient
room equipment.

Policies
In ubiquitous environments, privacy requirements can be
expressed with policies. Privacy policy can be understood as a
personal statement on privacy. With policies, individuals can
set computational rules explicitly stating their personal privacy
preferences on how their information can be processed, used,
disclosed, and shared [21,43,44]. Policies are typically expressed
with a policy language [45]. To enable personal privacy policies
with computational rules requires definition of privacy attributes.
Privacy policies can be implemented with setting values on
privacy attributes. Context-aware policies based on context
information enable dynamic adaptation of privacy control
strategies and tailored privacy decision support services. A
technique called sticky policy enables attaching policies into
data to ensure that data are processed according to an
individual’s wishes [44].

Behrooz and Devlic [46] propose a context-aware privacy policy
language based on two design considerations: (1) situations and
privacy rules are defined separately, and (2) a context requestor
can be specified based on its identity or social relationship to a
user. These principles mean that privacy policies are set for
different situations. Ghosh et al [47] presented a semantically
rich policy-based system that can reason on user’s context and
thus protects a user’s privacy dynamically during runtime.
Schaub et al [23] presented a privacy context model with three
major entities—user, user’s environment, and user’s activities.
Their model takes into account information, physical, and
territorial aspects of privacy. Blount et al [48] proposed a
context-dependent policy model in which field context contains
information when conditions for the policy are valid. These
values may be from either the subject or the requestor.

Methods

Scenarios and User Stories
Scenarios are means to describe the system’s intended usage.
Scenario-based design techniques produce descriptions of how
people do things and how they can accomplish different tasks
with the system. With scenarios, designers can find new ways
of doing things and new things to do. Scenarios capture goals,
entities, behavioral information (eg, actions, activities, and

events) and what people are trying to accomplish with the
system [49,50]. They can also describe different related actors
with their own objectives. Typically, scenarios have a plot that
consists of several events, things that happen during activities,
changes in the setting, etc. Scenarios are work-oriented analysis
methods; thus, they are suitable for our purposes, because we
are analyzing typical activities of an individual in an ubiquitous
health environment to recognize the needs for context
information.

In our previous articles, we analyzed privacy threats and the
principles for trusted information processing [4], defined privacy
attributes [7], and analyzed the requirements for information
that should be used in privacy policy formulation and common
threats and challenges concerning privacy in ubiquitous health
[8]. Our previous results created the framework for the scenario
development and analyses and for the requirements for context
information. In this research, we created scenarios that were
based on materials collected in our earlier empirical research
on personal wellness [51-53] performed with focus groups and
literature studies focusing on health and wellness activities and
technical applications on chronic disease management,
self-health management, ubiquitous health, and wellness
approaches. Scenarios were designed to capture the
characteristics of different situations, such as a general wellness
management situation without any specific needs and a specific
setting with a chronic disease. With scenarios, we could identify
a wide selection of typical activities in ubiquitous health.

We first created two textual scenarios describing the main actors,
their backgrounds, and current health and wellness situations
and next, we determined the main goals, activities, and entities.
Then, we further divided both scenarios into 10 user stories that
described in more detail the activities and services the
individuals needed in their situations. Each user story focuses
on 1 activity of a scenario and it is a short textual and informal
description of a user case. Because context arises from activity
[30] with the user stories, we could capture activities in
ubiquitous health to identify information-processing situations
and privacy-related context information.

At first, scenarios described typical wellness approaches
emphasizing services that are not regulated by health care
regulations, for example, lifestyle management and
health-related behaviors. The objective was to recognize
activities and entities outside regulated health care services.
Then we approached chronic disease management scenarios
with a focus on identifying collaboration between regulated
health care services and personal attempts to manage health
outside the provider networks with other services. These
scenarios were analyzed to recognize activities and
information-processing situations. To summarize, these
scenarios helped us to analyze the aspects of two different
situations in ubiquitous health: (1) ubiquitous health without
regulated health care providers’participation; and (2) ubiquitous
health with regulated health care, for example, service portfolio
is a combination of services produced by a regulated health care
provider(s) and other health and wellness providers.
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An Example Scenario
As an example, we present the following scenario. Peter is a
23-year-old healthy student who begins to feel tired and ill and
he decides to seek help from student health services. After a
few tests and doctor visits, Peter is diagnosed with type 2
diabetes mellitus. From now on, Peter has to pay attention to
his habits and choices concerning healthy living for the first

time in his life. We divided this scenario into more detailed user
stories describing activities related to chronic diseases in a
ubiquitous health environment. In Table 1, we present an
example analysis of a user story. In Table 2, we present a
detailed example of a single activity in ubiquitous health with
its related privacy concerns, Peter’s policies, and the context
information that a policy example requires.

Table 1. An example analysis of a user story in chronic disease scenario. User story 2.1: Peter receives a medical device with sensors to manage and
care for his disease and automatically measure and monitor his condition. Devices can also automatically inform his doctor about the results and major
changes.

Individual and information controller with rights for privacy, to control processing and secondary use of information.
Peter can decide who can access data created by the device. Peter needs privacy policies to control his own personal
health system (PHS) use and the information it contains.

Role

Data is created in the sensors and transferred to PHS.

PHS analyzes the information and compares it to past information.

PHS informs Peter’s doctor about a major change in a value.

Doctor accesses the information and makes a medical decision.

Activities

Anywhere. No health care–specific regulations concerning the environment. Information sharing is based on Peter’s
known consent and privacy policies. All information created by the certified device is trusted. The device is regulated
by specific legislation (eg, the European Union directive on medical devices). In case of a major change in measure-
ment information, regulated health care service will participate and then the environment will be strictly regulated
by health care–specific regulations.

Environment

Medical device, Peter’s own PHS and possibly electronic health record system. Sensor and measurement data is
stored in PHS and Peter’s health records are in regulated electronic health record system. Peter has total control over
his PHS.

Information systems

Peter, medical device, PHS, and licensed medical professional (doctor) with responsibilities concerning care and
patients privacy

Stakeholders

Certified medical device measuring blood sugar levels

PHS diabetic information analysis

Regulated health care service activated by Peter’s PHS in case of a major change in Peter’s measurement values

Services

Measurement and monitoring data from sensors and medical device

Health and wellness information in PHS is controlled by Peter. The medical information is regulated in health care
organization’s electronic health record system.

Information content

Information is created by a certified medical device controlled by Peter. The environment does not have any specific
domain regulations. Information is in Peter's control and he has full rights for it. Peter's personal context-aware pri-
vacy policies are the main source for limitations and constraints on information processing.

Original context of the informa-
tion

Peter’s PHS is a trusted information system in his control so it has full processing rights and can activate other services
if needed following Peter’s privacy policies. Peter has defined in his policies that different measurement and sensor
data is very sensitive and sets limitation for what purpose information can be used. In other cases, PHS cannot grant
access to information without Peter’s authorization. Other than regulated health care, services have to share their
principles for information processing, security and privacy policies, and for what purpose they want to process the
information.

Requirements for context prop-
erties
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Table 2. An example analysis of an activity: data is created in the sensors and transferred to the PHS.

Required context information for policy 1Peter’s policiesPrivacy challenges and threats [8]

Situation: activity, processing type, actor, target, infor-
mation sensitivity, and purpose for processing

1. Peter thinks that this kind of data is highly per-
sonal and can only be accessed automatically by
a health care professional participating in Peter’s
care service.

Lack of awareness

Environment: general privacy and security regulations,
location, and society

2. To use the data, transparency of processing is
needed; therefore, the provider has to publish de-
tailed privacy and security policies and allow
third-party auditing.

It is difficult to know how data is used in
the future

Service: type, role, provider, location, and objective3. To prevent secondary use, copying data is not
allowed. If copying is required, Peter has to be
notified and his known consent is required.

Relationships between systems may be
unknown

Individual: role, rights to control information, relation
to the activity, confidentiality requirements

4. Health care professionals are not allowed to
disclose data without Peter’s known consent.

Potential secondary use of information

Stakeholder: identity, type, role, purpose, and justifica-
tion for processing

Users want to control how systems use
personal health information

IT system: identity, type, controllerHow to guarantee that data is processed
following the legal constraints and accord-
ing to the individual’s policies

Results

In an open and dynamic ubiquitous health information space,
there are no possibilities to predefine entities or activities and
most aspects of information processing are dynamic. In the
scenarios and user story analyses, we recognized how different
activities are reasons for information-processing situations in
ubiquitous health, how several entities can create and use
information, and how the same information can be used later
to support different activities. In addition, scenarios showed
that activities could happen autonomously with information
systems even without human participation; for instance, based
on some measurement of vital signs or monitoring of data. Thus,
information processing happens because some entity performs
an activity in a certain environment. Situation describes this
occurrence and therefore is chosen as the core component
defining privacy-related context information. It is linked to a
certain activity; that is, the reason for information processing.
Context information needs to include the whole situation and
all participants because of the dynamic nature and limitations
in predefining activities and stakeholders in ubiquitous health.

As a result of our scenarios and user stories, we present the two
kinds of basic models for ubiquitous health: ubiquitous health
without regulated health care providers, and ubiquitous health
with regulated health care service providers.

The first case is an open environment with multiple entities with
different kinds of domain environments and interests. All
participants are by definition untrusted. Health care–specific
regulations do not apply, but regular privacy and security
legislations set limitations for information processing. In
addition, different domains may have their specific legislations
(eg, social care, wellness services, medical devices, or
pharmacy). Environment and entity-specific regulations and an
individual’s personal context with privacy preferences are
necessary for adaptable privacy policies. An individual’s role,
environment, and privacy requirements may vary between used

services or information systems and information sensitivity
influences heavily on personal policies. An individual’s rights
to control data and information must be discussed with service
providers.

In the second case, there are also entities that are affected by
health care–specific regulations. Depending on who or what
provides service and/or controls information, there might be
strict health care–specific regulations for service provision,
organizations, professionals, information systems, and
information processing. Regulated health care services are to
some extent trusted and privacy threats and risks occur
especially when information is transferred from them or
processed beyond their authority. It is very critical to capture
who is responsible for what, where and how services are
provided, what information and sources are used, how sensitive
the information is, and who controls participating information
systems.

In a previous study [4], we defined ubiquitous health to be
composed of services, information systems, stakeholders, and
their environments. In addition to these, we have to capture the
contexts of the information-processing situation and its object
and/or subject. We should capture the following components
and their properties on privacy, regulations, and requirements
for trusted information processing: what happens (situation);
who is the subject or the object (individual); what services are
related to the situation (service); where this situation happens
(environment); what social actors are active in the situation
(stakeholder); and what computational entities participate (IT
system).

In this research, the properties of the privacy-related context
information components and their properties are derived by
combining the results of the scenario analyses and the principles
and requirements presented in the earlier research. We analyzed
the results of the scenario analyses to explicate concrete
properties for our components. In the example, we derived the
context information that is needed to fulfil the requirements for
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policies and to minimize known privacy threats. In this example,
policy 1 in the Table 2 means that Peter sets a general policy
that data created by sensors is highly sensitive and can only be
automatically accessed by health care professionals participating
in his care. Peter has total control over his data and the future
use of data is based solely on Peter’s wishes. The situation
occurs when a regulated health care professional tries to access
Peter’s data to support Peter’s care and to follow his condition.
To manage his privacy, Peter needs information about the data
user’s environment and processing wishes. If parties other than
a health care professional in Finland taking part in Peter’s care
service want to access the data, Peter’s known consent is

required. The data user is a regulated health care professional
in Finland; that is, predefined as somewhat trusted and he/she
can use the information only to make medical decisions and to
follow Peter’s condition. The data can only be accessed within
Peter’s PHS and the data cannot be copied or distributed. From
the example, we can see how Peter needs several kinds of
context information to create the example policy.

From the scenario analyses, we have defined the properties that
are needed to fulfil the principles of trusted information
processing and requirements set for privacy formulation
concerning context information (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Privacy-related context information components and their properties for ubiquitous health.

A situation describes information processing that happens in a
certain context because of some activity and by/for a certain
individual. From the scenarios, we learned that environments
might vary a lot; therefore, we need to understand the
environment where the situation happens and
component-specific environments (eg, individual, services,
stakeholders, and IT systems) to capture all privacy aspects.
With the environment, we do not only mean location and other
position-based information, but especially important is to capture
the type of environment. We have to perceive the properties of
environment such as privacy, security, trust-related information,
and information-processing rules and responsibilities.
Regulations may differ a lot between environments and different
businesses are affected by their specific legislation. Capturing
environment is crucial because technological advancements
such as cloud computing and big data create new types of
privacy risks. For example, if a service is offered in the
European Union but the data are stored or processed in an
information system located in the United States, there are
differences in legislations concerning privacy, security, or
secondary use of data. People should be able to control where
and why their data are processed.

An individual component describes the actual subject and/or
object of health and wellness activities in ubiquitous health. It
is linked differently to situations; an individual can create them,
participate in them, and/or is an object. Properties needed from

the individual are the role he/she has in the situation, location,
and environment and what relation he/she has with the activity.
Also, an individual’s rights for controlling information
processing (eg, content, disclosure and access to information),
privacy policies, sensitivity and confidentiality requirements
and what is his/her relation (eg, owner, controller, or subject)
to information should be acknowledged. All these things affect
how and on what basis systems can process information.

A service component describes regulated health care services
and/or other services that can be offered by IT systems and/or
stakeholders. An IT system component refers to all
computational entities, which can include health information
systems, personal health systems, ubiquitous systems, devices,
sensors, etc. IT systems should be open about their processes
and publish their privacy and security policies including how
an individual’s privacy is protected, relevancy of processing
and actual data protection specifications, and detailed
information-processing principles. This would improve
transparency of information processing and increase
trustworthiness. If an IT system does not publish necessary
information, this has to be captured in the context information.
Because information processing can happen anywhere, it is vital
to capture its context because there are several characteristics
affecting privacy that may differ between IT systems; for
example, type, location, or regulative background. For example,
there are big differences in regulations among information
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systems, regulated medical devices (eg, have to be certified),
and wellness devices. Stakeholder is the social component
describing organizations and possible human participants. They
can be actors or interested parties in a situation. They offer,
participate, or are interested in services offered to individuals.

Our components can be used to increase trustworthiness of
information processing because privacy policies can be
adaptable and based on constraints, limitations, rules, rights,
and responsibilities set with situational information. Components
can also be used to analyze that the information processing
follows the preferences set by an individual’s privacy policies
and the requirements from the original context of the
information. For example, in our user story Peter may disclose
medical and lifestyle data to a service provider to receive a
selected service. Peter has set privacy policies using privacy
properties. Before disclosure, Peter (his privacy architecture)
needs the context information from the service provider to

calculate if processing is according to the requirements set by
Peter’s own context-aware privacy policies and the original
context of the information. Privacy architecture can then confirm
that the use context is valid according to Peter’s personal
preferences and allow access to the information (Figure 3).

Our hypothesis was that privacy-related context information
could be used to formulate context-aware privacy policies hence
enabling trusted processing of personal health and wellness
information. In this study, we analyzed contents of a privacy
attribute context and presented components and their properties
that can be used as part of privacy policies by setting situational
constraints and limitations. These characteristics are also needed
to capture information-processing contexts from the privacy
perspective. All components or properties are not necessarily
needed in all situations. In addition, if some systems refuse to
cooperate in publishing context information, this has to be
captured and acknowledged.

Figure 3. The use of privacy-related context information in ubiquitous health.

Discussion

In this research, we present an approach using privacy-related
context information for privacy protection in ubiquitous health.
Privacy is a business-enabler because individuals will not use
these services if they cannot manage their privacy and trust.
People need simple tools to manage their privacy and we have
started this by defining the components situation, environment,
individual, service, stakeholder, IT system, and their properties.
These components describe the crucial privacy-related context
information needed to improve trustworthiness of ubiquitous
health. We present new knowledge by defining context, which
is one of the main privacy attributes used in privacy policy
definition. The results of this study can be used as a basis to
create more formal models defining privacy-related context
information in a computer-understandable format. Our results

are in line with the preferred privacy level model by Lederer et
al [11] but we have taken it a step further and divided context
into original and use context and defined more detailed and
concrete properties that could be valued and measured and used
by privacy architecture for trust calculation.

Ubiquitous health is still an emerging field combining highly
regulated health care with personal health and wellness services
and systems. In health care, legislation and regulations define
what privacy is and what kind of rights individuals have; that
is, privacy is a state-defined property. Considering services and
systems outside the regulated health care privacy is a personal
property of an individual; that is, free will. The individual has
the right to choose the use of his/her information and define
policies as to how, where, and to what extent the information
can be processed. In ubiquitous health, a privacy model is a
combination of these two models and can be controlled with
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policies. Policies can be personal preferences or defined by
regulations. Using the scenarios, we could identify situations
outside regulated health care to recognize requirements and
characteristics of ubiquitous health. With organization-centric
health care processes or workflows, we cannot really model
ubiquitous health as a whole because there are many services
and systems without predefined and regulated processes or
workflows.

In ubiquitous health, service provision is based on customer
relationships and trading on benefits of services against reducing
personal privacy. Individuals should be able to verify the
trustworthiness of service providers and decide if they are
prepared to disclose personal information and reduce privacy.
Because services are often offered as distributed, personalized
and even autonomous, the privacy architecture should offer
automatic privacy services and adapt dynamically to the
situation. Scenarios and user stories showed that ubiquitous
health is multidimensional with limitations of predefining
situations. The amount of information needed and created in
these situations can be huge, and the content and its sensitivity
vary depending on the activity performed. Ubiquitous health is
an open, dynamic, and collaborative environment and privacy
needs to be based on trust and its properties [19,21,24].

In health care, privacy is mainly protected with access control
and consent management. Access control is merely one tool to
protect privacy. Managing privacy in ubiquitous health is a
much broader issue than just controlling health care
professionals’ access to data. Access control with predefined
rights, roles, and consents cannot really function because there
is no central control or necessarily predefined processes,
situations, or actors. To ensure privacy in ubiquitous computing,
access control should be dynamic because of multiple changing
entities. Context information enables dynamic management of
rights [54]. Consent is an example of a personal policy but in
ubiquitous health, policies are needed to cover several different
situations that are more complex than those that consents are
designed for. Policies have to be dynamic and context-aware.
Corradi et al [55] present a dynamic and flexible security
middleware that uses context as a basic concept in security
policy specification and permissions are linked to the contexts
instead of user identities or roles. Most research on privacy of
context-aware computing focuses on capturing user’s context
or certain actors and using that information to adapt to privacy
preferences [23,47,54].

In this study, we followed the approach of Behrooz and Devlic
[46] to separate situations and privacy rules. We identified the
necessary information to capture privacy aspects in
information-processing situations. Then, privacy architecture
can capture the situation and the conditions where data are
created; that is, the original context and combine that with
individual's policies and control future use contexts such as
how, where, and by whom the information can be used. Our
approach needs information from participating systems and
currently its availability depends on the goodwill of participants.
Additional to this information, privacy architecture can use
external sources for estimating trustworthiness of systems (eg,
recommendations from others, history, trust values, and trust
calculations).

In the European Union, organizations are required to inform
individuals about use of their data and publish privacy policies
that should be comprehensive with high-level descriptions of
their privacy practices [43]; however, these are not enough to
safeguard individuals’ rights. These privacy policies do not
generally consider how data are actually processed after
collection. So, one of the main challenges in privacy protection
is how to enforce all relevant parties to explicate their detailed
privacy policies [43]. Current legislation is not fully prepared
to handle privacy threats of ubiquitous computing and does not
obligate organizations to disclose their detailed privacy policies
or information-processing principles. In the future, legislation
needs to include the needs of privacy, citizens’ rights, and
ubiquitous computing. Citizens have to be able to control
processing and secondary use of their personal information.
Future privacy principles and norms need to progress from
high-level principles to detailed regulations concerning the
processing and use of information. This would bring openness
and transparency to information processing and new kinds of
responsibilities for organizations and informed rights for
citizens. In addition, authorities or certificate organizations
should be able to audit providers and offer recommendations
about their trustworthiness.

The components defined in this research may have some
limitations and may not be conclusive; however, based on the
scenario analyses these are needed. In addition, some properties
are hard to define explicitly or in measurable format. They have
to be analyzed in more detail and formal models are needed to
implement them in computational format. Also, we need more
detailed analysis of what organizations should publish about
their processes and privacy and security policies and principles.
To create context-aware privacy services and policies in practice,
we need to develop ontologies that explicate components,
properties, and requirements that we have presented in this
research. Ontologies are formal representations and should cover
different activities, services, IT systems, stakeholders,
information content, and especially relevant regulative
environments. With ontologies, we can create computational
rules that can be used to enforce regulations and personal
policies into ubiquitous applications.

Because it is practically impossible for individuals to evaluate
the trustworthiness of a system, and to understand detailed
privacy and security requirements and set personal policies, we
developed trust-based privacy management architecture for
ubiquitous health [8]. This architecture model describes what
privacy and security services are needed to enable trusted
information processing in ubiquitous health. The architecture
will apply privacy-related context information to create privacy
and security policies that will ensure that information processing
will not happen against the wishes of the individual and the
original context of the data. The architecture contains decision
support and policy services for individuals to help them define
personal policies. This research adds to the architecture model
by defining the required privacy-related context information
components and their properties that are needed to create
implementable tools and means for individuals to manage
personal information privacy.
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Introduction

Overview
Both ubiquitous health and pervasive health are terms that
describe a new business model (these terms have been used in
many papers synonymously). Similarly to health care, its goal
is to make health services available to everyone, but many of
its features separate it from health care [1]. According to
Ruotsalainen et al, ubiquitous health is a metasystem that is a
dynamic network of interconnected systems offering health
services to a data subject (DS) in an unsecure information space
[1]. Contrary to health care where the services are defined by
health professionals, in ubiquitous health, the DS creates the
network, selects the systems, and sets rules (policies) that
regulate how and by whom the DS’ health information is used
and shared. In ubiquitous health, the existence of predefined
trust between the DS and systems cannot be assumed, and
systems’ features, their business goals, and regulation systems
followed are often unknown. Furthermore, health care-specific
regulations do not rule the ways health data is processed and
shared [1]. It is evident that ubiquitous health features generate
privacy and trustworthiness challenges that should be solved to
make it successful.

Privacy is a complex, personal, and situation-depending concept
that can be interpreted in various ways [2]. Westin defined
privacy as “the claim of an individual to determine what
information about himself or herself should be known to others
and what uses will be made of it by others” [3]. Privacy is also
a human right that is protected by international directives and
constitutions. Privacy protection approaches aim at hiding user’s
identity and/or some part of the personal identifiable information
(PII), whereas privacy management offers transparency to the
DS concerning the collection and processing of PII.

Trust can be understood as the subjectively perceived probability
by a DS that a system will perform an action before the DS can
monitor it [4]. It indicates uncertainty about the features of
communication partners [5,6]. Trust is also context-dependent
and the ways it is formulated vary, for example, it can be based
on the recommendation received from others, it can be
reputation-based, or it may be a subjective degree of belief of
others [7,8].

Privacy and trust are interrelated concepts, that is, “data
disclosure means loss of privacy, but an increased level of
trustworthiness reduces the need for privacy” [1]. The DS
interest is to get maximum benefit from services and at the same
time to minimize the loss of privacy.

In health care, internationally accepted principles, good practice
rules, and domain-specific legislation define patient’s rights
and service providers’ responsibilities. Health care-specific
legislation also states how patient’s privacy must be protected
[1]. Researchers have started to develop such kind of principles
for ubiquitous health. Ruotsalainen et al have developed the
THEWS (Trusted eHealth and eWelfare Space) principles for

trustworthy ubiquitous health. The THEWS principles state that
the DS possesses the right [1]: to verify the trustworthiness any
system that collects or processes his or her personal health
information (PHI). Principles state that DS should also have the
right for controlling the processing of PHI, both inside the
systems and between them. DS should define personal privacy
policies, which regulate how his or her health data is collected,
processed, disclosed, shared, stored, or destroyed. The principles
also require the DS to be aware of all events, situations, and
contexts where his or her health data is collected, processed,
stored, and disclosed.

Furthermore, systems and stakeholders have the responsibility
to publish information needed for trust verification and support
openness and transparency of data processing.

Ubiquitous health features and its ubiquitous environment
suggest that trustworthiness and privacy are real concerns [9,10].
In ubiquitous health, it is difficult to understand the processing
of data inside the systems [11], as systems do not always
perform in accordance with their policies, and the privacy
preferences of DS might conflict with the business objectives
of the system [12]. As a result, the DS cannot assume that the
existing legal framework guarantees the processing of PHI
lawfully and according to the rules proposed by him or her
[13,14]. In addition, DS also cannot assume that systems have
implemented security rules and functional privacy requirements
derived from laws and standards [1,15]. A big challenge in
ubiquitous health is that different stakeholders (eg, systems,
customers, third parties, and regulators) can have their own
privacy policies.

Here we hypothesize that in order to be successful, ubiquitous
health requires trustworthiness and privacy management made
by the DS. Without these two features, DS will not dare to use
its services. Furthermore, the architecture supporting ubiquitous
health should fulfill the THEWS principles presented above.
As traditional security and trust mechanisms used in today’s
health care information systems may not provide adequate
security and privacy in ubiquitous health [1,2,16], a novel
architecture is required.

Prior Work
The development of ubiquitous systems and the growing use
of ubiquitous computing have raised the following question:
What kind of trust and privacy models, services, and
architectures offers acceptable level of privacy and
trustworthiness?

Trust Models
Trust models such as belief, organizational trust, dispositional
trust, recommended trust, and direct trust have been proposed
for pervasive systems [8,17,18]. Dispositional trust describes
the general trusting attitude of the trustor [17]. Direct trust is
derived from the outcomes of interactions with peers [19]. In
recommended trust, an agent makes a recommendation based
on the beliefs that other entity is trustworthy at certain degree.
Organizational or institution-based trust is based on the
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perceived properties of, or the reliance placed on, a system or
institution [7]. Reputation is a recommended rating based on
the opinions of others [8]. All of them are situational, that is,
the amount of trust that a DS experiences depends dynamically
on situation and service-specific trust features [20,21].

A trust is typically based on the trustor’s characteristics such
as ability, integrity, and benevolence and should not be a blind
guess [5]. It is expressed either by value, rating, or ranking or
as probability or belief [22]. Trust attributes such as integrity,
motivation, competence, and predictability are proposed to
measure the confidence level [23]. Attributes proposed by
Hussin include trustee’s identifier, certificate, ability,
predictability, trustee’s privacy policy, legal requirements, and
system’s properties such as transparency, authenticity,
confidentiality, and nonrepudiation [24]. Researchers have
developed mathematical methods such as Bayesian probability,
Beta probability, maximum likelihood, game theory, weighted
arithmetic means, and average of weighted recommendations
to measure the degree of belief or recommended trust [25-27].
Trust degree can also be measured from interaction frequencies
between trustor and trustee [28], or from context-dependent
direct and indirect recommendations collected from selected
users [19].

In contrast to belief and recommended trust, computational trust
built on abstractions of human concept of trust has been
proposed by researchers [25,29]. Within ubiquitous computing,
computational trust means automation of decisions in the
presence of unknown, uncontrollable, and possibly harmful
agents [29]. Computational trust value has been calculated using
trustor’s experience, recommendations, interactions, knowledge,
measurements, distance, and density of events [13,25,28,30,31].
Service level agreements, contractual agreements, reputation
based on the brand’s name, trust manifesto, trust negotiation,
exchanging and evaluating credentials, and recommendations
made by a trust authority (TA) are also widely used in
commercial eServices [32,33].

The aforementioned trust models have noticeable weaknesses
in ubiquitous environment. Recommendations are unreliable
because they are based on unsecure opinions. It is difficult to
force everyone to accept certificates or common TA, and many
virtual organizations do not have connection to it. A common
ontology that is required for successful negotiation and
calculation of trust attributes seldom exists. Trust manifesto
assumes that the DS blindly trusts that service providers will
deliver their promises. Furthermore, the reliability of reputations
is difficult to measure, and credentials are difficult to evaluate
[25].

Privacy Models and Formula
Many privacy models developed by researchers are useful in
ubiquitous environment. Lederer et al proposed a model of
situational faces [34]. The model proposed by Hong et al uses
control and feedback [10]. The model suggested by Friedwald
et al included actors, environment, activity, information flow,
control level, and enabling technology [35]. Adams and Sasse
look at privacy as preferences and constraints, and use a
computer-understandable language for expressing them [36].
Jiang and Landay used an information space model [37], and

Kapadia et al applied virtual walls for privacy management
[38]. Diaz et al proposed entropy as measure of privacy level
[39].

Privacy management model proposed by Lederer et al combined
Adams’s perceptual model and Lessing’s societal privacy
models [40,41]. In the model by Lederer et al, a preferred
privacy level depends on legislation, market features, norms,
technology used, nature of personal information disclosed,
contextual features, information sensitivity, characteristics of
information user, and expected cost-benefit ratio. A limitation
of this model is that its variables are qualitative and abstract.

Trust and Privacy Technologies and Solutions
Numerous trust and privacy technologies have been proposed
for ubiquitous systems. In Gray’s solution, the trust is based on
the belief of a person that systems have implemented proper
de-identification structures and safeguards. It also includes a
compliance checker and a trust value calculator [42].
PoliCyMaker, KeyNote, Simple Public Key Infrastructure, and
Pretty Good Privacy solutions use credentials [43]. The Trust-X
approach by Bertino et al uses digital credentials, which are
iteratively disclosed and verified [32]. Becerra et al proposed
intelligent agents to evaluate which other agents can be trusted
[23]. According to the Skopik’s approach, rule-based trust
interpretation takes into account the subjective nature of trust
[44]. Joshi et al noted that it is possible to make security and
privacy decisions based on trust attributes [45].

Computational trust is either based on direct measurements,
observed (monitored) features, or past experiences [46]. In
ubiquitous environment, successful monitoring requires common
ontology and measurable indicators [22]. The trust manager
architecture proposed by Salah et al collects trust aspects for
calculator that computes a trust score. The architecture also
includes recommendation manager, monitor services, context
provider, log service, and policy manager [47]. In the EnCoRe
architecture, the TA keeps track of promises, manages
decryption keys, discloses them, and verifies systems properties
[48]. Thereby, the customer should trust on the system’s released
willingness to fulfill the personal policies of DS.

Privacy is often protected by using privacy enhancement
solutions such as data filtering and minimization, anonymization,
and adding noise to disclosed information (eg, data hashing,
cloaking, blurring, and identity hiding) [41,49]. In metadata
approaches, privacy policies can be injected to application,
tagged to the metadata, or added to the database or an active
agent [50]. Berghe and Schunter’s “privacy injector” adds
privacy rules to existing applications [11]. The EnCoRe
architecture uses the sticky policy paradigm where the DS can
stick machine-readable rules to the data before it is disclosed
[48]. Metadata can include embedded (active) code that enables
self-destruction (apoptosis) in the case the environment is not
trusted [51]. Apoptosis can also be context- or situation-aware
(ie, programmed death) [52]. As per Pallapa et al, active privacy
metadata dynamically controls the transparency of data in a
context [53].

Other solutions also exist for privacy protection. Kapadia et al
created a virtual personal space (a room) to control information
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flow through its “walls” [38]. In the PICOS platform from Kahl
et al, a privacy advisor helps the DS to create own policies [54].
In the United States, a flexible approach that uses privacy and
security labels is under development. In this standardized
solution, PHI is segmented and security and privacy labels are
bound to those segments [55].

In pervasive systems, privacy requirements are typically
expressed as policies that are context-dependent. Policies define
what is permitted or prohibited, and which are permitted actions
[45]. From the DS viewpoint, policy can be understood as a
statement (rules) about how a certain system should behave
[56]. Policies are typically published in the form of credentials
or metadata, and rules are expressed using policy language [33].
The successful use of policies requires policy matching,
mismatch notification, policy lifecycle management, risk
analysis, regulatory compliance checking, and possibility to
model privacy regulations [48,57]. It is also necessary that the
DS can enforce personal polices [58]. Policies should also be
checked for ontological compatibility [59].

The increasing use of the Internet, peer-to-peer systems,
multi-agent systems, and social networks has been main drivers
for discussed privacy and trust models and solutions.
Unfortunately, most of them are focused on one feature (eg,
encryption or context). Ubiquitous health requires much wider
approach. Like Bryce et al, we also state that pervasive systems
require an architecture that combines dynamic privacy policies,
a priori trust validation, privacy management, and a posteriori
measurement (ie, feedback) what systems are doing [2].
Regulatory compliance is also needed.

In this paper, we propose a novel privacy management
architecture for ubiquitous health. As ubiquitous health is a new
concept without widely accepted principles and privacy and
trust models, it is necessary to select on which principles and
models the architecture is based. THEWS principles, as
previously presented, have been selected by the authors on the
basis of the architecture, that is, the architecture should be
compliant with them. The solution should take into account
features of ubiquitous health and enable the DS to dynamically
manage the privacy by defining system-specific privacy policies.
The architecture should mimic the way humans use trust

information in creation of personal policies. The architecture
should also offer protection against many known privacy threats
existing in ubiquitous environment.

Methods

From system theory and systems engineering perspectives,
ubiquitous health is a metasystem that is characterized by its
structure, its function/behavior, and how its interrelated
components are composed in an ordered way. Instead of creating
artificial scenarios or making quantitative privacy risk/threat
analysis, a more system-oriented sequential method that
combines methodologies used in systems engineering,
requirement analysis, and system design is used (Figure 1).

The method used in this study includes the following steps:
definition of basic requirements; selection of values, privacy
and trust models, and views; identification of concerns;
definition of functional requirements; selection of services;
developing privacy and trust formula; and designing the
architecture. Finally, it is checked how the architecture meets
purposes and requirements for which it has been intended.

On the background of processing of health information stay
ethical values and codes, principles, and common rules.
Selection of these features has also strong impact on the
architecture and its services. For some environments (eg, health
care), widely accepted codes and rules already exist; however,
this is not the case in ubiquitous health. Therefore, the first step
is to select privacy and trust models and approaches that are in
line with principles and without noticeable weaknesses. This is
achieved by carefully analyzing existing research published in
journals, conference proceedings, and standards documents.
Similarly, identification of concerns and definition of functional
requirements are also done. Finally, the architecture combines
selected services in such a way that principles and requirements
are fulfilled.

In this paper, privacy and trust needs are examined from the
DS’s viewpoint. Other views are not discussed. To reduce the
complexity, only components that are relevant for the privacy
management needs of the DS are included in the architecture.
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Figure 1. Method for the development of the THEWS architecture.

Results

General Overview
Ruotsalainen et al have noted that privacy rules in ubiquitous
health are based on trust [1]. Therefore, privacy and trust models
selected should take into consideration features of ubiquitous
health, trust and privacy aspects of systems offering health
services, regulatory requirements, and the DS’s privacy needs.
The asymmetric relationship between systems providing health
services and the DS should also be considered (ie, the DS
seldom has the power to force a system to put personal rules
into effect). Furthermore, in practice, the DS has no tools to
make personal observations of systems’ internal security and
privacy features and policies [51,60].

Principles, Models, and Views
In spite that privacy is widely accepted as human right (value),
different privacy models do exist in real life. Regulatory and
self-regulatory models are widely used [15]. Privacy can also
be considered as personal property [20]. Regulatory model is
insufficient in ubiquitous environments [13], and self-regulation
made by business community gives systems as stronger partner
much freedom to set rules [15]. Because in ubiquitous health
the DS has the right to set personal rules to regulate and control
his or her health information, self-regulation model that uses
privacy as the DS’s personal property has been selected for the
architecture.

Suitability of widely used privacy protection and management
approaches in the context of ubiquitous health is shown in Table
1. Based on Table 1 and the fact that pervasive systems require
dynamic and context-aware privacy management [46], the

foremost privacy approach for ubiquitous health is privacy
management that uses context- and content-aware policies and
supports transparency and regulatory compliance.

Trustworthy ubiquitous health requires that used trust model
enables the DS to work out the level of trustworthiness of
systems. Characteristics and weaknesses of widely used trust
models in regard to features of ubiquitous health are shown in
Table 2. As a result, trust in ubiquitous health cannot be based
on the belief or reputation, and the DS usually does not have a
right to verify recommended trust. Credentials typically assume
that Hobson choice and privacy labels have inappropriate
granularity. Although some researchers assume that the
protection power of laws is sufficient and certification offers
acceptable level of trust [12], the regulations and certificates
are found to be insufficient in ubiquitous health.

Computational trust that is based on systems’ measurable or
observed properties can offer reasonable information to the DS
in designing personal privacy policies [25]. The limitation that
the information content of a single trust value is too low for
policy formulation [61] can be overcome by using additional
system-specific attributes. Therefore, computational
organizational trust with attributes is selected as the trust model
for ubiquitous health.

From the DS viewpoint, the architecture should mimic humans’
ways to design policies, support more rational choices than
intuition, and give feedback to the DS. Louviere’s stated
customer choice method fulfills these requirements by including
awareness, learning, evaluation and comparison, preference
formulation, and choice and post-choice [62]; hence, it is
selected for the method that the DS uses in the formulation of
privacy policies.
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Table 1. Suitability of common privacy protection and management approaches for ubiquitous health.

SuitabilityApproach

Security cannot offer reasonable level of privacy in ubiquitous health. Access
control alone is insufficient. The DS is not familiar and cannot control authoriza-
tion rules used inside a system

Privacy protection using security services (eg, authentication, autho-
rization, and access control)

Health care and health services require the knowledge of the DS’s identityPrivacy control by hiding the DS’s identity

Delegation requires knowledge to whom the DS delegates access rights. Systems
specifically do not publish this kind of information to the DS

Delegation approach

Rules deployed in a label might be inadequate and in conflict with the DS policy
that may or could not be specified in labels

Privacy labels

Supports dynamic policies, but requires computer-understandable policy lan-
guage. Common ontology, ontology harmonization (matching, mapping, etc.),
or reasoning is needed

Privacy management using context- and content-aware policies

All systems do not accept injected or active codeMetadata approach

Health services require large amount of PHI for correct and effective services,
as incomplete PHI can lead to wrong decisions or prevent the use of services

Data filtering and adding noise to data

Table 2. Characteristics and weaknesses of common trust models.

Characteristics and weaknesses in ubiquitous healthModel

Characteristics: Based on belief, attitude, or others’ opinions (recommendations)Dispositional trust and recom-
mended trust

Weakness: Recommendations are unreliable and based on unsecure opinions. It is difficult or even impossible to
check the reliability of others’ recommendations

Characteristics: Based on belief or attitude that organization has implemented sufficient safeguardsBlind trust

Weakness: Does not guarantee trustworthiness

Characteristics: Based on assumption that an organization has implemented required regulatory servicesPredefined trust

Weakness: Static model. Unsuitable for dynamic environments.

Characteristics: Based on organizational or personal labelsTrust label

Weakness: Inappropriate granularity and insufficient consideration of dynamic contextual conditions

Characteristics: Based on assurance of service providerTrust manifesto

Weakness: Based on belief or attitude. The DS should blindly trust

Characteristics: Based on subjective opinions of othersReputation

Weakness: The reliability of reputations is difficult to measure

Characteristics: Based on system’s measured or observed featuresComputational trust

Weakness: A simple trust value or rank might offer insufficient information for the DS in designing personal policies

Characteristics: Based on risk or threat assessmentRisk- and threat-based models

Weakness: Difficult or even impossible to measure personal privacy risks

Characteristics: Based on credentials issued by authorities. It is targeted to create trust between organizationsTrust management using creden-
tials

Weakness: Credentials are static. Difficult to evaluate and require a network of trusted authorities. It is difficult to
force everyone and virtual systems to accept credentials or a TA

Identification of Concerns
Typical stakeholders in ubiquitous health are the DS, health
service providers, other organizations, and secondary users.
Different stakeholders have different concerns [1]. This paper
is focused to the DS concerns. The main concerns of the DS are
as follows: (1) how trustworthy the system is, (2) why is lack
of awareness and transparency in data collection and processing,

(3) who is using the data inside a system, (4) how to guarantee
that data is processed lawfully, and (5) according to the DS’s
policies, how to prevent post-release of data and control
unnecessary secondary use.

Functional Requirements
Derived from previously mentioned assumptions and selections
and the proposals made by other researchers, the architecture
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should identify the following functional requirements. The
architecture should offer tools for the DS to define purposes of
data collection, express computer-understandable rules regarding
the sensitivity of data elements, design protection needed, rule
how long data is stored, and which data is disclosed and for
what purposes [14,48].

The architecture should support dynamic content-, context-,
and purpose-aware privacy management. It should also offer to
the DS system-specific computational trust information with
attributes that describe systems’ features, infrastructures,
policies, and relations in advance. Humans’ way to design
policies, to support more rational choices than intuition, and to

give feedback should need to be mimicked. The architecture
must be compliance with Louviere’s stated customer choice
method. It should support situations where the DS discloses
PHI and where data collection or disclosure is made
autonomously by a system. The architecture also enables the
DS to be aware of data-processing events, and to set policies
regulate the secondary use and reuse of PHI.

Trust and Privacy Services
Services of the architecture should fulfill above-mentioned
requirements, and take into account expected concerns. Trust
and privacy services selected for the THEWS architecture are
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Trusts and privacy services for the THEWS architecture.

ServiceConcern/Function

Trust calculation serviceSystem’s trustworthiness

Context service

Identification service

Trust interpreter service

Decision support serviceThe DS’s information autonomy

Policy-binding service

Monitoring, trust calculation, and notification servicesAwareness and transparency

Monitoring and notification servicesThe use of PHI inside the system

Monitoring and notification servicesDoes the system use PHI according to the DS’s policies

Policy-binding serviceChoice and secondary use and post-release of PHI

Metadata (eg, sticky policy or active code for apoptosis)

Decision support serviceDesigning privacy policies and comparison and preference formulation

Policy management servicePolicy formulation and post-choice and new policy creation

Policy assistant service

Ontology service

Trust calculation serviceSystem’s features and relations

Monitoring serviceFeedback and alarm or conflict notice

Trust interpreter and policy assistance servicesLearning

Privacy and Trust Formula
The THEWS principles and functional requirements determine
that the DS can use trust information in the formulation of
privacy policies [1]. The following formula has been developed
to illustrate how trust information, privacy variables, and privacy
policy are related:

Privacy_policy=f(TI, IS, SE, PU)

In this formula, TI refers to trust_information offered by the
architecture to the DS. IS, SE, and PU are privacy variables
proposed by Lederer [40]. IS refers to the sensitivity of the data,
SE describes the situation where information is used, and PU
defines the purpose of data collection or use.

To avoid the drawback of a single calculated trust value and to
enable attribute-based creation of personal policies [61], the
following trust information formula was developed:

Trust_information=Trust_value+Trust_feature_vector

Trust_feature_vector gives the system- and environment-specific
information to the DS about systems’ regulatory compliance
and their willingness to follow the DS’s policies and support
openness. Slightly modified trust attributes originally proposed
by Hussin et al have been selected for trust value calculation
[24]:

Trust_value=(E, T, P, PO, Pre, Tran, Ab)

where E represents domain specific environmental factors such
as legal requirements and system’s contextual features. T
represents the type of service provider’s organization (eg, public
health care provider, private health service provider, Internet
service provider). P (properties) consists of systems architectural
and technological aspects and PO is system’s privacy policy.
Predictability (Pre), transparency (Tran), and ability (Ab) are
different parameters that can be calculated from the system’s
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past history or by direct measurements. For
Trust_feature_vector, the following formula was developed:

Trust_feature_vector=(DGD, DRB, SPO, DSP, ASP, CD, ATV,
AUT, RP, PBL, DSA)

where DGD and DRB describe the level of system’s regulatory
compliance. The DGD is the degree of data processing made
by the system in compliance with international privacy
protection directives. The DRB is the degree of data processing
performed by the system compliant with health care-specific
laws and rules. SPO and RP are parameters that are related to
openness. SPO informs if the system has made its privacy
policies openly available, and RP tells the status if the system
has published its relationships. DSP, ASP, ATV, and AUT are
willingness parameters. DSP describes the degree by which the
system follows its own privacy policies. ASP informs that the
system either enables or rejects the DS to inject personal policies
to PHI collected or processed by the system. The ATV expresses
whether the system accepts external monitoring of events related
to the processing of PHI, and AUT tells whether the system
enables external access to its audit trails. The PBL and CD are
trustworthiness parameters. CD informs whether the system has
been certified, and PBL informs about the position of the system
on the blacklist. The DSA is an optional attribute that can be
defined by the DS. For DGD and DRB, a linear scale (0...1) is
used, whereas all others attributes have only binary values. In
case of no or insufficient data, the attribute value is zero.

Using proposed Trust_information, the DS can predict system’s
willingness or ability to process PHI legally and follow rules
set by the DS. The Trust_information informs the DS about
how much it can trust on a system, how system’s policy and
technical architecture look like, and to what extent system’s
policy is compliant with domain-specific regulations and laws.
If needed, the DS can use attributes to mark a system untrusted
(eg, in the case it will not publish its policies nor would accept
monitoring). Most attributes can be calculated from information
the system has, or should have, published; however, some
attributes might require direct observations. Attributes such as
DSP can be calculated from the system’s past history.

The THEWS Architecture
A layered framework model that describes trust and privacy
services of the THEWS architecture is shown in Figure 2. The
top layer of the model consists of common services that are
offered to all stakeholders. The middle layer includes privacy
and trust services needed. Ubiquitous health, stakeholders, other
users, and PHI are located in the lowest layer (ie, network layer).

As it is difficult or even impossible for the DS to evaluate the
trustworthiness of systems, an independent agent, the trust
calculator (TC), is used for this task. The role of TC is not to
make trust decisions. Similar to HL7 Privacy, Access and
Security Services architecture, the TC should be understood as
an information point that sends trust information to the DS [55].

The TC calculates Trust_information (ie, Trust_value and related
Trust_feature_vector) by using the information that system has
published, and available contextual data, system’s measured or
monitored features, and system’s past history. It also detects
malicious or fake systems by using information obtained from
context and monitoring services. Two assistance services are
offered to the DS: (1) trust interpreter and (2) policy assistance
service. The DS can use the trust interpretation to understand
the meaning of received Trust_information.

The context service collects systems’contextual data, interprets
it, and makes it available to TC and DS, using ontologies. The
DS deploys policy management, policy-binding, policy
assistance, and decision support services in policy formulation.

The monitoring service offers feedback, reduces risk, and
recognizes policy conflicts. It records and assesses how a system
in real life processes PHI. It recognizes policy conflicts and
alarms the TC and the DS of possible malicious or illegal use
of PHI. The notification service works as communication and
transparency tool between the DS, systems and services. Using
this service, the DS expresses personal policies to systems that
in turn publish their policies and relations.

An architectural model describing the interconnection of the
THEWS services is shown in Figure 3. In the architecture, the
policy formulation is a decision-making process, where the DS
chooses privacy rules, privacy management services, and the
amount of PHI he or she wants to trade in according to expected
service benefits. The selected rules and services depend on
privacy needs, Trust_information, and the purpose of data
request. Typical privacy management services that can be
activated before data disclosure are encryption, anonymization,
and data filtering. The DS may also inject policies and/or active
code to the metadata.

The THEWS architecture not only fulfils the THEWS
requirements but also offers protection against many of the
known privacy threats existing in pervasive systems as shown
in Table 4.
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Figure 2. The framework model for the THEWS architecture.

Figure 3. The interconnection of privacy and trust services in the THEWS architecture.
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Table 4. The THEWS architecture approach for the challenges existing in pervasive systems.

THEWS approachChallenges and threats

Dynamic rules and services are usedPervasive systems are dynamic in nature (eg, ad hoc networks) where static
rules and privacy services will not work

Dynamic creation and management of the DS’s privacy service portfolio

Dynamic trust calculation based on systems’ measured propertiesNo predefined trust

Dynamic context-aware polices support ad hoc purposesThe need of PII is dynamic and purposes are unpredictable

The way systems process PHI is dynamically monitored, and the regu-
latory compliance is checked

Organizations do not always follow their own policies, and laws will be inef-
fective without sufficient control and penalties

The DS define system-specific policies that rule the use, storing, and
sharing of PHI

Users want to control how systems use PII

Status and policies are inspected and informed dynamically to the DSIt is difficult to know what is the actual privacy status of an enterprise (ie,
what data and under what policy)

The monitoring service can check internal useIt is difficult to know how data has been used inside the enterprise

Systems must publish their relationsRelationships between systems can be unknown

Trustworthiness is not based on certificatesAll service providers do not use certificates

The TC offers calculated trust value and trust attributes to the DSSelection of service provider needs trust and/or reputation

Reputation is not used

The TC calculates trust using direct measurementsDetermining of systems’ trustworthiness is challenging

The monitoring service gives feedback to the TC

The TC and/or monitoring service inform the DS of privacy breachesWhich action the DS must take in the case of privacy breach?

The DS can change policy dynamically

Trust attributes offer required informationHow to guarantee that data is processed lawfully and according to the DS’s
policies

The monitoring service notifies misuse

Systems must publish their rules and relationshipsLack of awareness

Awareness by monitoring service

The DS defines personal context-aware rulesHow to know what actions are permitted or forbidden in a context and what
actions must be performed?

Privacy notice/manifesto is not usedHow we can trust on systems privacy notices (or privacy manifesto)?

Communication platform and systems must implement reasonable
safeguards

Threats caused by surveillance, identity theft, or malicious attacks

Those models are not usedCode of conduct, legal framework, and accreditation of centers will not
guarantee trustworthiness

Consent is only one possible item in the policyConsent does not guarantee adequate protection

Anonymization is only a value-added serviceAnonymization such as “we know” will not guarantee adequate protection

Monitoring serviceSecondary use of PII must be monitored

The monitoring service assesses the audit log and informs findings to
the DS

Citizens need audit information

The TC can maintain a list of untrusted or malicious systems

The TC defines the used trust ontologyData requestors can have subjective views of trust

Credentials are not usedHow can we manage trust for systems with incomplete credentials?

Discussion

In this study, novel privacy architecture is developed for
ubiquitous health. It enables the DS to ensure and manage
information privacy by choosing personal context-aware privacy

policies for each system with the help of computational trust
information that includes a trust value and system-specific trust
attributes. The architecture combines many trust and privacy
services proposed by researchers for pervasive systems such as
trust calculation and interpretation, policy management, policy
assistance, policy binding and design, and context services and
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monitoring. The architecture goes far beyond the security
services with traditional access control used in health care, and
it also illustrates how the THEWS principles can be realized.
Furthermore, the architecture offers protections against many
privacy threats caused by ubiquitous computing and unsecure
environment. Instead of continuous validation of systems’
trustworthiness, the architecture monitors functioning of the
systems, detects and informs the DS of policy conflicts and data
misuse, and thereby enables the DS to dynamically change
policies.

Contrary to a widely used trust manifesto that is based on
incomplete, insufficient, or inconclusive information [33] or a
single trust value that offers only Hobson’s choice to the DS,
the architecture gives information to the DS that indicates the
level of transparency and openness of a system, how system
follows health-specific privacy rules and regulations, and how
mature the system is to accept the DS’s policies. Using this
information and policy assistance, decision support, and
policy-binding services of the architecture, the DS can construct
context- and content-dependent policy profiles and assign them
to systems. The architecture is user-friendly, and there is no
need to interactively calculate the trust value against the DS’s
dynamic privacy needs.

For all pervasive systems, some of the unsolved privacy
challenges are as follows: (1) How to prevent data from being
collected and used in a way that DS cannot recognize? (2) How
to prevent systems for breaching their promises? and (3) How
to prevent the misuse of PHI after it has been released for
secondary use?

Regulation and monitoring can give partial solution to first two
challenges. Policy agents, self-destroying files, programmed
death (apoptosis), destruction of cryptographic keys, and

mutation engines have been proposed by researchers to give
protection in the case of post-release [52,63]. The flexibility of
developed architecture enables the DS to deploy any of these
engines to control the secondary use of PHI.

In addition, there remain some more important challenges. The
TC should understand both international and national
regulations, and rules used by systems. Translation of narrative
rules into machine-readable policies is an ongoing challenge
[14]. The use of computer-understandable and context-aware
polices requires either that all stakeholders accept a common
policy language (such as Ponder, KAoS, Security Assertion
Markup Language, eXtensible Access Control Markup
Language, Rei, XPath-Based Preference Language, P3P, and
APPEL) or that they use a method that enables semantically
correct transformation between languages, based on ontologies
[43,64,65]. Meta-policies such as P3P and Rei are candidates
for the latter case [64,66,67]. In ubiquitous health, the use of a
single policy language and a common ontology might be
impossible. A possible solution is that the TC and the DS simply
inform to systems about the ontology and policy language they
use. If this is not possible, a service that maintains
interoperability between policy languages and offers ontology
reasoning should be developed [68]. In addition to policy,
context and trust ontologies and other ontologies such as
information and communication technology ontologies that
describe systems’ architectural and organizational aspects and
mechanisms are needed. Considering the future work, the
authors will evaluate the architecture, and validate its feasibility
and functionality in pilot setting. As a minimum, the proof of
concept will be done. The authors will also demonstrate that
the proposed solution is technically valid, safe to use, and
efficient.
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Abstract

Background: Ubiquitous health has been defined as a dynamic network of interconnected systems. A system is composed of
one or more information systems, their stakeholders, and the environment. These systems offer health services to individuals and
thus implement ubiquitous computing. Privacy is the key challenge for ubiquitous health because of autonomous processing, rich
contextual metadata, lack of predefined trust among participants, and the business objectives. Additionally, regulations and
policies of stakeholders may be unknown to the individual. Context-sensitive privacy policies are needed to regulate information
processing.

Objective: Our goal was to analyze privacy-related context information and to define the corresponding components and their
properties that support privacy management in ubiquitous health. These properties should describe the privacy issues of information
processing. With components and their properties, individuals can define context-aware privacy policies and set their privacy
preferences that can change in different information-processing situations.

Methods: Scenarios and user stories are used to analyze typical activities in ubiquitous health to identify main actors, goals,
tasks, and stakeholders. Context arises from an activity and, therefore, we can determine different situations, services, and systems
to identify properties for privacy-related context information in information-processing situations.

Results: Privacy-related context information components are situation, environment, individual, information technology system,
service, and stakeholder. Combining our analyses and previously identified characteristics of ubiquitous health, more detailed
properties for the components are defined. Properties define explicitly what context information for different components is
needed to create context-aware privacy policies that can control, limit, and constrain information processing. With properties,
we can define, for example, how data can be processed or how components are regulated or in what kind of environment data
can be processed.

Conclusions: This study added to the vision of ubiquitous health by analyzing information processing from the viewpoint of an
individual’s privacy. We learned that health and wellness-related activities may happen in several environments and situations
with multiple stakeholders, services, and systems. We have provided new knowledge regarding privacy-related context information
and corresponding components by analyzing typical activities in ubiquitous health. With the identified components and their
properties, individuals can define their personal preferences on information processing based on situational information, and
privacy services can capture privacy-related context of the information-processing situation.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2014;2(1):e12)   doi:10.2196/mhealth.3123
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Introduction

Overview
Ubiquitous computing makes it possible to collect all kinds of
data anywhere and anytime [1] and allows integration of health
care delivery and services into people’s everyday lives [2,3].
This paper builds on a conceptual framework [4] in which
ubiquitous health is defined as an open and dynamic ubiquitous
information space. The space is presented as digital systems
that consist of one or more information systems, their
stakeholders, and environments. These systems create a dynamic
network that offers and provides services to citizens. In the
information space, individuals and service providers can select,
tailor, and combine services and systems that belong to the
network. To enable access to personal information, individuals
and providers need to discuss trust, privacy level, and proffered
service.

Ubiquitous health services can be offered by providers that are
licensed and regulated by medical ethical codes and health
care–specific legislation and other juridical norms and by actors
that are not affected by health care–related regulations. To
separate these two groups, we divided them as regulated health
care services and other services. Providers offering regulated
health care services have strict defined responsibilities and
obligations concerning service provision, care, professionals,
documentation, and information processing. There are also
general regulations on privacy and security requirements (eg,
data protection and processing directives) and business
domain–specific regulations. Regulations cover laws; norms;
good practice guidelines; and other rules controlling,
constraining, or limiting activity of participants. These
regulations can affect ubiquitous health services but they often
do not meet the challenges of technological innovations well.

In ubiquitous health, trustworthiness and privacy are key
challenges [4-6]. There are privacy threats created by
autonomous and hidden processing of information and rich
contextual metadata. There is no predefined trust between
participants, and the business objectives, needs, interests, and
policies of stakeholders may be unknown to the individual [4].
Information in ubiquitous health is highly sensitive and
confidential, and the existence of services and actors that are
not strictly regulated by health care-specific legislation creates
threats and risks for individual privacy. In addition, information
processing can happen in multiple systems and situations with
different regulations, and risks of secondary use exist. The lack
of predefined trust and privacy risks emphasizes the importance
of an individual's ability to control his or her privacy.

For trusted information processing in ubiquitous health, we
follow the principles presented in Ruotsalainen et al [4] and
according to them, an individual should have the right to verify
dynamically the trustworthiness of the ubiquitous health network
and any system that requires or processes the individual’s
personal information for secondary purposes; control personal
health information processing, inside systems and between

them; be notified of all situations and contexts in which personal
information is collected, processed, stored, and/or disclosed;
and create situation-specific, context-aware, and granular
personal privacy and trust policies, which control how personal
information is collected, processed, disclosed, shared, stored,
or destroyed.

Systems and stakeholders should have the responsibility to
ensure trust verification by publishing their privacy policies and
environmental and contextual features; openness of interests,
business needs, and policies as well as their relationships with
other systems; and transparency of information processing.

To protect his or her rights, an individual needs information
about privacy, that is, privacy attributes, to define his or her
personal privacy preferences. Privacy attributes enable privacy
to be a concrete issue for individuals. In Nykänen et al [7], we
defined privacy attributes as benefit, benevolence, capability,
competence, confidence, context, reliability, and value. Privacy
attributes and their contents have not generally been researched
widely. The focus in this study is the context attribute, which
refers to the situation in which data are created or processed.
The objective is to analyze and define privacy-related context
information components and their corresponding properties.

When data are created, a continuum of data is born. During the
different processing situations, data or its properties may change.
Original context refers to a situation when data are created. In
various use contexts and processing situations, context
information is incrementally created and it describes the current
context and enables tracking of the context history. Thus, data
have embedded context information that can be used by privacy
services for trust calculation and to decide whether processing
is allowed (Figure 1).

An individual’s privacy preferences can be implemented with
adaptable privacy policies. In previous work [8], we concluded
a formula for privacy policies to contain (1) trust information
that is a value of a system- or environment-specific calculation
of regulatory compliance and trustworthiness; (2) sensitivity of
the data; (3) situation of the information use; and (4) purpose
of the data collection or use.

Policy formulation is a decision process in which an individual
selects privacy rules and services and how much information
can be traded compared to the offered service and the level of
privacy attributes. In this study, our hypothesis is that context
information enables formulation of context-aware privacy
policies hence enabling trustworthy processing of personal
health and wellness information and realizing individuals’ rights
for privacy in ubiquitous health. In Ruotsalainen et al [8], we
presented a privacy architecture that could use context
information in trust calculation and in context-aware privacy
policies to control an individual's personal information. With
this study, we add knowledge to our earlier research by studying
the privacy-related context information and by defining the
corresponding components and their properties that support
privacy management in ubiquitous health.
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Figure 1. Data continuum and context information.

Prior Work

Privacy and Trust
Privacy refers to an individual’s ability to control information
about him- or herself [9]. Privacy is a very personal concept
and dependent on the context, because it may vary among
jurisdictions, cultures, economies, time, and individuals [10-12].
Smith et al [13] claim that privacy is so bound to the specific
context that it cannot be conceptualized as a single and
unambiguous concept; rather it should be treated as a set of
interests. Clarke [14] argues that it is useful to understand
privacy as the interest of keeping personal space free from
inference and has divided privacy into four dimensions: person,
personal behavior, personal communications, and personal data.
Information privacy means that personal information should
not generally be available to other persons or organizations and
an individual should have major control or influence over the
personal data controlled by others and its use [14]. In this
research, we refer to privacy as an individual’s personal view
within the legislative boundaries.

Trust is a concept closely related to privacy, and usually, the
higher the value of trust, the lower the need for privacy [4].
Trust implicates the willingness to share personal information
with others [15]. Schoorman et al [16] emphasize that trust is
based on a relationship and the level of trust expresses the level
of risk an individual is willing to take. Abdul-Rahman and
Hailes [17] have defined three characteristics of trust: (1) trust
is subjective, (2) actions we cannot monitor affect trust, and (3)
trust level is dependent on how others’actions affect our actions.
Several trust models has been developed for calculating
trustworthiness [16,18-20].

Ubiquitous computing systems should be open and dynamic,
because pre-identification of participants is impossible and they
might change regularly [21]. In these kinds of distributed
environments, collaboration is vital because multiple systems
together try to achieve goals and perform tasks and it is crucial
for systems to know which entities they should or should not
interact with [22]. Traditional privacy and security solutions
are not adequate for ubiquitous environments because there is
no central control or predefined users or policies [19,21,23].

Privacy and security architecture and decisions need to be based
on trust and its properties [19,21,24].

Context and Context Awareness
Context has been mostly defined with user profile, user emotion,
and user location and identities of nearby people and objects
and changes to those objects [25-28]. According to Dey et al
[29], the three most relevant entities are places, people, and
things. These entities have to be considered from different
viewpoints such as location, activity, and identity. Dourish [30]
proposes that context and content cannot be separated; the
context arises from the activity itself and it cannot be an external
description of the setting. He claims that context is a relational,
interactional property between objects and activities and the
scope of features must be defined dynamically [30]. Dey and
Abowd ([28], pp. 3-4) defined context as: “Context is any
information that can be used to characterize the situation of an
entity. An entity is an individual, place, or object that is
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an
application, including the user and applications themselves.”

This definition is open and it considers that any information
that is relevant for information processing in a situation can be
used as a context. Context information can, for example, be
information about the user, device, environment, or situation.
Thus, it is meaningful to talk about context related to something
that exists. There are three main uses for context information
[29]: (1) presenting information and services to a user or using
context to propose actions to be performed, (2) execution of a
service automatically on behalf of the user, and (3) applications
can tag context to information for later retrieval.

In context-aware computing, applications and systems are able
to perceive their surroundings and environment, adapt according
to the context, and perform autonomously. Context awareness
refers to adaptability, which means that applications and systems
exploit perceived context information and adapt their behavior
accordingly [31]. In this view, context information is
information that enables behavior modification based on this
information and its relations. The systems, applications, and
entities have to define the scope themselves.
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According to Viswanathan et al [32], the key point for successful
ubiquitous health is context awareness, and there are already
several context-aware applications in the health and wellness
domain. A lot of research has been done to support personalized
actions and services in home care, chronic disease management,
and ambient assisted living [33-37] with different personalized
health status, body sensor networks, activity or behavior
monitoring, decision support, and reminder applications
[32,33,35-40]. In the hospital environment, many professionals
are very agile, and context-aware technologies may help by
personalizing services for them by location, time, and social
context [41]. According to previous studies [33,42], there are
several experiments on context-aware computing that have been
created in hospital environments to improve patient record
management, communication among professionals, and
information sharing by including context awareness in patient
room equipment.

Policies
In ubiquitous environments, privacy requirements can be
expressed with policies. Privacy policy can be understood as a
personal statement on privacy. With policies, individuals can
set computational rules explicitly stating their personal privacy
preferences on how their information can be processed, used,
disclosed, and shared [21,43,44]. Policies are typically expressed
with a policy language [45]. To enable personal privacy policies
with computational rules requires definition of privacy attributes.
Privacy policies can be implemented with setting values on
privacy attributes. Context-aware policies based on context
information enable dynamic adaptation of privacy control
strategies and tailored privacy decision support services. A
technique called sticky policy enables attaching policies into
data to ensure that data are processed according to an
individual’s wishes [44].

Behrooz and Devlic [46] propose a context-aware privacy policy
language based on two design considerations: (1) situations and
privacy rules are defined separately, and (2) a context requestor
can be specified based on its identity or social relationship to a
user. These principles mean that privacy policies are set for
different situations. Ghosh et al [47] presented a semantically
rich policy-based system that can reason on user’s context and
thus protects a user’s privacy dynamically during runtime.
Schaub et al [23] presented a privacy context model with three
major entities—user, user’s environment, and user’s activities.
Their model takes into account information, physical, and
territorial aspects of privacy. Blount et al [48] proposed a
context-dependent policy model in which field context contains
information when conditions for the policy are valid. These
values may be from either the subject or the requestor.

Methods

Scenarios and User Stories
Scenarios are means to describe the system’s intended usage.
Scenario-based design techniques produce descriptions of how
people do things and how they can accomplish different tasks
with the system. With scenarios, designers can find new ways
of doing things and new things to do. Scenarios capture goals,
entities, behavioral information (eg, actions, activities, and

events) and what people are trying to accomplish with the
system [49,50]. They can also describe different related actors
with their own objectives. Typically, scenarios have a plot that
consists of several events, things that happen during activities,
changes in the setting, etc. Scenarios are work-oriented analysis
methods; thus, they are suitable for our purposes, because we
are analyzing typical activities of an individual in an ubiquitous
health environment to recognize the needs for context
information.

In our previous articles, we analyzed privacy threats and the
principles for trusted information processing [4], defined privacy
attributes [7], and analyzed the requirements for information
that should be used in privacy policy formulation and common
threats and challenges concerning privacy in ubiquitous health
[8]. Our previous results created the framework for the scenario
development and analyses and for the requirements for context
information. In this research, we created scenarios that were
based on materials collected in our earlier empirical research
on personal wellness [51-53] performed with focus groups and
literature studies focusing on health and wellness activities and
technical applications on chronic disease management,
self-health management, ubiquitous health, and wellness
approaches. Scenarios were designed to capture the
characteristics of different situations, such as a general wellness
management situation without any specific needs and a specific
setting with a chronic disease. With scenarios, we could identify
a wide selection of typical activities in ubiquitous health.

We first created two textual scenarios describing the main actors,
their backgrounds, and current health and wellness situations
and next, we determined the main goals, activities, and entities.
Then, we further divided both scenarios into 10 user stories that
described in more detail the activities and services the
individuals needed in their situations. Each user story focuses
on 1 activity of a scenario and it is a short textual and informal
description of a user case. Because context arises from activity
[30] with the user stories, we could capture activities in
ubiquitous health to identify information-processing situations
and privacy-related context information.

At first, scenarios described typical wellness approaches
emphasizing services that are not regulated by health care
regulations, for example, lifestyle management and
health-related behaviors. The objective was to recognize
activities and entities outside regulated health care services.
Then we approached chronic disease management scenarios
with a focus on identifying collaboration between regulated
health care services and personal attempts to manage health
outside the provider networks with other services. These
scenarios were analyzed to recognize activities and
information-processing situations. To summarize, these
scenarios helped us to analyze the aspects of two different
situations in ubiquitous health: (1) ubiquitous health without
regulated health care providers’participation; and (2) ubiquitous
health with regulated health care, for example, service portfolio
is a combination of services produced by a regulated health care
provider(s) and other health and wellness providers.
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An Example Scenario
As an example, we present the following scenario. Peter is a
23-year-old healthy student who begins to feel tired and ill and
he decides to seek help from student health services. After a
few tests and doctor visits, Peter is diagnosed with type 2
diabetes mellitus. From now on, Peter has to pay attention to
his habits and choices concerning healthy living for the first

time in his life. We divided this scenario into more detailed user
stories describing activities related to chronic diseases in a
ubiquitous health environment. In Table 1, we present an
example analysis of a user story. In Table 2, we present a
detailed example of a single activity in ubiquitous health with
its related privacy concerns, Peter’s policies, and the context
information that a policy example requires.

Table 1. An example analysis of a user story in chronic disease scenario. User story 2.1: Peter receives a medical device with sensors to manage and
care for his disease and automatically measure and monitor his condition. Devices can also automatically inform his doctor about the results and major
changes.

Individual and information controller with rights for privacy, to control processing and secondary use of information.
Peter can decide who can access data created by the device. Peter needs privacy policies to control his own personal
health system (PHS) use and the information it contains.

Role

Data is created in the sensors and transferred to PHS.

PHS analyzes the information and compares it to past information.

PHS informs Peter’s doctor about a major change in a value.

Doctor accesses the information and makes a medical decision.

Activities

Anywhere. No health care–specific regulations concerning the environment. Information sharing is based on Peter’s
known consent and privacy policies. All information created by the certified device is trusted. The device is regulated
by specific legislation (eg, the European Union directive on medical devices). In case of a major change in measure-
ment information, regulated health care service will participate and then the environment will be strictly regulated
by health care–specific regulations.

Environment

Medical device, Peter’s own PHS and possibly electronic health record system. Sensor and measurement data is
stored in PHS and Peter’s health records are in regulated electronic health record system. Peter has total control over
his PHS.

Information systems

Peter, medical device, PHS, and licensed medical professional (doctor) with responsibilities concerning care and
patients privacy

Stakeholders

Certified medical device measuring blood sugar levels

PHS diabetic information analysis

Regulated health care service activated by Peter’s PHS in case of a major change in Peter’s measurement values

Services

Measurement and monitoring data from sensors and medical device

Health and wellness information in PHS is controlled by Peter. The medical information is regulated in health care
organization’s electronic health record system.

Information content

Information is created by a certified medical device controlled by Peter. The environment does not have any specific
domain regulations. Information is in Peter's control and he has full rights for it. Peter's personal context-aware pri-
vacy policies are the main source for limitations and constraints on information processing.

Original context of the informa-
tion

Peter’s PHS is a trusted information system in his control so it has full processing rights and can activate other services
if needed following Peter’s privacy policies. Peter has defined in his policies that different measurement and sensor
data is very sensitive and sets limitation for what purpose information can be used. In other cases, PHS cannot grant
access to information without Peter’s authorization. Other than regulated health care, services have to share their
principles for information processing, security and privacy policies, and for what purpose they want to process the
information.

Requirements for context prop-
erties
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Table 2. An example analysis of an activity: data is created in the sensors and transferred to the PHS.

Required context information for policy 1Peter’s policiesPrivacy challenges and threats [8]

Situation: activity, processing type, actor, target, infor-
mation sensitivity, and purpose for processing

1. Peter thinks that this kind of data is highly per-
sonal and can only be accessed automatically by
a health care professional participating in Peter’s
care service.

Lack of awareness

Environment: general privacy and security regulations,
location, and society

2. To use the data, transparency of processing is
needed; therefore, the provider has to publish de-
tailed privacy and security policies and allow
third-party auditing.

It is difficult to know how data is used in
the future

Service: type, role, provider, location, and objective3. To prevent secondary use, copying data is not
allowed. If copying is required, Peter has to be
notified and his known consent is required.

Relationships between systems may be
unknown

Individual: role, rights to control information, relation
to the activity, confidentiality requirements

4. Health care professionals are not allowed to
disclose data without Peter’s known consent.

Potential secondary use of information

Stakeholder: identity, type, role, purpose, and justifica-
tion for processing

Users want to control how systems use
personal health information

IT system: identity, type, controllerHow to guarantee that data is processed
following the legal constraints and accord-
ing to the individual’s policies

Results

In an open and dynamic ubiquitous health information space,
there are no possibilities to predefine entities or activities and
most aspects of information processing are dynamic. In the
scenarios and user story analyses, we recognized how different
activities are reasons for information-processing situations in
ubiquitous health, how several entities can create and use
information, and how the same information can be used later
to support different activities. In addition, scenarios showed
that activities could happen autonomously with information
systems even without human participation; for instance, based
on some measurement of vital signs or monitoring of data. Thus,
information processing happens because some entity performs
an activity in a certain environment. Situation describes this
occurrence and therefore is chosen as the core component
defining privacy-related context information. It is linked to a
certain activity; that is, the reason for information processing.
Context information needs to include the whole situation and
all participants because of the dynamic nature and limitations
in predefining activities and stakeholders in ubiquitous health.

As a result of our scenarios and user stories, we present the two
kinds of basic models for ubiquitous health: ubiquitous health
without regulated health care providers, and ubiquitous health
with regulated health care service providers.

The first case is an open environment with multiple entities with
different kinds of domain environments and interests. All
participants are by definition untrusted. Health care–specific
regulations do not apply, but regular privacy and security
legislations set limitations for information processing. In
addition, different domains may have their specific legislations
(eg, social care, wellness services, medical devices, or
pharmacy). Environment and entity-specific regulations and an
individual’s personal context with privacy preferences are
necessary for adaptable privacy policies. An individual’s role,
environment, and privacy requirements may vary between used

services or information systems and information sensitivity
influences heavily on personal policies. An individual’s rights
to control data and information must be discussed with service
providers.

In the second case, there are also entities that are affected by
health care–specific regulations. Depending on who or what
provides service and/or controls information, there might be
strict health care–specific regulations for service provision,
organizations, professionals, information systems, and
information processing. Regulated health care services are to
some extent trusted and privacy threats and risks occur
especially when information is transferred from them or
processed beyond their authority. It is very critical to capture
who is responsible for what, where and how services are
provided, what information and sources are used, how sensitive
the information is, and who controls participating information
systems.

In a previous study [4], we defined ubiquitous health to be
composed of services, information systems, stakeholders, and
their environments. In addition to these, we have to capture the
contexts of the information-processing situation and its object
and/or subject. We should capture the following components
and their properties on privacy, regulations, and requirements
for trusted information processing: what happens (situation);
who is the subject or the object (individual); what services are
related to the situation (service); where this situation happens
(environment); what social actors are active in the situation
(stakeholder); and what computational entities participate (IT
system).

In this research, the properties of the privacy-related context
information components and their properties are derived by
combining the results of the scenario analyses and the principles
and requirements presented in the earlier research. We analyzed
the results of the scenario analyses to explicate concrete
properties for our components. In the example, we derived the
context information that is needed to fulfil the requirements for
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policies and to minimize known privacy threats. In this example,
policy 1 in the Table 2 means that Peter sets a general policy
that data created by sensors is highly sensitive and can only be
automatically accessed by health care professionals participating
in his care. Peter has total control over his data and the future
use of data is based solely on Peter’s wishes. The situation
occurs when a regulated health care professional tries to access
Peter’s data to support Peter’s care and to follow his condition.
To manage his privacy, Peter needs information about the data
user’s environment and processing wishes. If parties other than
a health care professional in Finland taking part in Peter’s care
service want to access the data, Peter’s known consent is

required. The data user is a regulated health care professional
in Finland; that is, predefined as somewhat trusted and he/she
can use the information only to make medical decisions and to
follow Peter’s condition. The data can only be accessed within
Peter’s PHS and the data cannot be copied or distributed. From
the example, we can see how Peter needs several kinds of
context information to create the example policy.

From the scenario analyses, we have defined the properties that
are needed to fulfil the principles of trusted information
processing and requirements set for privacy formulation
concerning context information (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Privacy-related context information components and their properties for ubiquitous health.

A situation describes information processing that happens in a
certain context because of some activity and by/for a certain
individual. From the scenarios, we learned that environments
might vary a lot; therefore, we need to understand the
environment where the situation happens and
component-specific environments (eg, individual, services,
stakeholders, and IT systems) to capture all privacy aspects.
With the environment, we do not only mean location and other
position-based information, but especially important is to capture
the type of environment. We have to perceive the properties of
environment such as privacy, security, trust-related information,
and information-processing rules and responsibilities.
Regulations may differ a lot between environments and different
businesses are affected by their specific legislation. Capturing
environment is crucial because technological advancements
such as cloud computing and big data create new types of
privacy risks. For example, if a service is offered in the
European Union but the data are stored or processed in an
information system located in the United States, there are
differences in legislations concerning privacy, security, or
secondary use of data. People should be able to control where
and why their data are processed.

An individual component describes the actual subject and/or
object of health and wellness activities in ubiquitous health. It
is linked differently to situations; an individual can create them,
participate in them, and/or is an object. Properties needed from

the individual are the role he/she has in the situation, location,
and environment and what relation he/she has with the activity.
Also, an individual’s rights for controlling information
processing (eg, content, disclosure and access to information),
privacy policies, sensitivity and confidentiality requirements
and what is his/her relation (eg, owner, controller, or subject)
to information should be acknowledged. All these things affect
how and on what basis systems can process information.

A service component describes regulated health care services
and/or other services that can be offered by IT systems and/or
stakeholders. An IT system component refers to all
computational entities, which can include health information
systems, personal health systems, ubiquitous systems, devices,
sensors, etc. IT systems should be open about their processes
and publish their privacy and security policies including how
an individual’s privacy is protected, relevancy of processing
and actual data protection specifications, and detailed
information-processing principles. This would improve
transparency of information processing and increase
trustworthiness. If an IT system does not publish necessary
information, this has to be captured in the context information.
Because information processing can happen anywhere, it is vital
to capture its context because there are several characteristics
affecting privacy that may differ between IT systems; for
example, type, location, or regulative background. For example,
there are big differences in regulations among information
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systems, regulated medical devices (eg, have to be certified),
and wellness devices. Stakeholder is the social component
describing organizations and possible human participants. They
can be actors or interested parties in a situation. They offer,
participate, or are interested in services offered to individuals.

Our components can be used to increase trustworthiness of
information processing because privacy policies can be
adaptable and based on constraints, limitations, rules, rights,
and responsibilities set with situational information. Components
can also be used to analyze that the information processing
follows the preferences set by an individual’s privacy policies
and the requirements from the original context of the
information. For example, in our user story Peter may disclose
medical and lifestyle data to a service provider to receive a
selected service. Peter has set privacy policies using privacy
properties. Before disclosure, Peter (his privacy architecture)
needs the context information from the service provider to

calculate if processing is according to the requirements set by
Peter’s own context-aware privacy policies and the original
context of the information. Privacy architecture can then confirm
that the use context is valid according to Peter’s personal
preferences and allow access to the information (Figure 3).

Our hypothesis was that privacy-related context information
could be used to formulate context-aware privacy policies hence
enabling trusted processing of personal health and wellness
information. In this study, we analyzed contents of a privacy
attribute context and presented components and their properties
that can be used as part of privacy policies by setting situational
constraints and limitations. These characteristics are also needed
to capture information-processing contexts from the privacy
perspective. All components or properties are not necessarily
needed in all situations. In addition, if some systems refuse to
cooperate in publishing context information, this has to be
captured and acknowledged.

Figure 3. The use of privacy-related context information in ubiquitous health.

Discussion

In this research, we present an approach using privacy-related
context information for privacy protection in ubiquitous health.
Privacy is a business-enabler because individuals will not use
these services if they cannot manage their privacy and trust.
People need simple tools to manage their privacy and we have
started this by defining the components situation, environment,
individual, service, stakeholder, IT system, and their properties.
These components describe the crucial privacy-related context
information needed to improve trustworthiness of ubiquitous
health. We present new knowledge by defining context, which
is one of the main privacy attributes used in privacy policy
definition. The results of this study can be used as a basis to
create more formal models defining privacy-related context
information in a computer-understandable format. Our results

are in line with the preferred privacy level model by Lederer et
al [11] but we have taken it a step further and divided context
into original and use context and defined more detailed and
concrete properties that could be valued and measured and used
by privacy architecture for trust calculation.

Ubiquitous health is still an emerging field combining highly
regulated health care with personal health and wellness services
and systems. In health care, legislation and regulations define
what privacy is and what kind of rights individuals have; that
is, privacy is a state-defined property. Considering services and
systems outside the regulated health care privacy is a personal
property of an individual; that is, free will. The individual has
the right to choose the use of his/her information and define
policies as to how, where, and to what extent the information
can be processed. In ubiquitous health, a privacy model is a
combination of these two models and can be controlled with
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policies. Policies can be personal preferences or defined by
regulations. Using the scenarios, we could identify situations
outside regulated health care to recognize requirements and
characteristics of ubiquitous health. With organization-centric
health care processes or workflows, we cannot really model
ubiquitous health as a whole because there are many services
and systems without predefined and regulated processes or
workflows.

In ubiquitous health, service provision is based on customer
relationships and trading on benefits of services against reducing
personal privacy. Individuals should be able to verify the
trustworthiness of service providers and decide if they are
prepared to disclose personal information and reduce privacy.
Because services are often offered as distributed, personalized
and even autonomous, the privacy architecture should offer
automatic privacy services and adapt dynamically to the
situation. Scenarios and user stories showed that ubiquitous
health is multidimensional with limitations of predefining
situations. The amount of information needed and created in
these situations can be huge, and the content and its sensitivity
vary depending on the activity performed. Ubiquitous health is
an open, dynamic, and collaborative environment and privacy
needs to be based on trust and its properties [19,21,24].

In health care, privacy is mainly protected with access control
and consent management. Access control is merely one tool to
protect privacy. Managing privacy in ubiquitous health is a
much broader issue than just controlling health care
professionals’ access to data. Access control with predefined
rights, roles, and consents cannot really function because there
is no central control or necessarily predefined processes,
situations, or actors. To ensure privacy in ubiquitous computing,
access control should be dynamic because of multiple changing
entities. Context information enables dynamic management of
rights [54]. Consent is an example of a personal policy but in
ubiquitous health, policies are needed to cover several different
situations that are more complex than those that consents are
designed for. Policies have to be dynamic and context-aware.
Corradi et al [55] present a dynamic and flexible security
middleware that uses context as a basic concept in security
policy specification and permissions are linked to the contexts
instead of user identities or roles. Most research on privacy of
context-aware computing focuses on capturing user’s context
or certain actors and using that information to adapt to privacy
preferences [23,47,54].

In this study, we followed the approach of Behrooz and Devlic
[46] to separate situations and privacy rules. We identified the
necessary information to capture privacy aspects in
information-processing situations. Then, privacy architecture
can capture the situation and the conditions where data are
created; that is, the original context and combine that with
individual's policies and control future use contexts such as
how, where, and by whom the information can be used. Our
approach needs information from participating systems and
currently its availability depends on the goodwill of participants.
Additional to this information, privacy architecture can use
external sources for estimating trustworthiness of systems (eg,
recommendations from others, history, trust values, and trust
calculations).

In the European Union, organizations are required to inform
individuals about use of their data and publish privacy policies
that should be comprehensive with high-level descriptions of
their privacy practices [43]; however, these are not enough to
safeguard individuals’ rights. These privacy policies do not
generally consider how data are actually processed after
collection. So, one of the main challenges in privacy protection
is how to enforce all relevant parties to explicate their detailed
privacy policies [43]. Current legislation is not fully prepared
to handle privacy threats of ubiquitous computing and does not
obligate organizations to disclose their detailed privacy policies
or information-processing principles. In the future, legislation
needs to include the needs of privacy, citizens’ rights, and
ubiquitous computing. Citizens have to be able to control
processing and secondary use of their personal information.
Future privacy principles and norms need to progress from
high-level principles to detailed regulations concerning the
processing and use of information. This would bring openness
and transparency to information processing and new kinds of
responsibilities for organizations and informed rights for
citizens. In addition, authorities or certificate organizations
should be able to audit providers and offer recommendations
about their trustworthiness.

The components defined in this research may have some
limitations and may not be conclusive; however, based on the
scenario analyses these are needed. In addition, some properties
are hard to define explicitly or in measurable format. They have
to be analyzed in more detail and formal models are needed to
implement them in computational format. Also, we need more
detailed analysis of what organizations should publish about
their processes and privacy and security policies and principles.
To create context-aware privacy services and policies in practice,
we need to develop ontologies that explicate components,
properties, and requirements that we have presented in this
research. Ontologies are formal representations and should cover
different activities, services, IT systems, stakeholders,
information content, and especially relevant regulative
environments. With ontologies, we can create computational
rules that can be used to enforce regulations and personal
policies into ubiquitous applications.

Because it is practically impossible for individuals to evaluate
the trustworthiness of a system, and to understand detailed
privacy and security requirements and set personal policies, we
developed trust-based privacy management architecture for
ubiquitous health [8]. This architecture model describes what
privacy and security services are needed to enable trusted
information processing in ubiquitous health. The architecture
will apply privacy-related context information to create privacy
and security policies that will ensure that information processing
will not happen against the wishes of the individual and the
original context of the data. The architecture contains decision
support and policy services for individuals to help them define
personal policies. This research adds to the architecture model
by defining the required privacy-related context information
components and their properties that are needed to create
implementable tools and means for individuals to manage
personal information privacy.
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